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PREFACE

This report was created for the F-16 Aircrew Training
Development Project contract no. F02604-79-C8875 for the Tactical
Air Command to comply with the requirements of CDRL no. 8012,
B013, B015 and B019. The project entailed the design and
development of an instructional system for the F16 RTU and
instructor pilots. During the course of the project, a series of
development reports was issued describing processes and products.
A list of those reports follows this page. The user is referred
to Report No. 34, A Users Guide to the F-16 Training Development
Reports, for an overview and explanation of the series, and
Report No. 35, F-16 Final Report, for an overview of the
Instructional System Development Project.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report contains the F-16 pilot training task listing,
criterion-referenced objectives (CROs) , objectives hierarchies
and course map. A task listing is the logical breakdown of a
task or job into its component subtasks. For instructional
purposes, each of these subtasks is then converted into a CRO
complete with conditions and standards for successful perfor-
mance. The interrelationship of the CROs is identified and
represented in a hierarchical arrangement.

For example, the major task of "performing the duties of an
F-16 pilot" was divided into the following 11 subtasks:

1. Premission planning

2. Pretakeoff procedures

3. Takeoff

4. Departure

5. Enroute procedures

6. Air refueling

7. Combat

8. Recovery

9. Landing

10. Post-flight procedures

11. Mission debriefing

Each of these subtasks were then broken down into smaller per-
formances. For instance, under premission planning such tasks as
collect weather data, collect operations data, etc. were
identified. These performances form the basis of the CROs. This
reduction in task complexity provides the logical rationale for
the hierarchical arrangement.

All tasks relevant to the F-16 training program are listed in
this report. This provides the foundation for all subsequent
instructional design and development activities.
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F-16 TASK ANALYSIS,
CRITERION-REFERENCED OBJECTIVE,
AND OBJECTIVES HIERARCHY REPORT

INTRODUCTION

This report contains the F-16 pilot training task listing,
task hierarchies, criterion-referenced objectives (CROs) , and
objectives hierarchies as of the end of F-16 Aircrew Training
Development Project March 1981. Additionally, the academic
objectives which support the tasks actually taught in the F-1600B
course are presented. The distinction between these two sources
of data and their use will be presented in a latter section.

When using this report, it is important for the reader to
keep in mind that the analysis was conducted on an emerging
weapons system. Therefore, some of the tasks and objectives
presented here are not relevant to today's F-16. The reasons for
leaving these obsolete tasks and objectives in this report will
be elaborated below.

The report is divided into four volumes for convenience in
binding. Detailed information on rationale and methodology for
the analysis which produced this document is available in the
following F-16 Development Reports:

TakAayi ehdlg eot F-16 Development Report
No. 7, October 1978.

Derivation, Formatting and Use of Criterion-referenced
Objectives (CROs) and Criterion-referenced Tests (CRTs),
F-16 Development Report No. 5, September 1977.

objectives Hierarchy Analysis Methodology Report, F-16
Development Report No 8, October 1978.

only a brief introduction to each of these three analyses is
presented in the sections which follow.
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TASK LISTING

A task listing for instructional development purposes is the
logical breakdown of a performance task or job into its component
subtasks, down to the level of individually measurable
performance tasks. For F-16 pilot training, the major task, 1.0
"Perform duties of an F-16 pilot", has been divided into the
following eleven major subtasks:

1.1 Perform premission planning

1.2 Perform pretakeoff procedures

1.3 Perform takeoff

1.4 Perform departure

1.5 Perform enroute procedures

1.6 Perform air refueling

1.7 Perform combat

1.8 Perform recovery

1.9 Perform landing

1.10 Perform post flight procedures

1.11 Perform mission debriefing

These major subtasks represent the phases of a flight during
combat. Each subtask is further broken down until the tasks
reached can be effectively observed and evaluated during one
performance session. Examples of tasks at this level are
1.1.2.4.15 "Calculate offset aim points" and 1.7.5.2.9.3.4
"Perform missile break turn". There are about 1,000 tasks in the
F-16 task listing, of which about 700 are at this lowest level.

CROs AND OBJECTIVES HIERARCHIES

Each of the lowest level performance tasks (usually those
with at least a four number designator) is converted into a CRO.
For each CRO a set of conditions and a standard for performance
are defined, along with other related data such as criticality of
correct performance and difficulty. In addition the CROs contain
an outline of the steps followed during task performance. The
CROs also provide a convenient collection point for several items
of data used in other instructional development procedures.
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Each CRO is further analyzed to determine the set of training
objectives necessary to train a student to the level of practice
and mastery of the CRO. The objectives occur in the form of
hierarchies showing superordinate-subordinate relationships be-
tween the CRO supporting the task and the objectives. Objectives
can be trained and tested with a variety of presentation media,
such as workbooks, pencil and paper tests, or a cockpit familiar-
ization trainer, whereas the CRO is normally performed in a
simulated environment or in the aircraft.

USES OF THIS REPORT

To use this report, the user should keep in mind the distinc-
tion between a task listing and a course map. As stated earlier,
the task listing is the logical breakdown of a task into its
component subtasks, whereas the course map indicates only those
tasks and supporting objectives that are taught in the course.
The first eleven sections of this report are the task listings
and the twelfth section contains the course map.

The task listing can be used for both historical and refer-
ence purposes. As historical document, this report consists of
all the tasks once though relevant to flying the F-16. However,
because of mission or equipment changes, some of the tasks
originally identified as important to F-16 training were later
deleted. These tasks were left in the report but they are iden-
tified as being deleted from the present task listing. Knowing
how this task listing evolved may help future developers as they
deal with the complexities of maintaining and updating a task
listing on an emerging weapons system.

As a reference source, this report could serve as the start-
ing point when future members of the F-16 OTD team are tasked
with revising the course materials. For example, at some future
date when the Engine System workbook needs revision, this report
could help the individual responsible for revising the workbook
in the following ways. First, the individual could use the
course map to identify those tasks which the objectives in the
workbook were designed to support. Next, the objectives hier-
archies supporting those tasks could be examined to see if lesson
should now be included. If not, then of course the individual
would have to consult other sources of data for revision content.

Finally, the task listing and course map could be used when
new tasks are incorporated into the course. For example, when
the simulator comes on line, the OTD team may identify the need
for new tasks to be learned in academics prior to simulator use.
The task listing and coursemap would aid in the identification of
prerequisite relationships between the new tasks and tasks al-
ready in the course, and this would have implications for the
sequencing of the newmaterial into the -o-rs,.
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UPDATE OF THIS REPORT

The task list, CR05, and objectives hierarchies form the
foundation of much of the instructional design and development
that follow, such as determination of the syllabus, sequencing of
objectives, and media selection. As the content of the instruc-
tion changes, (due to changes in the aircraft, its employment,
etc.) the task list, CR05, and objectives hierarchies should be
updated accordingly. Therefore, these data bases are continually
evolving. The results presented in this report are based on what
is presently known about the aircraft and its planned use.

At present there are some CROs that have not been written.
These CR05 are identified by their number designator at the
beginning of each section. It is hoped that in the future, as
time permits, these CROs will be written.

Updating of the task list and CROs have been greatly aided
by the use of a word processing system for storage of task data.
This also allows for the quick searching of data and for pro-
duction of multiple-use reports from the same data base.

REPORT NOTATIONS

Some of the features of the data presentation in this report
may need explanation. In the task list sections, task numbers
and their accompanying behaviors are presented in two forms: (1)
list form and (2) graphic form. The task numbering follows the
hierarchical breakdown of tasks into subtasks described above.
Tasks marked w(E)" are entry level tasks, that is, tasks which
incoming students should already be able to perform. Such tasks
have been included in the task list when it was determined that
their exclusion would be questioned. Otherwise, the task listing
is intended to go to the level of entry but does not include it.
Although the task list is the collection of tasks performed
during regular use of the aircraft, there are some tasks that are
only performed during training, such as range and dart tow
procedures. These tasks, though not properly a part of the task
list, have been included in it and are labelled by "(T)w. There
are also tasks in the listing that although not taught as part of
the training program, are part of the continuation training.
These tasks are designated with the letter "(C)". Finally, those
tasks that have been deleted from the task listing are identified
by the letter "(D)". Subsequent development work will identify
more of these, and they will be added to the task listing as they
are identified.

The form of the CROS is explained in detail in F-16
Development Report No. 5 listed above. Some of the CROs,
including several in Section 1.7, Combat, have not been defined
because data are not yet available or because of the subject-
matter expert manpower shortage. For these, placeholders have
been provided listing the task behavior tut no other data. These
will be completed as time and manpower permit.
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An objectives hierarchy is provided for each CR0. On the
hierarchy diagrams, the CR0 is the highest level solid box in the
hierarchy. The top, dashed box is the next higher level task in
the task listing. The unnumbered boxes below the CR0 represent
the training objectives for that CR0. These boxes are arranged
according to a hierarchy of training knowledge prerequisites.
Boxes on the same horizontal level can be learned in any order.
Unnumbered hexagonal boxes represent objectives common to several
hierarchies. Numbered hexagonal boxes represent CROs that
provide information prerequisite to the mastery of the current
CR0. (These show up on the CR0 page as enabling tasks.)
Hierarchies which have not been completed have been labelled
"TBD' (to be determined)
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I Perform all F-16 missions [iands-on]

1.1 Perform mission planning [,anos-on!

1.1.1 Collect mission data from agencies [Hands-on]

.1.1. Collect intelligence data [Hanas-on!

I.1.1.1 Given a mission, state the elements of intelligence ata unich must be coiiected for
premission planning without omission. [Academic3

1.1.1.1.2 State the definitions of standard intelligence terms without error [Acaaemicl

1.1.1.2 Collect weather data [Hands-on]

1.1.1.2.1 With no omissions, state the elements of weatner aate which must be coiiected for premission
pianning for non-tactical missions. £Acadeaic]

1.I.1.2.2 State the uses of weather information in planning tactical missions without omission.
[Academic]

1.1.1.3 Collect operations data [Hands-on]

1.1.1.3.1 Given a specific mission, state.the elements of operations aata wnicn must oe collected fo,
premsission pianning wtthout omission. tDcidesicl

i.1.1.3.2 State the elements of operations data which must be collected prior to a tactical mission for

premission piannimg, witnout omission. [Acedezac5

1.1.2 betermine the mission data [Hands-on]

1.1.2.1 Determine pretQKeoff ata CHa ds-on5

1.1.2.1.1 Determine mission-required personal support equipment [iands-on]

1.1.2.1.2 Determine station time [Hands-on]

1.1.2.1.3 Determine start engine time Ei nds-on3

1.1.2.1.4 List the pretakeoff data which must be determined during premission planning. E[Hrlas-on)

1.1.2.2 Determine takeoff data [Hands-on5

1.1.2.2.1 Compute gross weight CHanas-onj

1.1.2.2.1.1 Given aircraft configuration information and the classified supplement to the -i,
compute gross weight within +/- 500 pounds. EAcodemic

i.l.2.2.2 Compute drag index EHanas-on]

1.1.2.2.2.1 Given aircraft configuration information and the ciQssifiea supplement to tne -1,
determine drag index without error. [Ac demic]

1.1.2.2.3 Compute takeoff factor Chands-on)

1.1.2.2.3.1 Given environmental data and aircraft configuration, compute takeoff factor witnhin +i-
.2 units. [Academic!



1.1.2.2.4 Compute rotation speed and takeoff speed [Hands-on]

1.1.2.2.4.1 Given aircraft configuration information, center of gravity Qne gross weight, compute

rotation speed and takeoff speed within i/- 5 KIAS [Acaaemic]

i.1.2.2.5 Compute taKeoff and landing crosswind components rhands-on3

.1 .... 5.1 Given runway neading, wind speed and direction, compute takeoff ana inaing crosswina

components within 4/- 2 knots. CAcaoemic3

±.1.2.2.a Compute takeoff roil (ground run distance) [Hands-on]

1.1.2.2.6.1 Given drag index, takeoff gross weight, correcteo arna uncorrected takeoff speea,runwau

slope, wind speed and direction, and takeoff factor, compute takeoff roillground run distance)
within +/- 200 feet. [Academic]

1.1.2.2.7 Compute acceleration check speed [Hands-on]

1.1.2.2.7.1 Given drag index, takeoff gross weight, corrected and uncorrected ana taKeoff speed,

runway slope, wind speed and direction, and takeoff factor, compute acceleration, checy, speed

within V1- 5 KIAS. (Acodemic]

1.1.2.2.8 Compute maximum abort speed and maximum broke speed for KiL or MAX power takeoffs (Hands-on3

1.1.2.2.8.1 Given takeoff gross weight, runway slope, wind speed and direction, and tokeoff

factor, compute maximum abort speed and maximum brake speed for MIL or OAX powertakeoffs within
+- 5 KIAS. [Acaaemic]

1.1.2.2.9 Compute effect of runway condition on maximum abort speed (Hands-on]

1.1.2.2.9.1 Given takeoff gross weight, runway slope, wind speed and direction, and takeof.
factor, compute effect of runway condition on maximum abort speed within 4/- 1W percent.
(Acodeic)

1.1.2.3 Determine departure aata CHands-on]

1.1.2.3.1 Calculate taxi, takeoff, and ciimbout fuel, time, and distance for niLKMAX powerthrust

[Hanas-on]

i.1.2.3.1.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, calculate taxi, Meoff,

and ciimabout fuel (time and distance) for MiL/UMAX power thrust. Time correct within t/- .5

minute, fuel within +/- 50 pounds, and distance i/- 2 miles [Academic]

1.1.2.3.2 Calculate best cruise altitude and combat, cruise, and service ceiling altitudes Chands-onI

1.l.2.3.2.. Given a mission assignment aria relevant misson information, comDute best cruise
altitude and combat, cruise, and service ceiling altitudes. Altitude values must oe correct

4within i/- 1,000 feet. (Acadesic]

1.1.2.3.3 Compute military thrust climb performance data LHands-on]

1.1.2.3.3.1 iven a mission assignment and relevant mission information, compute military thrust

climb performance data. Time values must be correct within 4/- .S minute, fuel values witnhin

+/- 50 pounas, and distance values within +/- 2 miles. (Academsic]

1.1.2.3.4 Compute maximum A/B climb performance data Eands-oni,
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1.1.2.3.4.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, compute maximum A/B climb
performance data. Time oust be correct within /- .2 minutes, fuel within /- 100 pounos, and
distance within /- 2 miles. (Acadeic]

1.1.2.4 Determine enroute data [Hands-on]

1.1.2.4.1 Compute optimum Mch/constant altitude cruise: Mach number, true airspeed, grounaspeed, ari
time required to cruise a given distance (Hands-on]

1.1.2.4.1.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission info, compute optimum Mch/constant
alt. cruise: Mach number +/- .01, true airspeed +/- 10 knots, groundspeed +/- 10 knots, and
tin required to cruise a given distance within +/- 2 1/2 ains. (Hands-on]

1.1.2.4.2 Compute optimum Mch/constant altitude cruise: specifc range, fuel flow, and fuel required to
cruise a specifed time Hands-on]

1.1.2.4.2.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission info,coopute optimum Mach/constOnl
alt. cruise: specific range within +/-.005 nautical miles/lb.,fuel flow within /-l00
lbs/hr.,and fuel required to cruise a specified time within +/- 100 lb. [Academic]

1.1.2.4.3 Compute altitude factor [Hands-on]

1.1.2.4.3.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, compute altitude factor
within /- 0.2 kcademic]

1.1.2.4.4 Convert altitude factor into altitude. [Hands-on]

1.1.2.4.4.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, convert altitude factor
into altitude within +/- 500 ft. [Academic]

1.1.2.4.5 Compute optimum Hach/optimua altitude cruise data from Subsonic Cruise charts (Hands-on]

1.1.2.4.5.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, compute optimum

each/optimum altitude cruise data from subsonic cruise charts. (Academic]

1.1.2.4.6 Compute optimum Mach/constant altitude cruise data from Subsonic Cruise charts (Hands-on]

1.1.2.4.6.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, compute optimum

mch/constant altitude cruise data from Subsonic Cruise charts. (Acadenic]

1.1.2.4.7 Compute constant Mach/constant altitude cruise data from Subsonic Cruise charts [hands-on]

1.1.2.4.7.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, coanpute constant Macn
constant altitude cruise data from Subsonic Cruise charts (Acadeic]

1.1.2.4.8 Compute constant Mach/optium altitude cruise data from Subsonic Cruise charts [Hands-on]

1.1.2.4.8.1 Given a mission assigonent and relevant mission information, compute constant
Mch/optimum altitude cruise data from Subsonic Cruise charts ( cademic]

1.1.2.4.9 Compute aircraft specific range (Hands-on]

1.1.2.4.9.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, compute aircraft specific

range within 4/- .0025 nautical miles/pound. (Academic]

1.1.2.4.10 Compute aircr4ft fuel flow (Hands-on]



1.1.2.4.10.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, compute aircraft fuel
flow. [Academic]

1.1.2.4.11 Compute aircraft optimum cruise climb performance data from Optimum Cruise Summary chart
[Hands-on]

p
1.1.2.4.11.1 Given a mission assiarnent and relevant mission information, compute aircraft optimum

cruise-clib performance data from Optimum Cruise Summary chart: [Academic]

1.1.2.4.12 Plan an ingress profile for the mission [Hands-on]

1.1.2.4.12.1 Identify potential enemy threats enroute [Hands-on]

1.1.2.4.12.1.1 Given a mission assignment and intel data, identify potential enemy threats
which may be encountered with no omissions [Academic]

1.1.2.4.12.1.1.1 Name the considerations of most importance for identifying potential
enemy threats enroute without omissions [Academic]

1.1.2.4.12.2 Determine best aircraft defense against each potential enemy threat [Hands-on]

1.1.2.4.12.2.1 Given potential enemy threats, state the best aircraft defense against each
in accordance with tactical doctrine [Academic]

1.1.2.4.12.3 Plan passive and actime defensive profiles [Hands-on]

1.i.2.4.12.3.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, plan passive and

active defensive profiles in accordance with tactical doctrine. [kademic]

1.1.2.4.12.3.1.1 State the steps and principles in planning active and passive
defensive profiles in accordance with current tactical doctrine. [Acadeic]

1.1.2.4.12.4 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data, plan an ingress profile.
[Academic]

1.1.2.4.12.4.1 Name the considerations of most importance for planning an ingress profile

without omission. [adeic]

1.1.2.4.13 Plan altitude and airspeed profiles as well as navigation route [Hands-on]

1.1.2.4.13.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, plan altituae and
airspeed profiles as well as navigational route. [AcQdemic]

1.1.2.4.13.1.1 State the steps and principles in planning altitude and airspeed profiles as
ell as navigation route in accordance with current doctrine and regulations. [Academic]

1.1.2.4.14 Select initial point [Hands-on]

1.1.2.4.14.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, select an initial point
[Acaumic]

1.1.2.4.14.1.1 Nae the considerations of lost importance for selecting an initial point in
accordance with current doctrine and regulations. [Acadeic)

1.1.2.4.15 Select offset aim points [Hands-on]

LA



1.1.2.4.15.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, select offset aim points
[Academic]

1.1.2.4.15.1.1 State conditions under which an offset aim point is required in accordance
with doctrine and regulations [Academic]

1.1.2.4.15.1.2 Name the considerations of most importare for selecting an offset aim point
in accordance with current doctrine and regulations [Academic]

1.1.2.4.16 Calculate offset data for offset aim point [Hands-on]

1.1.2.4.16.1 Given target area charts, 4 divider, and a plotter, calculate the offset data for an
opffset aim point within +/- the smallest unit on the target area chart (Acadeic]

1.1.2.4.16.1.1 Describe the procedure for calculating offset for offset data aim point
without omission (Academic]

1.1.2.4.17 Select enroute navigation modes [Hands-on]

I.1.2.4.17.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission infomtion, select enroute
navigation modes [Academic]

1.1.2.4.18 Prepare radar predictions hands-on]

1.1.2.4.18.1 Given a route map prepqre radar predictions, in accordance with IP judgment
[Academic]

1.1.2.4.18.1.1 Given a photograph of an object or terrain feature, describe the radar
display accurately Acadeic]

1.1.2.4.18.2 Describe the effect of errors present in radar ground mapping operations and state
considerations in overcoming those effects Ekademic]

1.1.2.4.19 Prepare enroute map [Hiands-on]

1.1.2.4.19.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission infortation, prepare enroute map in
accordance with IP judgement. Acadeic]

1.1.2.4.19.1.1 Describe the procedure for preparing enroute map and name the considerations
of most importance with no omissions [Academic]

1.1.2.4.20 Determine divert route, fuel, time, and distance (E) [Hands-on]

1.1.4.4.20.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, determine divert route,
fuel, time, and distance. [Academic]

1.1.2.4.20.1.1 Name the considerations of most importance for determining divert route,
fuel, time, and distance with no omissions [Academic]

1.1.2.4.21 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, plan the enroute phase of the
mission consistent with the overall mission plan in accordance with IP judgement. [Academic]

1.1.2.4.12 Describe the procedure for enroute planning and name the considerations of most importonce
with no omissions. (Acadeic]

1.1.2.4.23 Me the aids to navigation and identify the situations where each may or should be employed
wit4 no omissions. (Academic]



1.1.2.5 Accomplish aiu-to-air refueling planning [Hands-on]

1.1.2.5.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, accomplish air-to-air refueiirsg
planning (Academic]

1.I1...1 Describe the procedure for accomplisning air-to-air refuelirng planning without,

oission (Academic]

1.1.2.6 Prepare combat data (Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1 Prepare air-to-surface combat data Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.1 Plan the delivery profile (Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.1.1 Determine primary and alternate delivery modes (Hands-on]

1.l.2.6.1.1.1.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data determine primary
and alternate delivery modes in accordance with If judgement. (Acodeic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.1.1 Given the varieties of delivery modes, describe the situations
where each may or should be employed in accordnace with IP judgeient.

(Weapons Systems) Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.2 Evaluate target characteristics [Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.1.2.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data evaluate target
characteristics in accordance with current doctrine and regulations. (Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.2.1.1 Name the considerations of most importance for evaluating
target characteristics with no omissions [ acdemic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.2.1.2 State the major sources of target irormation (AES, etc.)
with no omissions, and briefly describe the nature of the information without
error ( cadeic)

1.1.2.6.1.1.3 Evaluate threat data in target area [Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.1.3.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data, evaluate threat
data in target area in accordance with current doctrine and regulations. cademic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.3.1.4 NMe the considerations most important for target area threat

evaluations with no omissions. (Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.4 Match ordnance characteristics with specific mission requirements (Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.1.4.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data, match ordnance
charocteristics with specific mission requirements in accordance with current
doctrine and regulations. (Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.4.1.1 ~iven ordnance types, describe the situations where each may
or should be employed. kcademic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.4.1.2 State the major sources of orannce effects data given targets
CJN1S, etc.) with no omissions and briefly describe the nature of the
information without error. EA aeic)

ILm



1.1.2.6.1.1.5 Select ordnance [Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.1.5.1 Given a mission assigrnment and relevent mission data, select odrnce
in accordance with current doctrine and regulations. [Academic3

1.1.2.6.1.1.5.1.1 Hme the considerations of most importance for selecting
ordnance without omission. (Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.6 Determine ordnance data Chands-on]

1.1.2.6.1..6.l Compute minimum safe separation parameters [Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.1.6.1.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data, compute
minimum safe separation parameters without error. [Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.6.2 Compute frog patterns (Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.1.6.2.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data, compute
frig patterns within +/- 250 feet. [Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.6.3 Determine fuse function times required (Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.1.6.3.1 Given weapon, release altitude, dive angle and true air speed,

determine fuse function times required without error. (Academic)

1.1.2.6.1.1.6.4 Determine fuse arming times required [Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.1.6.4.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data,
determine fuse arming times required without error. [Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.7 Select roll-in altitude profile [Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.1.7.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data, select roll-in
altitude profile in accordance with current tactical doctrine. (Academe]

1.1.2.6.1.1.7.1.1 Hame the considerations of most importance for selecting
roil-in profile with no omissions. (Acadetic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.8 Select target attack heading [Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.1.9.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data, select target
attack heading in accordance with current tactical doctrine [Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.8.1.1 Name the considerations of most importance for selecting
target attack heading with no omissions. (Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.9 Select dive angle [Hands-on]

I.1.2.6.1.1.9.1 Given a mission assignment arnd relevant msission data, select dive
angle in accordance with current tactical doctrine and regulations. (Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.9.1.1 Name the considerations mast important for selecting dive P
angle with no omissions (Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.10 Select release pressure altitude and convert to indicatea altitude. [Hands-onl



1.1.2.6.1.I.i.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data, select release

pressure altitude iAi current tactical doctrine and regulations. [Acodemic)

.1.2.8.1.I.10.l.1 zName the considerations of most imoortance for seiectino
release pressure altitude with no omissions. [Acaaemic)

1.1.2.a.1.1.10.2 Given a pressure aitituae, convert it to indicated altitude without
error (E) [Academic]

1.1.2.a.1.1.1l Compute altitude loss during recovery [Hands-on]

1..2.6.1.1.11.I Given a planned delivery profile, compute aititiude loss aouring
recovery within +/- 50 feet. [Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.12 Determine release true airspeed and convert to indicated airspeed Chanas-onl

l.l.2.6.1.1.12.1 Given a planned delivery profile, determine release true airspeed
within +1- 10 knots. [Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.12.2 Given appropriate Dash 34 charts and requisite data, convert the
release true airspeed to indicated airspeed within +/- KIAS (E). [Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.13 Select number of passes (Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.1.13.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data, select the
number of passes jAW current tactical doctrine [Academic)

1.1.2.6.1.1.13.1.1 Name the considerations of most importance for selecting the
number of passes with no omissions [Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.14 Determine manual delivery data [Hands-on)

1.L.2.o.1A.14.1 Determine MIL setting and wina correction [Hands-on)

1.1.2.6.1.1.14.1.1 Given a pianned delivery profile, determine MIL setting and
wind correction within +/- 5 MiLs. [Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.14.2 Determine release rnce [Hands-on!

1.1.2.6.1.1.14.2.1 Given a planned deliveru profile, netermine release range
within +/- 50 feet EAcademic)

i.1.2.6.M1.14.3 Determine aim off distance [Hanas-on)

1.1.2.6.1.1.14.3.1 Given a planned delivery profile, determine aim off distance
within +/- 100 feet [Academic]

1.1.1.6.i.i.i4.4 Compute impact interval in milliseconds for givers stick length
[Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.1.14.4.1 Given a planned deiiveru profile, compute impact interval in

milliseconds for given stick length within +/- 10 milliseconds. [Acaaesicl

1.1.2.6.1.1.14.5 Calculate crosswind correction [Hanas-on]

I.I.26.1..14.5.i Given a pianned aelivery profile, winaspeed, Ond wina
directon. caicuiate crosswind correction withn +/- I foot/knot. [Acanemsic]



1.1.2.6.1.1.14.6 Calculate initial pipper placement (IPP) [Waids-onr

i.I.2.6.1.1.14.8.1 Given a planned delivery profile, calculate initial pipper
placement (IPP) within +/- 5 KILS. [Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.14.7 Calculate RAP [Honds-on]

1.1.2.6.1.1.14.7.1 Given a planned delivery profile, calculate RAP withirn +/- 10
feet. [Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.1.14.8 Describe the function of each type of data to be derived during
manual delivery planning without error EAcadeic)

1.1.2.6.1.1.15 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data, plan the delivery
profile in accordance with current doctrine and regulations. [Academic!

l .l.2.6.1..15.l Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data, plan the

delivery profile in accordance with current doctrine and regulations. [Academic)

1.1.2.6.1.2 Plan egress profile (altitude, airspeed, and heading) from the immediate target area
[Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.2.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data, plan an appropriate
egress profile (altitude, airspeed, and heading) from the immediate target Area in
accordance with IP judgemept [Academic)

1.1.2.6.1.2.2 Name the considerations most important for planning an egress profile from the

immediate target area with no omissions. [Academic!

1.1.2.6.1.3 Accomplish preission planning for specific A-S missions [Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.3.1 Plan for SCAR missions as strike aircraft (C) [Hands-on)

1.1.2.6.1.3.1.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data, plan for a SCAR
mission as strike aircraft in accordance with current tactical doctrine CAcademicl

1.1.2.6.1.3.1.1.1 State the tactical considerations for planning a SCAR mission
with no omissions [Academic)

1.1.2.6.1.3.2 Plan for close air support missions (C) [Hanas-or|]

1.1.2.6.1.3.2.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data, plan for a close
air support mission ir accordance with current tactical doctrine [Academic)

1.1.2.6.1.3.2.1.1 State the tactical considerations for plannirng a close air
support mission with no omissions [Academic)

hi1.2.6.1.3L3 Plan for hunter-kilier missions (C) EHands-or

1.1.2.6.1.3.3.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission data, plan for a
hunter-killer mission IAw current tactical doctrine [Academic!

1.1.2.6.1.3.3.1.1 State the tactical considerations for planning a hunter-kllier

mission with no omissions. [Academic]

i.12.6.1.3.4 Plan for air-to-surface escort missions (C) [Hands-on!



1.1.2.6.1.3.4.1 Given Q mission assignment and relevant mission data. plan for an
air-to-surface escort mission IAW current tactical doctrine. [Academic]

1.1.2.6.1.3.4.1.1 State the tactical consideraitions for planning air-to-surface
escort mission with no omissions. [Acaaemic)

1.1.2.6.1.3.5 Plan for day interdiction missions [76ands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.3.5.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission QQtQ, plan for Q day
interdiction mission lAW current tactical aoctrine. [Academlic]

1.1.2.6.1.3.5.1.1 State the tactical considerutions for pianning a dau

interdiction mission witn no omissions. [Acacemici

1.1.2.6.1.3.6 Plan for armed recce missions [Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.1.3.6.1 Given a mtission assignment and relevant mission aata, plan for an
armed recce mission IAW current tactical doctrine [AcQdemic3

1.1.2.6.1.3.6.1.1 State tne tactical considerations for planning armed recce
mission with no omissions. [AcademicO

1.1.2.6.1.3.7 Plan for niaht air-to-surface missions [Hands-on]

1.i.2.6.1.3.7.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission datQ, plan for a night
air-to-surface mission lAW current tactical doctrine. [Academic3

1.1.2....7.1.1 State the tactical considerations For planning a night

air-to-surfQce mission with no omissions. [Academic!

1.1.2.6.1.3. nPlan for conventional or tactical range mission (T) [Hands-on)

1.1.2.6.1.3.8.1 Given a missiun assignment ana relevant mission iata. plan for a
conventional or tactical range mission jAW current tactical doctrine and trainino
restrictions [Academic)

1.1.2.6.1.3.8.1.1 State the tactical considerations For planning a conventional
or tactical range mission with no omissions. [Acaaemici

1.1.2.6.1.3.8.2 Given a missio assignment and relevant mission da a, plan for a
conventionai range mission AW cutrrent trainirG restrictions. EAckaemicl

i.l.2.6.l,.3. Plan for nuclear striv0e mission. Enhaas-on3

1.1.2.6.1.3.10 Given the varieties of A-S missions. aescrioe the situations wnere ecn Nu
be or shovld be employed in accordance with current tactical doctrire with no omissions.
[Acaaemic

1.1.2.6.2 Plan for air-to-air combat missions. [Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.2.1 Plan for intercept missions CHanas-on!

I.I.2.6.2.1.I 6iiven a mission assignment and relevont mission data, plan ior a. intercept
mission jAW current aoctrine ana regulations. [Acaaemici

1.1.2.6.2.1.1.1 State the primaru principles in ,lanning an r, .ercept mi,,sion IA tne
Phase Manual with no omissions [Acaaesic
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I.i.2.6.2.2 P'lan for air-to-air escort missions (C) CHands-on]

1.1.2.6.2.2.1 Giver, q mission assignient an relevant mission auta plan for an air-to-air
escort mission. [Academic]

1.1.6o.2.2.1.1 State the Primary principles in pilarning an air-to-air escort mission
With no omissions. £Academic

1.1.2.6.2.3 Pian for CAP missions (C) EHarids-onO

1.1.2.6.2.3.1 Given Q mission assignment and relevant mission data, plan for a CAP mission.
[Acaaeic3

1.1.2.6.2.3.1.1 State the primary principles in planning a CAP mission with no
omissions. Acadeic3

1.1.2.6.2.4 Plan for DART (T) [Hands-on]

1.1.2.6.2.4.1 Given a mission assignment an relevant mission data plan for a DART mission
IA current doctrine a rd regulations. CAcaaemic]

1.1.2.6.2.4.1.1 State the primary principles in planning a tART (T) mission with no
omissions. [Acadeaicl

1.1.2.6.2.4.1.2 Correctly state the rules-of-engagement for the DART mission 1A
current regulations and directives without error or oission. [Acaiesic]

1.1.2.1.2.5 Plan for ACBT (T) EHnds-on]

1.1.2.6.2.5.1 Given a mission assignment Qan relevant mission data, pian for an ACBT mission
iAW current doctrine and regulations. [Academic)

1.1.2.6.2.5.1.1 State the primary principles in planning an ACBT (T) mission with no
omissions. [Academic ]

1.1.2.6.2.5.1.2 Correctly state the ruies-of-engauement for ACBT missions iAW current
regulations and directives without errors or omissions [Academic]

1.1.2.6.2.6 Name the varieties of air-to-air missions without omission, arid identify the situation
where each mau or should be employed without error. [Academic]

1.1.2.6.2.7 Correctly state the rules-o-eriageer, !AW current r-egulations and directives.
[ AcademicJ

1.1.2.6.3 Determine nuciear strike data Chands-on)

1.1.2.6.3.1 State the unique considerations in planning a nuciear mission to inciude r-eatck ma
alternate targets. [Academic!

1.1.&.6.3.2 Calcuiate aii r equie pQaraimeters a ra settirngs for nuclear ceiiveries CAcademic)

1.1.2.7 Plan recovery Nands-ori

1.1.2.7.1 Plan descent Nhands-on3

1.1.2.7.1.1 Determirne er, -oute r.aar or STAR aescent Doi t (E) C.rias-or,5



1.1.2.7.1.1.1 Given a mssion assignment an relevant mission inforotion. determine enroulte
radar or STAR descent point (E) CAcoaemic!

1.1.2.7.1.2 Determine visual descent point (E) Cnarids-on]

1.1.2.7.1.3 Determine penetration descent poir (E) .Hanas-on!

I.1.2.7..3.l Giver, a mission assionment and relevant ;ission information, ae~ermine
peretration point (E) without error [Academic]

1.1.2.7.1.4 Calculate minimum fuel/maximum range descent point Chinas-on3

1.1.2.7.1.4.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, caiculate the
minimim fuel/maimum range descent point within 4/- 10 percent. EAcadeaicl

1.1.2.7.1.4.1.1 Describe the procedure for calculating the minimum ?uel/maximum range
descent point with no omissions. [Academic3

1.1.2.7.2 Calculate the descent fuel requirement [Hands-onI

1.1.2.7.2.1 Given a mission assignment and relevant mission information, calculate the descent
fuel requirement within +/- 10 percent. [Academic]

1.1.2.7.2.1.1 Describe the procedure for calculating descent fuel with no omissions.

1Academi1c]

1.1.2.7.3 Plar, approach NHands-onl

1.1.2.7.3.1 Compute minimum safe altitude (using FLIP) (E) [Hands-on)

1.1.2.7.3.1.1 Given a mission assionment and relevant mission information, compute lnimn

safe altitude (using FLIP) (E) without error. [Academic]

1.1.2.7.3.2 Select type of approach [ins-onl

1.1.2.7.3.3 Determine IFR minimums (E) [Hands-on)

1.1.2.7.3.3.1 Given an approach plate, IFR supplement. and aircraft cQtegor.u code, determine
iFR minimums (E) for each type approach without error. [Academici

1.1.2.8 Compute landing data for primary and alternate airfields Hands-on)

1.1.2.8.1 Given a mission assianment and relevant mission information, compute ianding data for primaru
and alternate airfields. [Academic]

1.1.2.8.1.1 Describe the procedure for computing ianaing aata with no omissions. LAcademaic3

1.1.3 Record data on mission data cord [Hanas-onl

1.1.3.1 List the items of information required on the mission data caro for each type of mission with no
omissions. C Ac demic

1.1.4 Attend mission briefing [Academic3

1.1.5 Perform mission briefing (flignt iead) [Hias-or



1.1.5.1 Given a mission assignrent and relevant mission information, brief the mission (IP judgement).
[Acadeic]

1.1.5.i.1 Describe the procedure for planning a mission briefing and name the considerations of most
importance, with no omissions. [Academic]

MI



1.1 PREMISSION PLANNING CRITERION-REFERENCED OBJECTIVES

The following list of numbers corresponds to number
designators for tasks that have not had CROs prepared. As time and
manpower permit, future members of the F-16 OTD team may want to
complete or update the CROs. This list along with the sample form
used to prepare the CROs are provided to facilitate this latter
effort. Tasks needing CROs will be identified at the beginning of
each section..

1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.2.4.12
1.1.2.4.18
1.1.2.6
1.1.2.6.1
1.1.2.6.1.1.14
1.1.2.6.1.1.14.6
1.1.2.6.1.3
1.1.2.6.1.3.3 to 1.1.2.6.1.3.5
1.1.2.6.3.7
1.1.2.6.3.8
1.1.2.6.3.9
1.1.2.6.3.9.1
1.1.2.6.2
1.1.2.6.3
1.1.2.6.2.4 to 1.1.2.7.2
1.1.2.7.3
1.1.7.3.1
1.1.7.3.3

-- ' 1 I n ... ... ... . --



TASK NO.: 1.1.1.1

BEHAVIOR: Collect intelligence data

CONDITION:

Agency: Intel
information source for: Friendly and enemy disposition, strengths,
and capabilities affecting the mission; target description

Manuals and pubs: Daily intelligence summaries (DISUK)
Information source for: Applicable intelligence information

Activity: Collect mission data from agencies

External environment: N/A

Aids:

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: None

Performance precision: Collect completely, to the satisfaction of the
instructor

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.1.1.2

BEHAVIOR: Collect weather data

CONDITION:

Agency: Wx
Information source for: ALF standard briefing, including required
base, enroute and target winds, cloud cover, visibility, D-value

Manuals and pubs: None

Information source for: N/A

Activity: Collect mission data from agencies

External environment: N/A

Aids:

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A
--------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: AFR 60-1

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.1.1.3

BEHAVIOR: Collect operations data

CONDITION:

Agency: Ops
Information source for: Aircraft #, weapon status, takeoff time,
active runway, special mission restrictions, target

Manuals and pubs: Fragmentary order
Information source for: Operating instruction/restrictions,
target/TOT/support aircraft, agencies

Activity: Collect mission data from agencies

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues: Mission tasking order
Systems presenting cues: N/A

----------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK 1O.: 1.1.2.1

BEHAVIOR: Determine pretakeoff data

CONDITION:

Agency:

Information source for:

Ranuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

* . Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:

Systems presenting cues:

*STANDARD:

* Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.2.1

BEHAVIOR: Compute gross weight

CONDITION:

Agency: Ops

Information source for: Aircraft configuration

Nanuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Appropriate weights

Activity: Determine takeoff data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: None

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: +/- 300 LBS
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.2.2

BEHAVIOR: Compute drag index

CONDITION:

Agency: Ops

Information source for: Aircraft configuration

Nanuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Drag indexes

Activity: Determine takeoff data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

------------------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: None

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy: +/- 5 units

I



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.2.3

BEKAVIOR: Compute takeoff factor

CONDITION:

Agency: Wx
Information source for: Runway temp and pressure altitude

Manuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine takeoff data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: None

Performance precision: None

Computational accuracy: */- .2



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.2.4

BEHAVIOR: Compute rotation speed and takeoff speed

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1

Information source for: Takeoff Speed chart

Activity: Determine takeoff data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Compute gross weight

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1 Takeoff Speed chart

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy: +/- 5 knots



TASK 10.: 1.1.2.2.5

BEHAVIOR: Compute takeoff and landing crosswind components

CONDITION:

Agency: Vx

Information source for: Winds at takeoff time

Ianuale and pubs: -1
Information source for: Takeoff and Landing Crosswing Limits chart,
and actual crosswind limit value

Activity: Determine takeoff data

Eternal environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Collect operations data (active runway)

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: None

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy: +/- 2 knots
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.2.6

BEHAVIOR: Compute takeoff roll (ground run distance)

CONDITION:

Agency: Ops
Information source for: Runway slope

Manuals and pubs: -
Information source for: Chart

Activity: Determine takeoff data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Compute gross weight; compute drag index;
compute takeoff and landing crosswind components; compute takeoff
factor

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: Takeoff Ground Run Distance chart

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy: .- 200 FT



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.2.7

BEHAVIOR: Coiapute acceleration check speed

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Acceleration Check Speed chart

Activity: Determine takeoff data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Compute gross weight; compute drag index;
compute takeoff factor; compute takeoff and landing crosswind
components; collect 0ps data (runway slope)

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1 Acceleration Check Speed chart

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy: +/-5 knots



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.2.8

BEHAVIOR: Compute maximum abort speed and maximum brake speed for MIL
or '!AX power takeoffs

CONDITION:

Agency: Ops
Information source for: Runway length, runway slope

Manuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Maximum Abort Speed (Military Thrust
Takeoff) and (Maximum A/B Thrust Takeoff) charts

Activity: Determine takeoff data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Compute gross weight; compute takeoff
factor; compute takeoff and landing crosswind components; compute drag
index
Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: Maximum Abort Speed charts

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy: /- 5 knots



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.2.9

BIHATIOR: Compute effect of runway condition on maximum abort speed

CONDITION:

Agency: Wx
Information source for: RCR

Manuals and pubs: -I
Information source for: Chart

Activity: Determine takeoff data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Compute maximum abort speed

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: TBD

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.3.1

BEHAVIOR: Calculate taxi, takeoff, and climbout fuel, time, and
distance for MIL/MAX Dower thrust

CONDITION:

Agency: Wx, Ops

Information source for: Takeoff temperature, taxi distance, runway
elevation

Manuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Climbout Fuel, Time, Distance charts

Activity: Departure data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Compute gross weight; compute drag index

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1 Climbout Fuel, Time, Distance charts

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy: +/- 50 LBS; 1/ I MIN; *1-5 NM



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.3.2

BEHAVIOR: Calculate best cruise altitude and combat, cruise, and
service ceiling altitudes

--------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: N/A

Mnuals and pubs: -1

Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine departure data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Collect weather data

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: TBD
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.3.3

BEHAVIOR: Compute military thrust climb performance data

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine departure data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Compute drag index

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: TBD



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.3.4

BEHAVIOR: Compute maximum A/B climb performance data

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine departure data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Drag index

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STAEDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: TBD



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.9

BEHAVIOR: Compute aircraft specific range

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Compute gross weight

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: TBD



TASK NO.: 1. 1. 2.4. 10

EHAVIOR: Compute aircraft fuel flow

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Infrmaionsoucefor: Appropriate charts

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

kids: None

Product of previous task:

Initiation cuecs: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

-STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: TBD



TASK WO.: 1.1.2.4.11

BEHAVIOR: Compute aircraft optimum cruise-climb performance data from
Optimum Cruise Summarj chart

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1

Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Compute gross weight; compute drag index

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: TBD
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.12

BEHATIOR: Plan an ingress profile for the mission

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Nanuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.12.1

BEHAVIOR: Identify potential enemy threats enroute

CONDITION:

Agency: Intel

Information source for: Photos, descriptions, predictated locations

Ranuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity: Determine ingress profile

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

---------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: None

Performance precision: 100%

Computational accuracy: N/A
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.12.2

BEHAVIOR: Determine best aircraft defense against each potential enemy
threat

----------------------------------------- ------------------------------------
CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1, -34, 3-1, FWS texts
Information source for: Aircraft flight characterisitics and weapon
capability; tactics

Activity: Determine ingress profile

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: None

Performance precision: 100%

Coaputational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.12.3

BEHAVIOR: Plan passive and active defensive profiles

CONDITION:

Agency: Intel
Information source for: Description of enemy capabilities/posture"

Nanuals and pubs: 3-1, NWS texts, -34, -1
Information source for: Tactics against selected threats

Activity: Determine ingress profile

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Determine potential enemy threats enroute;
determine aircraft defensive capabilities against selected threats

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: None

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy: N/A
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.13

BEHAVIOR: Plan altitude and airspeed profi as well as navigation
route

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: None

Information source for: N/A

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

Aids: Dividers, planning key, appropriate maps and charts

Product of previous task: Collect intelligence data (enemy order of
battle, safe areas, target attack restrictions); collect weather data
(winds, cloud cover, visibility); collect operations data (special
operating instructions/restrictions, target location), compute taxi,
takeoff and climbout, fuel, time and distance

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: 60-2; AFR 60-16; AFM 3-1

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: N/A

I
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.14

BEHAVIOR: Select initial point

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

ianuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



!A

TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.15

BEHAVIOR: Select offset aim points

CONDITION:

Agency:

Information source for:

Nanuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:

Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4

BEHAVIOR: Determine enroute data

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

Etternal environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:

4"I



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.1

BEHAVIOR: Compute optimum Mach/constant altitude cruise: Mach number,

true airspeed, groundspeed, and time required to cruise a
given distance

CONDITION:

Agency: Wx
Information source for: Winds and temperature enroute

Manuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Constant Altitude Cruise - Mach, Speed,
Time chart

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Compute gross weight; compute drag index;
determine navigation route (total distance)/altitude profile

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -i Constant Altitude Cruise - Mach, Speed, Time chart
(Sheet 1)

Performance precision:

Conutationol accuracy: /- 20 knots and /- 5 MIN, .01 I1N
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.2

BEAVIOR: Compute optimum Mach/constant altitude cruise: specific
range, fuel flow, and fuel required to cruise a specified
time

CONDITION:

Agency: Ops
Information source for: Desired cruise altitude, range

Manuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity: Determine enroute data

Exte rnal environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task: Compute gross weight; compute drag index;
determine optimum Mach/constant altitude airspeed and time

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority: -1 Constant Altitude Cruise -Mach, Speed and Time chart,
Sheet 2 (classified)

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.3

BEHAVIOR: Compute altitude factor

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Compute gross weight

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

------------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: None

Computational accuracy: /- .2



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.4

BEHAVIOR: Convert altitude factor into altitude

CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Compute gross weight

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

-------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: /- 1,000 FT



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.5

BERAVIOR: Compute optimum Mach/optimum altitude cruise data from
Subsonic Cruise charts

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nmnuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy% TBD
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.6

BEHAVIOR: Compute optimum Mach/constant altitude cruise data from
Subsonic Cruise charts

-------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -I

Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A

3TANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: TBD

Computational accuracy: TED



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.7

BEHAVIOR: Compute constant Mach/constant altitude cruise data from
Subsonic Cruise charts

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Compute drag index; compute altitude factor

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

-------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: TBD



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.8

BEHAVIOR: Compute constant Mach/optimum altitude cruise data from
Subsonic Cruise charts

CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: N/A

Eanuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Compute drag index

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: N/A

Computational (ocuracy: TBD



TASK IO.: 1.1.2.4.16

BEHAVIOR: Calculate offset data for offset aim point

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

anuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

---------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.t.2.4.17

BEHAVIOR: Select enroute navigation modes

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: IWS texts, F-16 Phase Manual, 3-1
Information source for: Optimum profile

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

Aids: Appropriate maps

Product of previous task: Determine navigation route (available
navigation aids)

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

-------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: TBD

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: TBD



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.18

BEHAVIOR: Prepare radar predictions

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

ifanuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.19

BEHAVIOR: Prepare enroute map

--------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Eanuals and pubs: AFR 55-25, Vol. I

Information source for: Approved route map annotations

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

Aids: Plotters, straight edge, distance measuring device, appropriate
maps

Product of previous task: Determine navigation route; calculate
offset aim points; select navigation modes to be used; prepare radar
predictions

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

--------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: AFR 55-25, Vol. I

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.4.20

BEHAVIOR: Determine divert route, fuel, time, and distance (E)

------------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITION:

Agency: 0ps, Wx

Information source for: Alternate airfields/status/wx; planned fuel
at home base

Manuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine enroute data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Compute drag index (drag indices of

retained stores)

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -I

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: 100%



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.5

BEHAVIOR: Accomplish air-to-air refueling planning

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: Air refueling manual
Information source for: Refueling planning

Activity: Determine mission data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Collect operations data (air 'refueling
data)

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STAUDARD:

Authority: Refueling Manual IC-I-30

Performance precision: IAW manual

Computational accuracy: N/A
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1

BEHAVIOR: Plan the delivery profile

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: FWS texts, 3-1
Information source for: Suggested profiles

Activity: Determine air-to-surface combat data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Evaluate target characteristics; collect

operations data (Ops restrictions); collect weather data; evaluate
threat data in target area; select dive angle; select target attack
heading; match ordnance characteristics with specific mission
requirements

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: TBD

Performance precision: TBD

Computational accuracy: TBD



TASK TO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.1

BEHAVIOR: Determine primary and alternate delivery modes

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: 3-1, JMEM, -34
Information source for: Tactical considerations, weapons effects,
delivery profile restrictions

Activity: Determine delivery profile

ERternal environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Collect intelligence data (enemy
disposition in target area); collect weather data (target weather);
collect operations data (target restrictions); determine ordnance
characteristics; evaluate target characterisitics; determine
navigation route (run-in profile)

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: TBD

Performance precision: TBD

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.2

BEHAVIOR: Evaluate target characteristics

CONDITION:

Agency: Intel
Information source for: NONE

Manuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aide:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: None

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: N/A
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.3

BERAVIOR: Evaluate threat data in target area

CONDITION:

Agency: Intel
Information source for: Probable threat and its characteristics

Manuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity: Determine delivery profile

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Collect intelligence data (enemy strengths,
dispositions, cabilities)

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: None

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.4

BEHAVIOR: Match ordnance characteristics with specific mission
requirements

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Ranuals and pubs: -34, 3-1, JMEM
Information source for: Ordnance characteristics

Activity: Determine delivery profile

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Collect operations data (weapon load,
mission requirements)

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: None

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK 10.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.5

BEHAVIOR: Select ordnance

CONDITION:

Agency: Ops
Information source for: Available ordnance

Nanuals and pubs: 3-1, JE(

Information source for: Tactical considerations, weapons effects

Activity: Determine delivery profile

External environment: None

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Evaluate target characteristics; evaluate
threat data in. target area; match ordnance characteristics with
specific mission requirements

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

--------------------------------------------------------------
STAfDADD:

Authority: None

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy: None



TASK 10.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.6.1

BEKAVIOR: Compute minimum safe separation parameters

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -34
Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine ordnance data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Select ordnance (ordnance); collect
operations data (Ops restrictions)

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: N/A

Conptational accuracy: 100%



TASK N0.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.6.2

BEHAVIOR: Compute frag patterns

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for%

Neanuals and pubs: -34
Information source for: ?rag pattern chart

Activity: Determine ordnance data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: /-250 FT



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.6.3

BEHAVIOR: Determine fuse function times required

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Nanuals and pubs: -34, JNEM
Information source for: Appropriate charts, fusing recommendations
for sample targets

Activity: Determine ordnance data

Rzternal environment: N/A

Aide: None

Product of previous task: Determine ordnance characteristics;
evaluate target characteristics

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: JMEM

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.6.4

BEHAVIOR: Determine fuse arming times required

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Manuals and pubs: .-34

Information source for: Fuse arming selections and escape distances

Activity: Determine ordnance data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Determine delivery profile (post release
escape profile)

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STAIDAD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy: +/- .5 SEC



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.7

BEHAVIOR: Select roll-in altitude profile

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: FWS texts
Information source for: Tactics, weapons delivery techniques

Activity: Determine delivery profile

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Select release presure altitude and convert

to indicated; determine run-in altitude; evaluate threat data in
target area

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: FWS text

Performance precision: TBD

Computational accuracy: TBD



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.8

BEHAYIOR: Select target attack heading

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: FWS texts

Information source for: Target attack tactics

Activity: Determine delivery profile

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Collect operations data (target
restrictions in frag order); collect weather data (cloud, visibility,
sun position, moon illumination, etc); evaluate target
characteristics; evaluate threat data in target area

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

--------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: FWS

Performance precision: TBD

Computational aciuracy: TBD
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.9

BEHAVIOR: Select dive angle

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: FWS text, -34
Information source for: Suggested dive angles, minimum/maximum dive
angles

Activity: Determine delivery profile

External onvironment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Select ordnance; match ordnance
characteristics with specific mission requirements; evaluate threat
data in target area; collect weather data

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: FWS text, -34

Performance precision: TBD

Computational accuracy: TBD



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.10

BEHAVIOR: Select release pressure altitude and convert to indicated

CONDITION:

Agency: Wx
Information source for: Correction factor to obtain pressure
altitude

Nanuals and pubs: -34, 3-1, FWS texts

Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine delivery profile

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Determine frag pattern; determine fusing
times; collect intelligence data (target description - altitude)

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -34, 3-1, FWS texts

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: /- 100 FT
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.11

BEHAVIOR: Compute altitude loss during recovery

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -34-1-2
Information source for: Dive Recovery chart

Activity: Determine delivery profile

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Determine delivery profile (altituda lost
during bomb train release)

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: +/- 50 FT



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.12

BEHAVIOR: Determine release true airspeed and convert to indicated

CONDITION:

Agency: Wx

Information source for: Target area winds, temperature, pressure
altitude

Manuals and pubs: -34

Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine delivery profile

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Select release altitude

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: None

Computational accuracy: +/- 10 knots



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.13

BEHAVIOR: Select number of passes

CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: PWS texts, 3-1
Information source for: Tactics

Activity: Determine delivery profile

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Determine fuel flow and consumption; select
ordnance; evaluate threat data in target area; evaluate target
characteristics

Initiation cues: None
System presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: FWS text

Performance precision: TBD

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.14

BEHAVIOR: Determine manual delivery data (E)

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TAMK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.14.1

BEHAVIOR: Determine MIL setting and wind correction (E)

CONDITION:

Agency: Wx
Information source for: Release pressure altitude

'anuals and pubs: -34-1-1, -34-1-2
Information source for: Mil setting chart

Activity: Determine manual delivery data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Determine fuse function time (for air
function munition); select release airspeed (TAS); select release
altitude (AGL); select dive angle; calculate angle of attack mils

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

-------------------------- ------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -34-1-1, -34-1-2

Performance precision:

Comptational accuracy: +/-5 mils



TASK 30.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.14.2

BEAVIOR: Determine release range (E)

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Nanuals and pubs: -34

Information source for: Mil setting chart

Activity: Determine manual delivery data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Select dive angle; select delivery altitude

profile; select airspeed (release airspeed)

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: +/-50 FT



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.14.3

BEHAVIOR: Determine aim off distance (E)

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

lanuala and pubs: -34-1-2
Information source for: Aim Off Distance chart

Activity: Determine manual delivery data

External environment: N/A

Akids: None

Product of previous task: Calculate MIL setting, wind correction and
release range

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -34-1-2

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: +/- 100 FT



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.14.4

BEHAVIOR: Compute impact interval in milliseconds for given stick
length (E)

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -34-1-2

Information source for: Release Pulse Interval chart

Activity: Determine manual delivery data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Select impact interval and stick length in
feet; compute groundspeed from true airspeed (for any dive angle)

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A
--------------------------------------------------------------

STAEDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: TBD
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.14.5

BEHAVIOR: Calculate crosswind correction (E)

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nenual. and pubs: -34-1-2
Information source for: Appropriate charts

Activity: Determine manual delivery data

External environwent: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Calcualte MIL setting

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -34-1 -2

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: +/- 5 FT



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.14.6

BEHAVIOR: Calculate initial pipper placement (IPP) (E)

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -34

Information source for: Appropriate chart

Activity: Determine manual delivery data

External environment: N/A

Aids:, None

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy: +/- 5 MILS



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.1.14.7

BEHAVIOR: Calculate RAP (E)

CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: None

Information source for: N/A

Activity: Determine manual delivery data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Calculate crosswind correction (in FT/KT);
collect weather data)

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision: N/A

Computational accuracy: Within 20 FT

L



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.2

BEHAVIOR: Plan egress profile (altitude, airspeed, and heading) from
the immediate target area

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Ranuals and pubs: FWS text

Information source for: Tactics

Activity: Determine air-to-surface combat data

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Calculate altitude loss during dive
recovery; calculate release pressure altitude; evaluate threat data in
target area; collect intelligence data (enemy threat affecting
mission); determine navigation route (total fuel used)

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STAiDARD:

Authority: FWS

Performance precision: TBD

Computational accuracy: TBD
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TASK 10.: 1.1.2.6.1.3

BEHAVIOR: Accomplish premission planning for specific A-S missions

CONDITION:

Agency:

Information source for:

lanuals and pubs:

Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
System presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.3.1

BEHAVIOR: Plan for SCAR missions as strike aircraft

CONDITION:

Agency: SCAR pilot (leader)
Information source for: Mission scenario, command and control
procedures

Nanuals and.pubs: 3-1
Information source for: Tactics

Activity: Accomplish premission planning for specific A-S missions

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Collect operations data; collect
intelligence data; collect weather data; evaluate threat data in
target area; evaluate target characteristics (if target or target type
is known)

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: 3-1

Performance precision: TBD

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.3.2

BEHAVIOR: Plan for close air support missions

CONDITION:

Agency: Ops
Information source for: FAC info

Nanuals and pubs: 3-1
Information source for: Tactics

Activity: Accomplish premission planning for specific A-S missions

External environment: N/A

Aide*: None

Product of previous task: Collect intelligence data; collect

operations data; collect weather data

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: 3-1

Performance precision: TBD

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.3.3

BEHArYOR: Plan for Hunter-Killer missions

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Nanuals and pubs:

.Information source for:

Activity: Accomplish premission planning for specific A-S missions

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
System presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.-3.4

BEHAVIOR: Plan for air-to-surface escort missions

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

lanuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity: Acco .plish premission planning for specific A-S missions

Sxternal environment: N/A
i I ,  Aide:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cuese:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:

LA



TASK N0.: 1.1.2.6.1.3.5

BEHAVIOR: Plan for day interdiction missions

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity: Accomplish premission planning for specific A-S mission

External environment: N/A

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:

I.



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.3.6

BEHAVIOR: Plan for armed recce missions

CONDITION

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: 3-1
Information source for: Tactics

Activity: Accomplish premission planning for specific A-S missions

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Collect operations data; collect
intelligence data; collect weather data
Initiation cues: None

System. presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority:. 3-1

Performance precision: TBD

Computational accuracy: N/A

<I



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.1.3.7

BEHAVIOR: Plan for night air-to-surface missions

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

lanuala and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity: Accomplish premission planning for specific A-S missions

External environment: N/A

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cuss:
Systems presenting cues:

-----------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:

4



TASK N0.: 1.1.2.6.1.3.8

BIRAVIOR: Plan for conventional or tactical range mission (T)

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity: Accomplish premission planning for specific air-to-surface

missions

External environment: N/A

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:

II



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.2

BEHAVIOR: Plan for air-to-air combat missions

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Nanuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.2.1

BEHAVIOR: Plan for intercept missions

CONDITION:

Agency: GCI
Information source for: Specific mission tactics

NManuals and pubs: FWS texts, 3-I
Information source for: Intercept tactics

Activity: Determine air-to-air tactics

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task:, Collect mission data from agencies (Ops
restrictions, intercept instructions, friendly support, air refueling,
expected threat, GCI agency frequencies, weather)

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: FWS texts, 3-1

Performance precision: Instructor

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.2.2

BEHAVIOR: Plan for air-to-air escort missions

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: FWS texts, 3-1
Information source for: CAP tactics

Activity: Determine air-to-air tactics

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Collect mission data from agencies (Ops
restrictions, escort instructions, friendly support, air refueling
support, expected threat, weather data)

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: FWS texts, 3-1

Performance precision: Instructor judgment

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.2.3

BEHAVIOR: Plan for CAP missions

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: FVS texts, 3-1
Information source for: CAP tactics

Activity: Determine air-to-air tactics

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Collect mission data from agencies (Ops
restrictions, CAP instructions, friendly support, air refueling
support, expected threat, weather data)

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

-------------------------------------------------- -----------
STANDARD:

Authority: FWS texts, 3-1

Performance precision: Instructor judgement

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.2.4

BEHAVIOR: Plan for DART (T)

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:

Information source for:

Activity: Determine A-A tactics

External environment: N/A

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:

i1
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TASK N0.: 1.1.2.6.2.5

BEHAVIOR: Plan ffor ACBT (T)

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Manua's and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity: Determine A-A tactics

External environment: N/A

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

------------------------------------------------------- -------------
STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.6.3

BEHAVIOR: Determine nuclear strike data

-------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Nanuals and pubs:

Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aide:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:

Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK WO.: 1.1.2.7.1.1

BEHAVIOR: Determine enroute radar or STAR descent point (E)

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aide:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



?ASK NO.: 1.1.2.7.1.3

BEHAVIOR: Determine penetration descent point (E)

CONDITON:

Agency:
Information source for:

Nmnuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.7.1.4

BEHAVIOR: Calculate minimum fuel/maximum range descent point

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Nanuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity: Determine type of descent

External environment: N/A

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.7.2

BEHAVIOR: Calculate the descent fuel requirement

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Renuals and pubs:

Information source for:

Activity: Determine recovery data

External environment: N/A

Aide:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.-. 1.1.2.7.3

BEHAVIOR: Plan approach

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Eanuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues*
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK 10.: 1.1.2.7.3.1

BEHAVIOR: Compute minimum safe altitude (using FLIP) (E)

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Kanuals and pubs:

Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:
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TASK NO.: 1.1.2.7.3.2

BEHAVIOR: Select type of approach

CONDITION:

Agency: 0ps
Inforsation source for: Ops restrictions

Nanuals and pubs: 60-16
Information source for: Weather minimums for selected approach

Activity: Determine recovery data

External enviroment: N/A

Aids: None

'Product of previous task: Collect weather 'data (terminal forecast)

Initiation cues: None

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: TBD

Performance precision: TBD

Computational accuracy:- TBD
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TASK WO.: 1.1.2.7.3.3

BEHAVIOR: Determine IFR minimums (E)

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Kanuals and pubs:

Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.1.2.8

BEHAVIOR: Compute landing data for primary and alternate airfields

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1
Informa.tion source for: Landing Speed and Short Field Landing Speed
charts

Acti'Aty: Determine mission data

External environment: N/A

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:

Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:
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TASK NO.: 1.1.3

BEHAVIOR: Record data on mission data card

CONDITION:

Agency:

Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy: -
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TASK NO.: 1.1.5

BEHAVIOR: Perform mission briefing (flight lead)

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Ranuals and pubs: Briefing guides
Information source for:

Activity: Perform premission planning

External environment: N/A

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:
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________ ! I 1_______

1,1.1._____.1 __ ,__ 1 .1.1.3.2



Iplanning (Puge:3,

tLetersine the sissiort

1.21. 1.1.2.2 1 1. 1.2Z . 2.

"v I d it

erIne ie:2 aieteids ae:16



?Nce: ?

Determine the missiorn
I data Pace: 8

iDetermine pretokeoff

1.1.2.1Idata

Determine *
eDeteraine statior time 1Determine start ergine '1List the Dretokeofi

ision-T'equired (time I data which oust be
joersono1 support I I I I Ideterained durirn

I equipaent 1premission pinnring.
__,_._._.______._._._.__ (i..i. " .. 2.1.4 ,

II



'age: 10

Corntinuen on page: 11

,Deter ie the mission
Idata ( Paoge:8 8

i.1 .2 . - - - .-

1Detersine takeoff data

11.1.2.2 I p

I I I I I I
Compue grss I Compute drag Compute tae- 'Cmpt

-.ight (Poge:12) dactor (Poe:14) rotation speedarid takeoff speed

I 'I

1.1.2.2.1 / 1.1.2.2.2 / 1.1.2.2.3 1.1.2.2.4
I I

/ nd lending /iool (ground run acceleration / abort speed one
/ rosswind /dsnc)(ae71\ ,.check speed /aximum brokesee\

:oaporlents (Page,16) i(Pooe:18) for NIL or NAX Dower.

'takeoffs (Pae19,

~ 1.1.2.2.6 ~ 1.1 .2.2.7 ii.,.



Paoge: i

C o n t in u e d f r om p g e : I 1 - -

ieteraine the Sissoon 

p!data (Page:8, p

---------- 1--
--- o- -- - ]

r![Deteysie takeof f data

Compute effect
of runiioy

condition on

p loxilim abort speed
t?aq e: 20

' i1.2.2.9 /



Paae: 12

jDeterminje takeoff data
I(Paae:IO)

-1~.. 2--- -

i. 1

TCospute agross weight

I I .1.2.2.1 1

!Given aircraft

Icoriuration
inform4tion and the

iclassified supplement

Ito the -I, compute I
laross weight within i-

500 pounds.



."4-.. . .. - . . . .-

PNe: 13

FDetersirie takeoff data1
(Paoe:1O)

Compute drag index

F1iven. aircraft
"cnfiguratio

I inforation and the

classified supplement
ito the -1. deterine I
drea inridex itheot

eror. -,



eteribine takeoff dota
1( Fae: 10

Compute takeoff factor

' 1.1.2.2.

Given environmentai
data and aircraft

Iconfiguration, compute
takeoff factor Within

1+/- .2 units.



Page: i5

(Pograi,, takeoff data

1Cospute rotation speed I

loi takeoff speed

i.1.2.2.4

Given aircraft
Iconfiouration
linforotion, center of
gr.vity . ros
I weight, cospul.e +
Srotation speed arnd
takeoff speed withnn,

/ 4

i+I- 5 Ki4



Page: 16

ro;erie to~eofdt
(Pace:10)

lCospute takeoff an i

lriding crosswind

cosporents
i.1.2.2.5

[Given runway heading,
1wind speed and

direction, compute
takeoff and landilig
crosswind commioents
within +/- 2 kn~ots.

1. ... .



Pne: 17

i eteTmine takeofi data

(Page: O)

[1- .2.2 ]

[Cospute takeoff roll

!(around run distance)
1.1.2.2.6

Given droa index.

takeoff gross weight,

corrected and

uncorrected takeoff

speed,ruruy slope.
wind speed and
direction. and takeoff

factor, compute takeoff I

roll(around run
[distance) within 4i-
Li .1. 2 .2.6.I



Page: J

r -- ---- ----- --- -"1

1Deterfine toeoff data I

(Pag e:IO) 

I Compute acceleration
check speed i

Given.drog index,

I takeo'f gross ueight,
Scorrec ued nd

rotrect.ed and takeoii
Ispeed, runwoy sq !Je.

I im speed and
direction. and takeoff

I foctO'. coapute
I acceleTqtion, checK
11 s e e d t , ,h i r n i i - 5 I A t i , i

[1.1.2.2.7.1



Page: 19

Determine takeoff da

i(PQae:lO)r -----------:-

Copute saximum abort

speed end maximum brake

I sped for NIL or MAXI
power takeoffs

lGiven takeoff gross
weight, irrnwu slope.
wine speed and

directior. and takeoff

tactor, cosoute aximum
jabort speed end maximum I

orQKe speed tor NIL or
MAX powert4keoffs

iwithin +/- 5 KIAS.
S1.1.,2. 2..1j

__________



Page: 20

Determine takeoff data 1
R(Poge:10)

[,oipute effect oi

runwau condition or,

Imxiaus abort speed

Givern takeoff gross
ieight, runwa s 1oe,

Iwind speed and
direction. and tQ*1eoff

Ifactor, compute effect

of runwau condition on

moxiLum abort speed

w within +/- 10 percent.

1 1.1.2.2.9.1



?,iee: 21

iDeteraine the mission 1

Sdata (Page:8)

iDetermine departure dat4

1.1,2.0,311611

Calculate taxi, e Clculate best Compute Com/B mcl im mStakeoff, and cruise 4ltitude military Inrust t/h climb
climbout fuel, ard c"bat, cruise, climb performance performace date

Itim. arid distance ior rend service ceiling data Poe:24) P
MIUiiX powerthru titudes (Pa"e.23)

\ I..2.: ! \ {i.2.3.2 , \ .I,,3,3t h.2.3.4

t



Page: 22

............... ,ure..............1"

data (Paae:21, I

Calculate taxi,
takeoff, and cliabout

fuel, time, and
distance for NIL/HAX 

*

powerthrust

II

aGiven m ission
assignment and relevanti
mission informtion.

calculate taxi,

t4keoff, and ciiabout
fuel (time and
distance) for MIL/MAX
power thrust. Time
correct within +-.

tainute. fuel within /- I

(t~t2.;3t~tI

-- I ;- ,.., ' m ............... "........... ........." .... .... ... '- ......... "'" 'I



Page: 23

Determine departure

data (Paae:21)

C41culate best cruise 1

altitude and combat,
cruise, ard service
ceilio altitudes

misson information,
compute best cruise
altitude and combat,

cruise. and service
ceilina altitudes.
Altitude Values must beIcorrect with~in -
i.O00 feet.

1.1..2.1. 
,

I4

Ip



Nae: 24

Determirie departure

data (Poae:21)

" .2. .a

Mt

ICompute militaru 
thrust

Iclimb performance 
data

iGiven a mission

iassianment and relevant

mission information,
compute oilitaru *%hrust

jclimb performance data. I
Time values oust be

correct within +/- .5
minute. fuel values
i within +/- 50 pounds,

sand distance values

I I1.1.2.3t3.l I

p



S -.. - - -- -

F'oue: 25

I Determine departure
Idata ( Page:21 )

--1

jCompute maximum A/B
Iclimb performance data

Givers a mission

assignment and relevant
mission. information.
compute maximum A/D
climb performance data.I

ime Ust be correct

1within +/- .2 minutes,
fuel within +/- 100

poun~ds, and distan~ce
iwitien 2 miles.

1..234.



Pace: 26

Continued or page: 27

IDtermine the mission

Sdata (Prae:S'

fleteraire enroute dQaia

11.1.2.4

Comut I I I ItIII I

Mach/constant \ / Mach/constant / altitude factor / altitude falctor

altitude cruise: a altitude cruise: (Pge:31) / into altitude.
Mach number, true lispecifc range. fuel i(Paae:32)

airspeed, -rounspee ,  f and fuel required
landi time requiresto to cruise a specifed

cruise t given istance time (Pge:30) It I/, \( Pace: 29 )

1.1.2.4.1 1.1.2.4.2 ,..43 /1.1.2.4,4

/Compute optimum /Compute optimum Comput.e Comput
/ Mach/optimum och/constant / constant \ onstnt\

altitude cruise / altitude cruise / Mach/constart h Mach/optiu

dOta fro* Subsonic data from Subsonic altitude cruise data iltitude Cruise datai c , .,i , , < h ,,t < P o ., C .u , e c , t s o g , 3 , l i r o .S u b s o ,n ., < C r u i s eo m S. u b s o ,n i c C ,r u i s e
Cruise charts (Page:33) Cruise charts (49e:34) ru 1

carts Raec5iharts (Faae:36,

/,./._

li ..,.,,.,.i, .. 2.4.5- . . . . ...



!I*.

Page: 27

Continued from page: 26 Continued on page: 28

I tI
Determine the mission
data (Pace: 8

ILl.
- -- - - - -

Fete- . .route data , I
Ll. ..j,_. _ . . . . II

rCompute compute I/ Compute /Plan an-ingress\
/aircraft specific aircraft fuel aircraft Optimum \~ profile fop the
range (Page:37) flow (Paoe:38) \lcruise climb mission (Pqae:40 I

jUperformance datafrm 1

1.12.4,.9 7 /. .2.4. 1 -7 o...4.11 I !..2.4.12

prfls sw I( f(oplPlatit \ Slc iti/S lec ofst / Clcuat
I

navigation route ?a-54

(Pooe-:47)

.1.2.4.13 / \i,1.1.2.4.14 "1.1.2.4.5 5.i.2.4.io /

I



Page: 28

Continued from page: 27

ietermine the mss oni

I dta (Pae.8) ----

Determne enroute dat-

I iI I!

fliouF I II
Pepare raar Prepare eroute Determine

/ navigatio n modes predictions \ / map (Poe:5 / divert route,
--iPageIs) /(Pooae:6) fuel, time, ond

Idistance (E) (Paae:60)

I =/2 ..7

[Gi-Vena mission Describe the pro-edure Nome the aids to
Iassignment and relevant for erroute planning navioation arnd identify
Iission information, and name the the situations where

! plan the enroute phase considerations of most leach may or should be

of the mission importance with no employed with no

consistent with the lomissions. omissiors.

ove all mission plan in 1
accoroance with IP
judgent.I ,

1_._.2.4.21I 1.2.4.2_ _17-12.4.23
_11242 11242 i ...4.



Page: 29

retr ----- ------ 1-
I ete~r, e enroute data
I(Page:26)

r.-------------"1.2.4. I - ---"

lCompute optimum

I Mch/constant altitude
cruise:. hach nuber,
tLrue airspeed,
grourspeed, and time
Srequired to cruise a
Sgiven distance

a

Given a mission
assignment and relevant

mission info, compute

optimum Machiconstant
dit. cruise: hach
number +/- .01, true
airspeed 10 knots.
.yroundspeed +/- 10
knots, and time
required to cruise a

.1..-.4.1.1 _



Page: 30

Dfetermine enroute dataPaae:26)

ICoopute optium
Kachlconstant altitude

cruise: specifc range, I

fuel flow, and fuel I
required to cruise a

Ispecifed time

11.1.2.4.2

Given a mission "

assionment and relevant I

mission info,compute

optimum Mach/constant

lalt. cruise: specific

Irange within +/-.005nautical tiles/lb .fuel I

flow within +1-100

lbs/hr..and fuel l

required to cruise a I
1.1.2.4.2.1

i



Page: 31

ibeteraine enroute data
NoPiae: 26 )1

.C..te ltitude fi ctor

I Given 4 sissiarn
asslansent and relevai

sission inforuation.
coopute altitude factor

within /-0.2

1.1.2.43.1l"w



Piage: 32

betermire eroute data
(Pae: 26 )

.1. -2. 4---

I Corivet altitude factor
into altitude..1 .2. 4. 4

Giver, a mission

ossionment and relevarit

mission info.atiorn.
convert altitude foctor

into altitude within

+/- 500 ft.

1.1.2.4.4.1



Page: 33

i betersine enroute data

. ..........g:2

-.4-- -----

Colpute optimum

I ach/optisum altitude

cruise data frog

Subsonic Cruise charts
1.1.2.4.5

i4

IGiven a mission I

assioment and relevant

mission information, I
compute optimum" 

Bach/optimum altitude

cruise data from

Isubsonic cr'ise charts.

... 4.,5.i

L :4



Page: 34

Determine enroute data
( Page:26) 1

1I.1. 2. 4 -----------

Copute optimum
I hach/constant altitude

cruise data from

Subsonic Cruise charts

I Given a mission 1
ossionment anid reievant
mission information,

jcompute optimum6
ach/constant alItitude

1cruise data from,
iSubsonic Cruise charts.

(1.1.2.4.61

II
II

II



rage: 35

Determine enroute dato
(Page: 16 )

c-----------
I .4

Colpute constant
hach/constont altitude
cruise dato fros
,Subsonic Cruise charts

11.1.2.4.7

lGiven a mission
assioanment and relevnaor
mission inforeation,i i colmn~jte constant a~cn

constant altitude
cruise data from

iSubsonic Cruise charts

F _ _ _ _ 7 7i



I Ue:

--IDetermine enroute Qata
jjpaae:26i

'Copute constant
Mach/optimus altitude
cruise data irob
Subsonic Cruise charts

S1.1.2.4.8

Givern a aission
Iassinent ard relevant I

ission informatir,

I cospute corsta rt
Mach/optimum altitude

,cruise data fro*
iSubsonic Cruise charts

I .124..



Page: 37

be erir no'te data
(Page: 26)-r?------------

L 2. 4 - - - j

Coapute aircraft

specif ic range

Ovnamissioni
ssionsent nd relevant

msissior. information,

Icompute aircraft
ispecific ranae within

I +/- .0025 nautici
miles/pound.

1.1.2.4.9.1



A .-...- __,---.____ -__

11

jo ge •t38

"D'etermine en,.o4e data 1iI
( Pae: 26 )

Ll.4.2.4A0

Compute aircraft fuel

flow 
I

( 1i.2.4.10

Give n, a ss on "
a ssiansent and r.elevant i
mission information.
compute aircraft fuel
flow.

11.1.2.4.10.1 "



[ieterine enro-ute dat(PGae:26)

iCompute oircroft

optla cruise climb

performance doto from

Optiaim Cruise Summary

chort

t.I.2.4.~I

Given a mission
assignment and rtlevant

mission intormation.

compute aircraft

optiim cruise-climb

1perforemance data from
Optimum Cruise Suaharu

chart:

1.1.2.4.11.1



SPrge: 40

F eteraine ernroute doto1
L (Paae:26)
L1 ..2. 4 -

~Plan anr inaress psrofilej

fOr the RISSIOnj
1.1.2.4.12

/Idetify Determine best Plan passive Given Q mission
potential eneu aircraft defense ard active assign ment and

( threats erroute against each idefensive profiles relevant mission

I(Page:41) I I potential eneuy threat l(Page:44) I data, plan an inr-ess
ij ( ae:43) I profile. (a ' e:46

/ . I1 1



Page: 42

Fdetiypotential
I eneau threats enroute

Given a mission

assiorient and intel

data, identify

potential enemu threats

which mau be

encountered with no
SOii5ons i

1. 1. 2. 4. 12

Hame the considerations
of most importance for

identifying potential

enemu threats enrout e
Withc~t Omissions

LA



Page: 41

?an gress erfl

for the mission

(Page:40)

Identify potential
enemy threots enroute

Given a mission
assignment arid

intel data,

identify potential

enemy threats whch may

be ercountered with no

omissions (Paae:42) I\ /

*'i



Page: 43

[Plan an inaress prof ie1
for the sission
(Po.oe:40,

1..4.. .....

rDetermirne best aircraft]

defense aainst each

potential enemy threat
1.1.2.4.12.2

Given potential enemy

threats, state the best

aircraft defense

aginst each in

accordance with

tactical doctrire

1.' 1.2.4.12 '2.1 I

i1i



Poge: 44

fpi;J(qn i7na ress fl

for the mission
(Puae:40i

Plari passive arid active
defensive PrOiiles

Givena ikissiori

4sinon and

inforikatiofl, plan I*
passive and active

defensive profie in
accortance with

tactical doct.rrine,
(Poye:45 /



- ---
i porar ssive and awtive
defensive profile
(Page:44i

yiven a sission

riniest and relevant
&ission information,

passive and actlve

defensive profiles 
in I

accordance with
tactical doctrine.

11.1.2.4,12.)..
State the steps and
principlesinpaig
active adpassive I

acordance With CUTreri

tatcldoctrine.



ge: 46

PaanirIqress Profile]
for the iission

(Paae:40)12 J

Given a mission

assionent and relevant

mission data, plan an

ingress profile.

1,1.2.4.12.4

Nue the considerations

of most importance for

plarnning on ingress
p rofile uithout

omission.
1.1.2.4.12.4.1

IP



Paige: 47

l( Pcoe: 26 )

IPlan aititude ond
oirspeed profiles os
well as nvigoation routj

II

Iiiven a aission

assiansent and
I Teievant mission
information, plan

altitude and airspeed
profiles as weii as I
riavictional route.

(age:48, /

1u...4.1.,/

I 
_



[Plan altitude and --

airspeed profiles as

well as navigation t

route (Paae47i I

Giver, a mission

assinment and relevant
ission inforsation,

plan. altitude arid
airspeed profiles as

uell as navioational

route.

11.1.2.4.13.1

State the steps and

Iprinciples in pianning

1 altitude and airspeed
profiles as well as

navigation route in
accordance with current

doctrine and

reaulations.



Pane: 49

Detertire eroute- dta
(Page:26'

[-I

I Select initial point 1
1.1.2.4.1F

Given a sission

assl~ianeflt and
Irelevant sission
infor imtion. select an|
initial point (Pae:50 )/

1,1.2.4.14.I



Page: 50

Select initial poin

rI .i2 -. -. ---

F iven a mission
assignment and relevant I
mission informeation.

select an initial point

11.1.2.4.14.1

Name the conuserationE i
of most importance for

selecting ar, initial

I point in accordar ce
with current doct.rine

aid regulations.

----------- -------



Page: 5l

lbeteraine enroue dateo
(Paae:26i

Select offset aim point4

/ Giver a mission
assigment ard

( reievant mission
information, select

1oifset aim points

Joge:52 I . /

1.1. 2.4. 15. 1/

I



Page: 5

~Select offset Qia
points (Poge:51)

1Ci.2.4.1 I]

Given a missiorn

assianment and Trelevant

mission information, I

select offset aim point

State conditions under Oase the corsideration.

which an offset aim lof most importance for

point is required in selecting an offset aik

accoNarnce with point in accordance

doctrine and regulation 1  with current aoctrine

and reaulations



-. 4 " " . . . . J

II
D -et-eriki-eer-route dotlL Pace:16 )

Caiculate offset dato

for offset 4ib point

11.1.2.4.16

/ iver torget

ame cht~s, a(divider, arnd a
plotter, calculate the

offset data for an
opffset ale point

within +/- the smilest i

unit on the toroet area
chart (Paoe:54)

1.1.2.4.16.1



?Qge: 54

Calculate offset data

1for offset cis point

(Page:53)

Given target area

charts, a divider, and

4 plotter, calculate

the offset data for an

opffset aim point

within +/- the smallest

unit on the targeT area

chart1.1.2.4.16.1

nescribe the procedure

for calculatina ofe

for offset data 
aim

point without omission



IDeerine ernroute data
(Paae:26 )

Select enroute
navigation moQes

1.1.2.4.17j

[Civen a mission

assioiert and relevant

Ikission inforoation,

select enroute

nQviotion odes.

11.1.2.4.1,. .1

i •



(Pae: .56

Prepare roaar 1
lpredictions

1.J.2.4.1F

I _ _ _ _

Give a ruteDescribe the effect of
top prepare radar errors present in radotr

( predictions, in grouna mappina
accordance with IP 1operations and state

juageaent (Page:57) considerations ino

.e. . .overcomina those effect



PQae: 57

lpredictions (Pace:56) 1[1.1.2.4.18]

Givern o route ,sa 1
Sprepare radar

predictions, 
in

accordnce with IP

judgment

1.1.2.4.18.1 . i4

[Given a photograph oi

an object or terrain

featurei describb the

radar display accuratel_

__._. ____. ___. __. _ (



Page: S

- - - - - - - - - - - -

[Deterine erroute data

(Page:.26

1..2.4.1
Pepar~e erouwte topi

Giver Q mission
Gsslansent and

relevant mission

1 n Ieation, prepare .

ienroute sop In sn I

accordance with iP I

,iudgesent. (Poge:59)
1.1. 4.19.1 /



A---

Page: 59

[Prepare enroute sap
(Page:58)
1~...4.19 -...- ]

Given a tission
assiansent and relevarnt I

sission inforsation,

prepare enroute sap in

accordance with IP

judgment.

11.1.2.4.1..1 3 B4

Describe t e proceaure

for .preparing enrtute

s p and nose the

considerations of ost

importance with no

oissions



77

Page: 60

[ Determine enroute data
(Poge:26i

.1.1 .1 .. .-

Ibetersine divert route,

fuel, time, and

1itce(EI

Uven a mission( ssignment and
relevant mission

information, determine
divert route, fuel,

ime, and distane.
~Page:bl)

1. .2 4.0.



Poge: ol

[Deterine divert 
route,]

fuel, time, rd

'distance (E) (Poae:60)

DGiven a mission
lossionient and relevant 

Iissiorn informatlon,

determine divert route.

fuel, time, and

distance.

Name the considerations

of most importane for.

determining divert
route, fuel, time, and

distance with no
jomissioris

__._. __._. ___. __., 1



Page: 62

Dtriethe mission1data ( Pace:8) "

!AccooIphsh air-to-air

jrefueling pianning

/Giyen a mission
/ assignment and
/releyant mission

fomtoaccomplish
air-w-air refueling

kplanning (Page:653)



Accomplish air-to-Olt,
refueiing planning

E(Page:62)

iGiven a mission

ossignment and relevant

mission information,

accomplish air-to-air

refueling planning

[1.1.2.5.1

escribe the procedure

for accomplishing
air-to-air refuefing I

planning without

omission



bteieune themsissiorn

Prepare cosbot data

air u/ae ir-to-air comb t \n ruclear strike
(os:6a [aassso (Page:123-) i ~~data (Pae:134)

(Page. 65
1.1..6.111262 ....



---- -- ---

i'age: o5

Prepare coba!Q data[(Page:64)
-- -

Prepare air-to-surface

cobQt data

Plan the PlnersACCOOPLish
Idelivery profile profile /preissioi

((Pae:66) (altitude, planning for N
fairspeed, and headig) specific A-$ missions

fro the imediate I (Paae:105)
\2 \

f - I°o==, .=,,.,..,°t



Page: So

Cortirtuea on page: 67

P-repare am-to-surface
combat data (Page:65)

Pian the delivery

profile 1

1. . . 6 1 1.1 .1..6 1. , 1. 21.6. 1. j

II
! I I/ e' ry i Evlaetre / Evaluate threat atch o" nc

* /Prir Selt r dnan ce Dehaaterine aa ntre /chrceitc
I8gPaae:74 8 /

Selct /rar \i . 1.2.6.1i . / el.2.ectri1 - 7 \ I e.2.61. g

, I
-Page:7o.6,,) / eorar e dat / aluet oiet / atelct headig

/ (Prxge:78) \ /(Pge':53i / ,Pae:85,

! I II i
K /\ /K! I 1I

\ ...i ...... ...... ...~ ..



Page: o7

Continued fros page: 66

Prepare air-to-surface I

cosbat data (Poge:65)
---- ------

[FPlan the deliveru
profiie

indicated altitude. ("ooe:91) convert to indicated

pof sses mnuali delivery I assigrment. n relevant, i
/ (Pgei-93) dta RPaei15) m issior, data, plat, the

delivery profile in
I accordonce witn current

i doctrine and

\11.2.6.1.1.13 I \1.l.2.6.1.1.14 /__._.._._._._.. ____



eage: o8

[lan the aeiivery
profile (Page:66)

Deterine primaru and

alternate delivery soae

Given a mission
kssianent and(relevant mission

data determine primary
and alternate deliveru

mokodes in accordance

1with IP judgeenf.[(Page69~1\ 1.1......1.



Poge: o9

E -eter-i-ie- -i-a- --1
aiternote delivery

odes (Poae:68)

Given a mission
ossionsent and relevant
mssion data determine
prisoru and alternate
deliveru odes irn
accordance with IP

Ijudgement .

Given the varietives oi
delivery modes,
describe the situations
where each sou or

should be eploued in,

occordnace with IP

1judaeent.
(Weapons

__Ustes )



'yje: 70

profile (Paoe:66)

Evluate tArget 1
characteristics11.1.2.6... I

Given 4 sission

t

/assionisert anid

t

r televant aission

data evaluate target

characteristics in
accordance with cutrent

doctrine and .

regulations. (Page:71)

~ I..2.61.l..i /



Pae: 71

rEvaiate target

characteristics

(Page:70)

lGiven a mission
ossionment and relevont

mission dota evoluote

itoroet chorocteristicsSin acordace wth I

current doctrine and

[asoe the considerations I Istote the major sources

of most importance for of toet information

evaluating torget UMEMS. etc.) with ro

icharacteristics with no omissions, and briefly
omissions describe the noture of

the informotion without

erro.



Page: 72

EaIn the delivery
profile (Page:66)

Evaluate threat data in

taroet area 4 ,
Given 4 missionm

assigneent and

(relevant sission

data, evaluate threat

data in taraet area in
accordance with current
doctrine and
regulations. (Page:73) /



hige: 3

[ valuate threat data in
target area (PQge:72)r ------ -------

jGiven a mission
I assi. ,ment ar d relevant
Imission data, evaluate

threat data in taraet
area in accordance with

current doctrine nd
iregulations.

Name the considerator'
lmost important for

Itarget area 
threat

evaluations with no

oMissions.

I°" °' " I



ioge: /4

Fa'1n the deliveru
rofile (Pace:66)

hatch ordnance

characteristics uith

specific mission
requirements

11.1.2.6.1.1.4

I Given a issior

assionaert and
relevant mission

data, match ordnance

characteristics witn

specific uission
requirements in
nccordance with current)

doctrine ana /
reaulotions.

\~I 1.2.6.1.1.4./



-uye: 75

!atch ordnance

characteristics with

specific mission
requirements (Page:74) I

j. . .. 1..4

Given a mission

assignment and relevant

mission data, match
ordnance 1

charcteristics with

specific mission
requirements in

accordance with current

doctrine 
and

reauletions.
1.1. 2. 6.1. 1. 4. 1

I _ _ _

[Given ordnance types, State the major sources

describe the situations j of ordnance effects
where each mau or data given targets

should be employed. (JIMES, etc.) with no

omissions and briefly
I describe the rature of

I Ithe information without

1I.I.2.6..1.4.1.1 I II.2....4.1.2



'g: 76

[------- ;----!F 14r, the delivery
profile (Pae:6o)

bselect ordnance

j iven a issio
asslanment and 7r

eevent ission
I ota, select ordnance
in accordance with
current doctrine one
regulations. (Page:77)1/

\ 1.1..6.:.. .:



rige: 77

elec ordinonce -

(Pge:76)

Given a alssion

assiorment arid relevent
sission data, select
ordnance in accordorce
uith. current doctrine
and reaulotions.

l.I.2.6.l.I.5.I I

F -
Name the considerations

of most ismportance for
selecting ordnance
i withot omission.

1.1.26.1.15.1.

!I



Pa~ge: 73

E n P~ the delivery 1
pofile (Pace:66)

D1eteraine orornance data~

ICompute minimum Coopuite, frog / Ieteramne fuse Vetermine fuse
safe seporatior patternis (Page:8O) function times Qrming times

/ prameters (Page-:79) (eu t (Pue:1) required (Pokge:82)\paamtrs(ag: qJLdPae



Page: 79

titrlle ordnanrced1aa

(Page:78)

Coopute minimbum saie

eporetion paiemeters

aie almssion

assignment and rPeievurit
slslofl data, compute

miknfiu safe separation~
parameters without.

error.



sruye: (

11

rbeteraine oOrnance data

(Page:78)

SCospute frog patterns

Given a missior.
Qssianment and relevont
mission data, compute
frog patterns within
+/- ZO feet.

1.I.2.6.1.1.6.2.1



Pcsae: ~

Determine ordnanfce datao

[ -

lbeteruine fuse funiction~
times required

biven waponI, release
aliue dive ancie
and true air speed ,

II

ieterruiefuse functor

Stmes reurd ihu

f1.1...116..



, .
4 a - . . . . . . . . -- . . . . . . , - - - ,n - s 

, -  
, , , * - , - -

D~etermine ordnance data
(Page:78)

Tetertine f'se armaing

ti~s requireu

rGiven a mission

assignment and relevant
mission data, deterie

tuse arming times
required without error.

"i.1.2.6.1.I.8.4.A



Plan ~the delivery4
profile (Poqe:66,

1Select roil-in ltitue

(profile

/Given a bission
a ssignment arid

(relevanit mission
data, select roll-in
altiude profile in

accordance with current

tactical doctrine.

(Page:84))

II



S-elct- roll--in al-titudel
profile (Page:83,

Given a ilssion
assionsent and relevant

mission 4to, select

roll-in altitude

1profile in accordorice
with current tactical

doctrine.

11.1.2.6.1.1.7.l

Home the considerations
of most importance for
selecting roll-i'i
1profile with noM issions.I



Plani the delivery
profile (PkQe:66)

Select target attOc, I

heading

Ij
/Given a sission
Qssignment and

relevant ission

d(Ato, select target
attack heading in

accordance with current

tactical doctrine 
p

Qgae:86)

....



r ---- ----- ----
Select target attack

heading (Page:85

Given a mission

ossionmet and relevant

Isission data, select 
I

target attack head ig

in accordance with I
currert tactical

doctrine

Naethe considerations

of most isporucnc for

selecting target attack

omissions. I

ii



Si--- ----------

Plan the delIVeTrU
profiie (Poae:mo)

SSelect dive anle

IGiven a sissian/ ssianeent and
reeve'nt .issio

data, select dive angle

in occoraw'nce ith
currmt tactical
doctrine and

regulations. (Plak:88

1.i.2.6.I.I.9.i /



.. .. -- ---- - - - - --.- - -

iSeiect dive aie

(Page:87) iei".1.6.1.M" 11

rGiven a mission

ossignent and relevant
Imission data, select

dive angle in
accorlance with current

tactical doctrine and
reaulations.

Nam the considerations i

most isportant or I
selectina dive arVIle

with no omissiors

_____
' I '

_______
" 6 "

_______
' 1 "

_______
" 1"



----- - - ---

IPion the deliveru

proiile .e:66"

L I

!Select release pressure
ltituade ana convert to

indicated altituae.

1. ..2.6. 1. 1.z I

( Given 4 mission 
Men a pressure

assignment an jiatitude, convert it to

relevant mission indicated altitude
data, select release without error (E)

pressure altitude INA

current tacticol
doctrine nd

reguitiors. (Poage:90) /

' / _ _ _

\ ,



r- - -.

Ieetrelease pressurel
altitude and convert to
indicated altituae.
(Page:8)

iiven a missionassianment arna relevant I

ission data, 
select i

Ireiease pressurealQtitude IW current

itactical doctrine and

reaulations.

Name the consideraotions

Sof ost isportance for

I selecting release
pressure alitude witn
rio oiissions.

[ .i.2.a.l.1.Iu..l ]

_____________________



Pio'n the delivery
profile (Pae:66 J
L 2 o$ ; -------

Coopute alitude loss

during recovery

Givern a planned 1

delivery proiile,

compute aititiude loss

during recovery within

+/- 50 feet.

I 1.1.2.6.1.1.11.1 I



- " .... . ."

Page: 9

Plan the Qeiivery -

prof ile (ace:6

rDetereine release t.rue

airspeed 4nu convert to

lindicated airspeed

I S

Given a planned Given appropriate asn

delivery profile, S4 charts and requisite I

deteraine release true data, convert the

airspeed within 1/- 10 release true airspeed

knots. Ito indicated airspeed
within +i- KIAS (E,

i 1..2.o1.I12. d IL 1"26"1'"1I -



jPIan the deliveryI-prof ile ( Page:66*

aelect AuSoer oi passes1

Giveni a isoj ssignmerit and
relevant ission

data, select the number
of passes lAW CUr-rent
tactical acrn
(Page-:94)



• -
. . . .

S

.......---------

Eselect number oi passes

(F'~ge:93)

i vern Q m1ssion1 Q s s j. n en t an d r e le v a nt,

ml ssion data, select I

Sthe rnmber ot passes

jIA current tactical

1 doc t r i ne e !

lz 2 6, -lz l

Fraoke the considera tions

of most importorice to T

selecting the number ot

passes with no qsirl

a



Plan the deliveru

profile (Page:a 1

Determine maruai

deiiveru ata

6- 1 .1 1
II I _ _ _ _ I

/ nDetermine H L Determine e e i eopute i pac

'setting and win~d release range ' of: distance / Tne 1a in

correction (Page:96) (Page:97 (Page:98) I illseconds for

aien sticK , enatn

)lPae:9
Calculate Calculate Calculate RAP IDescribe the function

/ crosswiid / initial pipper (Page:102) \ of each type of data t~o
correction placement iPP) hbe Gerived during

(Pge:100) I(Page:iO1. manual deiiveru

Splannn without error

1.1..6......6..1..6.11.1./ .i.2.6.1.1.1..



Paoge: 96

------------I~

~bfl8teri mnulsttn

InDeeine correting

delivery profile,

deterrine NIL setting

and4 wind correction
waithini +/- 5 tIILs.



A--I

Iwetine sarml~
~delivery data (Fae:95)

btrierelecase ranlge

[ Givern a piwarned
idelivery profiie,
detersine releaise ra&tae
within +/- 50 feet.

LI



[Deteraine borluoi
delivery datQ (Page:95),

1J

rbeterlne aim off
distance

iGiven a planned
delivery profile,

Ideteriint aim off
distance within +/- 100

1 1ee. 1



betermaine &4nuai
aeiivery data (Page:95)

.1

1opute impact ir tervai
in milliseconds for

aiven stick ienotn
I1 4I.1.2.a.i.1.14.4

Given 4 planned

delivery profile,
compute impact interval

in milliseconds ior

given stick length

milliseconds.

Il.i.2.6.1,I,14.4. i

mI
k *



delivery date (Page:95)

_. --------- ---

Calculate crosswind

correction[* .i. 2.6. .. 14. 5 
o r c l r

5iven a Plannfed

delivery profile,

windspeei, and wind

d irecton, calculate

crosswind 
correction

withn 1 foot/knot.



---

iteralfle manu'v i

- - -

Dip~per. pilcemerit ir Ti

61ver. a jp±ormeo .

6eivery proiiE.

pipper piacement lF,1

+1lkhi~



- *-- -- -- -- --

ueTersir'e wuU.

deiiveru data k'ace:i"5-1

------- -

Caiculate KRO

Fen apionr el
Ideiiverv profille.

iniviteeR i. ni
W ien.



r lige:

Plan -he ae.iveru

lproiie (rPge'.00.
- I

1

i vefl a mission
assia,ent QnO Teievani
mission data, p an tr e

aeiiveru proiiie in

accoriance witr.n current

aoctrine Qn
reauiations.,

r- 1

liveri a mission

jassiorakent ond reievarnt
1mission caui, piaer n
I deliveru proiiie in

faccoroance itn current
doci rine arto a
regulations. (Pqege:ut

. ----- I.I 5



S-- - -- - - 7- 1

I repi1e Qlir-T.D-SUTroCe
comDat riocu tF'oae:ozi)

Paearess proftile

arid regoinaI irob the
immediate Twrat Qrea

ui yen a mision nut~e tne cons iierAItianri
a ssignment .ana r-eevont most liortant for

appropriote earess poiefo h

, profile (altrtuae, immeaiote torcel oreQ
Qirspeea, ornu neauiria uitf no omissions.

firom the imeiQte
woret oreQ in

Qcoaac in IP
juoeeen_______________



'uue: iv5

ortinruea on pag~e: iXo

reaeOIT-iO-Survnce
coDDoat data (Faae:65.

i~ccomplisn prteission

plarinirla tOr speciiic
m- issions

Pier, for SCA iO fuor" close ior Plan ior
~i misionos ar support /hunter-Kil!e 01P-7to-SUrio

(strie aircrait m issions (C) missions (Cl escort mission~s tL
(Fraae: 107 Pc M j;1(iae:1ilj ue 1

Pion, for coy Plan for me\ Pier. iorrnian\/T1r o

irteier'ion \ /recce missions \ air-to-surtcce \ /conventionai o-
missions (Pae-I15 (Page:iO) missions (Fue-iii, tucai rangs

!mission (7) Fae:!iji

II I



Conitinued from paige: iOj

Prepare air-t.o-sutuce
comoot aoT.o (ae:65i

Aco -is Desissiori
Spiannirig for sp~ecific

R-5~ missions

*I ---- - ----

P'iar for riucieur s ytle r~ive tne vaee:t

missioni. &-lmssioris, Qescriae

Twse situations wrnere

leac tae or s~ouJl a
be empioueo in

I Qccoroarnce witn currer'.L
TSICT.iCGL QoC'.-rse uis.n

nro omkis61onz..



alge: iv/

cosplisfl prehiS1ion f

1pianninrg ior speciit it!
A-S issions ae1551

------------- -{

Prian i tor SCAR hissions

as strike a r aft (C)

6iven a tissioliI ssigrmert anrl
reievorit missicti

joG plan i or Q SCA

%Issiorn as STIhAe
toircrait in Qccoraanrce

witn current tical

laoctrifle (Page:iO6,i



P3.or for~ SCAR issionr;i

as strive airCTit ( L

assiurnment an'I reievarit
;aissian dao, piorn toi

4 SCA LISSIOn OiS

strike OIT-crait irn
occoroonce With CUTrent~

!State the tactilcai
conisiderations iot
pianninga c SCAR issiont

~it1n ro omissions



i ' -----.. .... -.. -
Accomplish presissior
iopinnina ior speciiic

i'jor i or close ait
jsuipport missions (Li

I.. . . . . . . . . . .

izveri a fison
/ ssi onsert ari
r elevantL &ISSIorl

o,a, pion o a close
air suport mission in

accordance with current
ci.

I

1I

I t l

iPian c s 11



FI tair close air

support missions kLI
! , . 109

6 even a missionr

assignment aria
1mission doatay, pian ior
IQ lose aQir support

mission in accoraonce

with current tacticai

uoctrine

rtate thne tactical

considerations t'OT"

pianning a close air
support mission witn no

omissions



r, -- - - -- ---

Acoarjiish premissior,
plarrang or m, eciiic
1A-5 missions (Pooe:1I

1Plar.i or hu1ter-k4iler
jmissions (C)

/ &iven a ission.
assionmentsarid

/reievorn mx Sion
cozo, pion for a
nurter-kilier hission
iA current tactical

aoctrie (Poe-.11



- -- - - -- -- ---n for nunter-Killer.
Imissions (C) PQoae:liu,

Iiveri a mission
(ISSlnlent anQ relevart
mission dtoa, pion ior

lo hunter-kilie mission
iAW current tactico

Idoctrine

jState the itactxcai
conisideration~s foT

plann~inga
nuriter-kilier mission
Litn rno omission~s.



rag~e: 1

AIccoti isfl premissiorIn

plinirg t or spec iilt

,A$ issions ioe. '

V. -- - --

Plnfor Qr-To-surface~

mecr issions (Ci

Givert a ission( ssiarmenit aria
relevant missiw'

da~ta. plan for arn
oir-to-surtace e cori
msission i Ckrrent

I
I tctcicali aoctrine.



:uge: 1i4

Pion for a-r-tO-SU,.ceI
escort missiors (

1(?ace:I!-.

Given a mission
assignment and relevant

jmssion data, pian for i
1an (ir-to-surface
escort mission ThA
current tactical

doctrine.

t i.I.2. 6.1. .*.i I

State the tactical
consideration~s ior- 1
planning akir-to-surface1
escort mission witn no
oissionls.

II



Accomplisfl premissiort

pianning ior spieciiic
-sissions (oe15
---- - - - - - - 1

Fiari for dau
interdictOri missions

fiven a ISSIOn

( ssignment argo( reievant mission,

1data, pian ior a day I

interdicton mission
iw current tacticai

doctine.(P~a~li6
I - 5 .5.



?'age: ilo

ea ior for dau
interdiction missions

,iPage-:115)

--.-------- 1

Given a mission
ossionment and relevant
muission dato, plan for

Ia dau interdiction
mission iA curreni

tactical doctrine.

i.I.2.6.1.3.5.

atate the tactical
considerations for
pionning Q doy
intertiction missior
witn no omissiors.

"_ _.2.6.i.3..5. _ i



Pace: 10

Accospiish Treissiori
pianinrg toT speciiic

issions FieIz

PlanI ior arsed recce

mkissios

-Givert Q mkissionl-/a~ssimnment aid
reievant missilI

I OOLQ, pian ior an areoai
Irecce 11isionA
current tacTicai
doctrine (Page:IiBI



1P!Qn for atmei recce

missions (Faoe:i1T1

[Given a mission 1
assionment and reievQnT.

mission Gate, pier tor
o n armed recce mission

1IAW current toctical
doctrine

tState the tactical
considerations for
piannirig armea recce
maission with no

omissions.



O,'.e: ±±'

IAccomplish, p -re ission -

piarinlng foT specific

II
,A-5 missions (Foge-.105)

LI ----

'Pian for night

air-to-surface missions
1. .2.6.1.3.7

Given o. mission
Gssignmen. and( relevant miSSi ,i

d(tQ, pIan for a night
air-to-suriace mission
I IAW current tacticai

,octrine. (Ptige:,2O)

\ i.2. 6.I.3.7.a



age:

r -- --------- - ---I
r in i night I
oai-to-suriace misslor

(Poae:1191

- 1

Given a missiorn
assirment. ano reievort
mission data, plan ioT

a night air-to-surioce
imission iA6 current I
itoctical doctrine.

l1.i.2.a.l,.3.7.a 1

State the tacticai

cons iderations for

piarnir,. a night

aI r-to-surtace misslonl I

Ilwith no omissions.



Accopiisn preassior,

pianing for specitic
A-S missions (F'Qe:l'54

Pin for conventionai

or tactical roane
maission (T)

* I

/ uiven a mission Given a missio n t
assioanent and assiosentar relevant mission mission data, pir for

dtia, on ior a a to nuoroi
conventional or mission lAw current
tacticai rance mission trarin restr-c ont.
I AWd current tactical TCif~
1 octrine and tr irrg J
restrictions /

. .e:.12.2_



[ iue: 12

i an for conventionai
or. tacticai rrae
ission () ge:i2i
r~... ... -

SGiven a mission

Gssigrmert and relevant

msission data, plan for
a conventional or.

tactical ranre mission

iAW current tactical-

I

idoctrilne Grid trailnr,
Srestrictor, s

planning Q conven~tional

or tactical range
mission with no
omissions.

II



,ae: .23

P i PlCOIaDn dor Gi, C

ai-oa tT (Faoe:00

mision (oge124 mssins () e:4

/' / \ /
Piri'r P11 / I lr a t~

Plo, o ,c 5\ ,, the v,,,a , o rr o,,ectl.y state ,t,(T) (age:32) , ir-o-air missions I /rules-oi-engge (ent iAi
P s n (i ho t om ss on, a c rrent regu latons arnd

II 1here each say or I

shouid be empioyedi

without error .

H''
, In*1

oi AC. T .-',.s /he rieie-.s a ....ctl o.e me



?,ige: i24

Plarn" f or a-o-ar

COaD~t missions.

fPl~an iorinecp
missions

I I

I

Given a

mission(assiginment and
relevant mission data,

O t Or an intercepi
oission SAW current

doctrine and

Ireculations. (Faae:125)

1 i.L.2.o.2aI

I



rPlan for intercept--
missions (Pgae:1244i

-I

Given o isSIon

assionsent and reievant
mission Qct4, plan for
on intercept mission
IA current doctrine
and regulations.

Ii..2.6.2.1.i !S~tate the primary

principles in plann,g

an intercept mission
I AW the Phse hanual

,with no omissions

! LA



Page: 1 ±

Pln or air-io-wi

Wi.6.2.13I

Given a mission,

ssignment ani
relevant ission

data plan for an

air-to-air escort

ission. (Page:127) /



I

Page: 127

------- --
Ili"n for air-to-air

Sescort sissions (C)

(Page: 126) 1
CL . I Z..

rGiven a missior,

assiriment and relevant
mission data plan for

an air-to-air escort.k1ssIon. i.

1 .1.2.6.2.2.1I

State the prisory

principles in planning

an air-to-air escort

lmission withn ro
oissions.
1.i.2.6.2.2.1.1I



Paoge: iN

r - o- - --]
C&obDIt missions.
( Pooe: 123

F Flan for CAP missions

6iven a mission;(assignment an~d
relevant mlssioli

(data, plan for a CAP

~mission. (Poge:.129)



Puge: 129

FPian for CAP sissions"

I(C) (Pge.12. 8i

f iven a bission
ssignment arm r, elevant

Sissior, dat, plan fori
a CAP mission.

II

15tate We priry
Sprinciples in Planning

a CAP aission wi tn noliSlr.

Ibsios



n n --- -------

fPlan for air-to-air ~
combat missions.

(jPace: 2I S

I
~Plan. for DART TV

11.i.2.6.2.4

Given a mission
assignment ard

( relevant missiorn

jaata plan for a DART
mission Akw current

aoctrine and

eguiatiors. (Paae:i31.)/



Plan ior DART (T) i
( Paae: 130 )
1.1.2.8.2.4 ]

5iven a mission

assionent and relevant

I mission data plan for a
DART mission IW ,

Scurrent doctrine and
reaulations.

__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ I

State the primary Correctiu state the

principles in plaring ruies-of -engagement for

o DART (T) mission with Ithe DART mission iA

Ino omissions. I current regulatiors ari
directives witnout
error or omission.
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1.2 Perform takeoff procedures [Hands-on]

1.2.1 Perform normal takeoff procedures [Hands-on)

1.2.1.1 Prepare/check personal equipment [Hands-on]

1.2.1.1.1 Given persoai equipment, identify unacceptable conditions on determine appropriate action in
accordance with regulations [Acadeaic)

1.2.1.2 Perform preflight checks [Hands-on]

1.2.1.2.1 Check AFTO Form 781 (E) [Hands-on]

1.2.1.2.2 Perform exterior inspection-aircraft [Hands-on]

1.2.1.2.2.1 Hatch exterior A/C inspection checklist items with their associated notes, warnings,
cautions, limits, tolerances apd critical values without error. [Academic]

1.2.1.2.3 Perfora exterior irspection-muritions (conventional) [Hands-on]

1.2.1.2.3.1 inspect M61A1 gun [Hands-on)

1.2.1.2.3.1.1 Hatch gun checklist items with their associated notes, warnings, cautions,
tolerances, limits, and critical values without error. [Academic]

1.2.1.2.3.2 Inspect chaff/flare dispenser [Hands-on]

1.2.1.2.3.2.1 Match chaff/flare dispenser checklist items with their associated notes,
warnings, cautions, tolerances, limits, and critical values without error. [Academic)

1.2.1.2.3.3 Inspect suspension equipment [Hands-on)

1.2.1.2.3.3.1 Inspect wing and centerline pylons [Hands-onj

1.2.1.2.3.3.1.1 Match wing and centerline pulon checklist items with their associatea
rates, warnings, cautions, tolerances, limits, and critical values without error.
[Acaaemic)

1.2.1.2.3.3.2 inspect BRU-31/A bomb rack unit [Hands-on)

1.2.1.2.3.3.2.1 itch BRU 31/A checklist items with their associated notes, warnings,
cautions, tolerances, limits, and critical values witnout error. [Academic]

1.2.1.2.3.4 inspect weapons [Hands-or]

1.2.1.2.3.4.1 Inspect AIM-9J missile and launcher [Hands-on;

1.2.1.2.3.4.1. uMatch AIh-9J missile and launcher checklist items with tneir
associated rotes, warninrgs, cautions, tolerances, limits, ana critical values.
[Academic]



1.2.1.2.3.4.2 inspect AIM-9L missile Grid launcher [Hianas-or3

1.2.1.2.3.4.2.1 Match AIM-9L missile ar, icuncher checklist items with their
associated notes, warnings, cautions, tolerances, limits, and critical values

without error. [Academic]

.2.1.2.3.4.3 inspect MK 82 and OK i4 low drag general purpose bombs [Har~ds-onri

1.2.1.2.3.4.3.1 Match MK 82 and MK 84 LDGP bombs checklist items with their Qssociated
notes, warnings, cautions, tolerances, limits, Gnd critical values without error.
[Academic]

1.2.1.2.3.4.4 inspect hK 82 (Snakeye 1) and M 36 high drag bombs (C) [Hands-on]

1.2.1.2.3.4.4.1 Match MK 82 and MK 36 HD6P bombs checklist items with their associatea
notes, warnings, cautions, tolerances, limits, and critical values without error.
[Acadeaic2

1.2.1.2.3.4.5 inspect GLU-8/B EO Guided bomb (C) [Harnids-on)

1.2.1.2.3.4.5.1 Match GBU-8/B checklist items witn their associated notes, warnings,
cautions, tolerances, limits, and critical valiues without error [AcaGemic2

1.2.1.2.3.4.6 Inspect GBU-10/B, GBU-10A/ laser guided bombs (C) [tands-on

1.2.1.2.3.4..1 ~Match GBU-10/B, GBU-10A/B checklist items wth their associated notes,
warnings, cautions, tolerances, limits, and critical Values without error.
[Academic]

1.2.1.2.3.4.7 inspect CBU-58/B and CBd-71/B dispensers aria bomos (C) [Hanas-on]

1.2.1.2.3.4.7.1 Match CBU-58/B, and CBU-71/B checklist items with tneir associatpr
notes, warnings, cautions, tolerances, limits and critical values without err
[Academic]

1.2.1.2.3.4.3 Inspect MK 20 MOD 4 arntitanK ciuster bomb (C) [Hands-on]

1.2.1.2.3.4.8.1 Match MK 20 MOD 4 checklist items with their associated notes,
warnings, cautions, tolerances, limits, and critical values without error.
[Academkicl

1.2.1.2.3.4.9 inspect BLU-27/B fire bomb (C) -Hands-on!

1.2.1.2.3.4.9.1 Match BLU-27/B cnecklist items with their asscciateia notes, warninqS.
cautions, tolerances, limits, ana critical values witnout error. [Academhic

1.2.1.2.3.4.10 Inspect SUU-25CiA flare dispenser LHbnias-oril

1.2.1.2.3.4.10.1 Match SUU-25C/A cneckiist items witn their associated notes,
warnings, cautions, tolerances, limits, an critical values without error.
[Acaaemic]

1.2.1.2.3.4.11 inspect LAU-3iA rocket iAuncner (C) EHands-on)

1.2.1.2.3 4.11.1 hatch LAU-3A checklist items with their associated notes. warro-nas,
cautions, tolerances, limits, aria critical values without error. [Acaderaji



1.2.1.2.3.4.12 inspect AGM-65A,B liar-Lo-arond guided missile (C) rHanas-or

1.2.1.2.3.4.12.1 Match AGM-65A,B checklist items with their associated notes,
warnings, cautions, tolerances, limits an criticQl values without error. [Acaoemic:

1.2.1.2.3.4.13 Inspect SUU-2OBiA bomb and rocket training disperser (T) [HNnds-on)

1.2.1.2.3.4.13.1 Match SUU-20B/A checklist items with their associated notes,
wor-niongs, cautions, tolerances, limits, ara criticai values without error.
[Academic]

1.2.1.2.3.4.14 inspect BDU-33B/B practice bomb on BRU-31iA or TER-9A bomo rack (T) CHands-on]

1.2.1.2.3.4.14.1 Match BDU-33B/B checklist items with their associated notes,
wornings, cautions, tolerances, limits, and critical values without error.
[Acodemic]

1.2.1.2.3.5 Describe the procedure for performing exterior conventional munitions inspections

usina -34 checklist and name the considerations of most importance with no omissions. [AcQaemlc)

1.2.1.2.4 inspect ACMi pod (T) [Hands-on]

1.2.1.2.5 Perform before entering cockpit checks [hands-on]

1.2.1.2.5.1 Given a suitable rvds-or traitev., ?erfors tefore entering cccpit chec.s. [Acadesic!

1.2.1.2.5.1.1 inspect ejection seat [Hands-onl

1.2.1.2.5.1.1.1 Match ejection seat irspection checklist items with their associated
notes, warnings, cautions, toierances, limits, and critical values without error.
[Academic]

1.2.1.2.5.2 Configure switches in back seat for solo fiight [Hands-on)

1.2.1.2.5.2.1 Match before entering cockpit checklist items with their associated notes,
cautions, warnings, tolerances, limits, ard/or critical values without error. [Acaemic]

1.2.1.2.5.3 inspect chaff/flare programmer and control panel [hands-on)

1.2.1.2.5.3.1 Match chaff/flare programmer arid control checklist items with their associatea
notes, warnings, cautions, tolerances, limits, ano critical values without error
[Acoemici

1.2.i.3 Perform cockpit ingress, including strap-in [Hands-or)

1.2.1.31~. Describe the cockpit ingress procedure, including strap-in, with its associated notes.
cautiors, warnings, critical values, tolerances and limits. [Academic]

1.2.1.4 Per.form cockpit interior check (power off) [Hanos-on

1.2.1.4.1 atcn cockpit Interior cheEclst items with their associatea notes, cautiors, warnings,
tolerances, limits and critical values without error. [Academic]

1.2.1.4.2 Given a suitable hands-on trainer, perforim cockit inter-or checi. (power oif in a comm out
environment in the correct order without omissions. [Academic5



1.2.1.5 Perform Defore starting engine check [Hands-oril

1M2.1.5.1 tatch before starting engine checklist items with tneir associate rotes, m,:torrs, wr..'nir,
toierrices, limits and criticai vaiues witncut error; after- cockpit check. is coapiete--ver-iu.
[Acadelic I

1.2.1.5.2 Given a suitable rands-on trainer, perform before stQr'ting engine creck ir, a comk out
environment in the correct order without omissions. [Academic]

1.2.1.6 Perform JFSiergirie start [Harnds-on]

1.2.1.6.1 Perform normai engine start [Hanas-or

1.2.1.6.1.1 Describe the steps in the proced:ire for norma-l engine :tar. in correct order with thie
associated notes, cautions,. warnings, critical values, tolerances ana lim its with no omissions.
[Academic 3

1.2.1.6.1.1.1 System waorkbook--engine system. [Acaaemic]

1.2.1.6.1.1.1.1 Describe the enaine sustem irn the F-i6A and F-16B aircraft. [Academac

1.2.1.6.1.1.1.2 List with no omissions and descT.ioe without error the copornts
and/ot* functions of the engine sustem, including as appropriate the sequence arid
modes of internal and external operation. [Academicl

1,.,.i... Given a photograph or drawing of the aircraft cockpit, iocqte via
describe the function and manipulation of eacn control that directly affects tne
engine system, without ei.r-or. Lckademic2

1.2.1....14 Given a photograph or. drawing of the aircraft cockpit, locate ardi
describe the interpretation of each indicator tnat monitors the engine sustes,
without error. EAcademic]

1.2..6.1.1.1.5 State the possibie modes of engine sustem degraoation, and de. ,oe
their, causes and consequences, without error. [Academic]

4 1.2.1.6.1.1.1,6 List with ro omissions aria describe without error ry features o, ;:
ergire systek ir, the F-16B that aiffer o are in ,mition to those in the F-16A.
[Academic!

1.2.1.6.1.2 Given a suitoble hands-on t~irer, perform noral :FS) eraine star.. EAcqaemic1

1.L2.1.6.2 Identify a d respond to premature jFS cutout [ianas-on!

1.2.1.6.2.1 Given indications occurring during JS cutout, identify the specific probies wi -c.
error. [Academic

1.2.1.6.2.2, State the steps ir, the corrective proceaure for premetre JFS cutout in correc- c,
with no omissions. [Acaaemicl

i.2.I.6.2.3 Given a suitable nords-on trainer, idertify and r-espond *o trema-ture JF3 cutout.

[Acacemici

.2..3 Identify aria respond to enginie failure to start Cuiands-oni)

1.2.1.6.3.1 Given in. ctions occurring during ergirae failure to start, identify the specii.c
."" . uithmit. mlot. LE Ce41.ic3



1,2. .0..2 State the steps ir the cOrrective procedure for engine faIure to stort in correct
order with no omissions. [Acaaeaic!

i.2.l.6.3.3 Given Q suitable hans-on trainer, identify ard respond to erire failure to star-.
£Academic2

1.2.1.6.4 identify and respond to hung start Chands-on]

1.2.1.6.4.1 Given indications occurring auring hung start, identify the specific problem withont
error. [Academic]

1.2.1.6.4.2 State the steps in the corr-ective procedure for. hung start in correct order with no
omissions. [Academici

1.2.1.6.4.3 Given a suitable hands-or trainer, identify andT respord to hung start. [Acoremici

1.2.1.6.5 identifg and respond to hot start [hands-n2

1.2.1.6.5.1 Given indications occurring during not start, identify the specific proolem i~hut
error. [Academic3

1.2.1.6.5.2 State the steps in the corrective procedure for not start in correct order without
omissions. [Academic]

1.2.1.6.5.3 Given a suitable handsvon trainer, identify and respond to hot start. EAcaaemici

1.2.1.6.6 Perform external power start Chands-oni

1.2.1.6.6.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for externai power start in correct order witn the
associated notes, cautions, warnings, critical values, tolerances and iihits with no omissior.
[Academic]

1.2.1.6.6.2 Given a suitable h4rns-on trainer, perform external power start. [Academic]

1.2.1.7 Perform after engine start checks hiarids-on

1.2.1.7.1 Perform FCS self-test Chands-on]

i.2.i.7.1.i Given the FCS self-test checklist table and a set of cockpit indications, state
correcti whether the test is proceeaing normaiiu. [Academic]

1.2.1.7.1.2 State tne associ tea notes, cautions, warnings, crtical values, tolerances ana Ixits
for FCS self-test proceaure with no omissions. EAcademic]

1.2.1.7.1.3 Given inaication occurring auri rg a FC5 self-test, ioentiiy test failires vithout
error. ZAcademuc

1.2.1.7.1.4 State the corrective procedure to ie usea oiiowir g FCS sei-test failure witnout
error. [Academic]

1.2.1.7.1.5 Given a suitable hands-on trainer, eriorm FCS self-test. fAcademici.i

1.2.1.7.2 Perform SM5 setup [Hands-on]

1.2.1.7.2.1 Perform SKS stores loading verliication, SMS inventory) Chanas-on.



1.2.1.7.2.1.1 State the associoted notes, coutions, warnings. critical values, toieraric ,
an limits iOr ShS stores loading verification procedure with no omissions. Acadez'-c.

1.2.1.7.2.1.2 Given SM inventory data indicating ort incorrect ioading, select the procp
necessarg to correct the loading without error. [Academic!

- 1.2.1.7.2.2 Perform SMM loadira [Hands-on]

1.2.1.7.2.2.1 Perform ONV loading [Hanas-on

1.2.1.7.2.2.1.1 Stae the associated notes, cautions, warnings, critical viues,
tolerances, an limits for conventional loading procedure with no omissions.
[Academic]

1.2.1.7.2.2.2 Perform RACK loading [hands-on]

1.2.1.7.2.2.2.1 State the associated notes, cautions, warnings, critical values,
toleranices, a rd limits for RACK ooding procedure with no omissions. [Academic)

1.2.1.7.2.2.3 Perform PRGM loading Idands-on]

1.2.1.7.2.2.3.1 State the associated notes, cautions, warnings, critical values,
tolerances and limits for PRGH loading procedure with no omissions. [Academic]

1.2.1.7.2.3 Perform air-to-surface attack modification (profile munitions) [Hands-on]

1.2.1.7.2.3.1 Perform deliverg mode modification [Hancs-or,3

1.2.1.7.2.3.1.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for delivery mode moaificatio ir,
correct order with the associated notes, cautions, warnings, critical values,
tolerrances and limits with no omissions. LAcadeaicl

1.2.1.7.2.3.2 Perform release option modification [Hands-ar)

1.2.1.7.2.3.2.1 Describe the steps in the proceaure for release option modification 1r.
cor rect or-der with the associated notes, warnings, cautions, critical values,
tolerances and limits with no omissions. [Academic]

1.2.1.7.2.3.3 Perform impact separation modification 1Hands-on]

1.2.1.7.2.3.3.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for impact separation %odification
ir, correct order with the associated notes, cautions, warnings, criticai values,
tolerances and limits with no omissions. [Acacemic!

1.2.1.7.2.3.4 Perform arming option modification [Hands-on]

1.2.1.7.2.3.4.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for Or~mig option toaificatior ir,
correct order with the -associated notes, cautions, warnings, critical values,
tolerances arid limits with no omissions. [Academic]

1.2.1.7.2.3.5 Perform number of releases modification [Hands-or)

1.2.1.7.2.3.5.1 Describe the steps in the proceaure for rumber of releases
moaification in correct order with the associated notes, cautiors, warnings,
critical values, tolerances and limits with no omissions. [Academic]



1.2.1.7.2.3.6 Perform preseiection of weapon - air-to-surface mode [nands-or,

1.2.1.7.2.3.6. Descr.ne the steps in the procedure ior preseiectics of
weapor--air-to-surface mode--in correct order with the cssociatea notes, cautions,
warnings, criticai values, toierances and limits with no omissions. [Academic]

1.2.1.7.2.3.7 Describe the steps in the procedure for air-to-surface attlack modification in

correct oraer with no omissions. [Academic]

1.2.i.7.2.4 Given a suitable hanas-on trainer, perform SMiS setup. [Acacemic]

1.2.1.7.2.5 Describe the steps in SHS setup in correct order with no omissions. iAcademici

1.2.1.7.2.5.1 System Workbook-Stores management sustem [Academic]

.2.1.7.2.5.1.1 Describe the stores management sustem in the F-16A and F-16i aircrait.
LAcademic3

i.2.1.7.2.4.1.2 List with no omissions and describe without error the comporents
and/or frnctions of the stores maroement system, including as appropriate the
sequence and modes of internal and externai operation. (Acodemic3

1.2.1.7.2.5.1.3 Giver, a photograph or drawing of the aircraft cockpit, locate and
describe the function and manipulation of each control that directly affects the
stores management .stem, without error. EAcademicl

1.6.1.7.2.5.1.4 Given a photograph or drowing of the aircraft cockpit, locate an
describe the interpretation of each inaicQtor that monitors the stores management
system without error. [AcQdemic)

1.2.1.7.2.5.1.5 State the possible modes of stores management system degredation, arid
describe their causes and consequences, without error. [Academic]

1.2.i.7.2.5.1.6 List with no omissions and describe without error anu featur-es of the
stores management sustem in the F-16b that differ or are in addition to those .n
the F-16A [Acadesic]

1.2.1.7.3 Perform FCINP setup EHlnds-on]

1.2.7.3.1 Perform normal iNS (gyrocompass) alignment fhands-on3

.. 2.1.7.3.1.1 Enter present position or, FCNP ['ands-ori

1.2..7.3.i.1.i ~Describe the steps in tne procedure for enterina present Dositior, on
FCNP in correct order with the associatea notes, cautlons: warrncs, cr-ticai
values, tolerances and limits witn no omissions. EAcaaemici

1.2.1.7.3.1.2 Enter manual mgnetic variaioi or, FC P Canasn -on

1.2.1.7.3.1.2.1 Describoe the steps in the procedure for entering manual variaticri or,
FCNP in correct or der witn the associated notes, cautions, warnings, crit:cai
values, tolerances and limits with no omissions. [Academic]

1.2.1.7.3.1.3 fonitor alignment status on FEiNP Imrtas-on]

1.2.1.7.3.1.3.1 [escrive the steps in the procedure for monitoring aligrment status or,
FCMP with the associatld notes, ciutions, wrnings critical VGLUQSL oRMAI



1.2.1.7.3.1.4 Match gyrocompass alignment (INS Preilight hrocedures) cneckiist items with
Tneir associatea notes, cautions, wurnings, tolerances, iilts arid/or critlcai values
without err-or in accordance with -. 4, -1. [Academic]

1.2.1.7.3.2 Given a suitable honds-on trainer, perform FCNP setup [Academic3

1.2.1.7.3.2.1 Perform Q stored heading alianment Ehnaris-on]

1.2.1.7.3.2.1.1 ntch stored heading aiignment (iKs preflight procedures) checkiist
items with their associated notes, cautions, warnings, tolerances, liits and/or
critical values without error in accordance with -34, -1. [Academic]

1.2.1.7.3.3 Perform a Best Available True Heaaing (BATH) alignment CHands-on)

1.2.-.7.3.3.1 Match Best Available True Headina (BATH) aliarment (iNS prefV.gnt procedures)
checklist items with their associated notes, cautions, warnings, toierances, limits
and/or critical values without error in accordance with -34, -1. [Acadeaic]

1.2.1.7.3.4 Enter destination data [Hands-on]

1.2.1.7.3.4.1 Enter destination coordinates [Hands-on]

1.2.1.7.3.4.1.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for entering destination
coordinates in correct order with no omissions. [Academic)

1.2.1.7.3.4.2 Enter destination elevation 1Honds-or)

1.2.1.7.3.4.2.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for entering destination elevation
in correct oraer with no omissions. [Academici

1.2.1.7.3.4.3 Enter offset aimpoint data [Hands-on]

1.2.1.7.3.4.3.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for entering offset aimpoint dato
in correct order with no omissions. EAcademicl

1.2.1.7.3.4.4 Match Destination Data Er, rV FCHP checklist items with their associated notes.
cautions, warnings, tolerances, limits and/or critical values without error in accordance
with -34. [Academic]

1.2.1.7.3.5 Perform computer time select (C) [Hands-on

1.2.1.7.3.5.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for computer time select in correct order
with the associated notes, cautions, warnings, critical values, tolerances aria limits for
computer time selection procedure with no omissions. [Acaaemic

1.2.1.7.3. P~erform cursor zero [ands-on

1.2.1.7.3.6.1 Match cursor zero (INS preflight procedures) checklist items with their
associated notes, cautions, warnings, tolerances, limits and/or crticai values without
error in accordance witn -1. [Acaaemic!

1.2.1.7.3.7 Perform D-value altitude calibration [Hards-on)

1.2.1.7.3.7.1 Match D-voiue altitude calibration (INS preflight procedures) cneckliist items
with their associated notes, cautions, warnings, tolerances, ialmts an/.or critical
values without error in accordance with -1. EAcademic3
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1.2.1.7.3.8 Perform maintenance fault list (MFL) ciearna [Hands-on!

1.2.l.7.3.8.1 Mt4cn ~a irterance Fault List (mFL) clearirng (INS prefiicaht proceaures)
checklist items with Their- associated notes, cautions, warninas, tolerances, limits
arid/or critical values without error in accorarice withn -I. [Academici

1.2.1.7.3.9 Enter beacon data using FCNP (C) [Hands-on]

i.2.1.7.3.3.I Match Beacor, Data Entry FCNP checklist items with their ossociated notes,
cautions, warnings, tolerances, limits and/or critical values without erT or in accordance
with -34. [Acqdeici

1.2.1.7.3.10 Enter TISL code using FCNP (C) LHrnds-ori

1.2.1.7.3.10.1 Matcn TISL Data Entry FCN? checklist items With their- 'sociated notes,
cautions, warnings, tolerances, limits and/or critical values without error ini accordance
with -34. EAcademicl

1.2..7.3.11 Perform energy management setup [hanios-on

i.2.1.7.3.I1.1 Enter bingo fuel on FCNP EHrids-on]i

1.2.1.7.3.1I..i Describe the steps in the procedure for entering BINGO fuel on FCNP
in correct order wits the associated notes, cautions, warnings, critical values,

tolerances anr limits with no omissions. [Academic)

1.2.1.7.3.11.2 Enter home steerpoint CHrids-on)

1.2.1.7.3.12 Check OF? [Ha rds-on]

1.2.1.7.3.12.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for cnecking OFP in correct oraer with
the associated notes, cautions, warnings, critical values, toierances and limits with n7
omissions. [Academic5

1.2.i.7.3.13 'Perform PFL/MFL recording Gnd lNS shutdown [Hands-on]

1.2.1.7.3.3.A ~Describe the procedures ior PFL/M L recording ana INS shutown [Acaidemicl

1.2.1.7.3.14 Descrioe the steps in the procedure for FChP setup in correct order with no
omissions. [Academic]

.&.1.7.4 Perior RE6 setup Erhinds-on]

1.2.1.7.4.1 Describe the steps in the proceoure for periormking REO setup ir correct order with the
associatea notes, cautions, warnzins, critica- vaiues. toierances and lits witr, no omjissions.
rCAcadesic I

i.2.1.7.5 Perform HUD setup 7.Hands-oni

1.2.1.7.S.1 Match Head Up Display (Initiai Power Up) CnecKiist items with te:r associotea notes.
cautions, warnings, tolerances, limits rianior criticai values without error .r accordance wiLn
-34. [Aco(emic]

i.2.i.7.6 Perform threat warning system checK [Hands-on!

1.2.1.7..1 ~Match Threat Warnina Sustem checK ist items witn their associated notes,. cautions,
worngs. tolerances, limits and/or criticai values without error irn accoroince with -34.



1.2.1.7.7 Per.ior i ECM equipment cnecks if appiicabie) I[arnds-on

1.2.1.7.7.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for performing ECm equipeent cheas r, correc'.
order with no omissions. 1AcOOe9ic]

1.2.1.7.6 Perform secure voice check (C) Ehands-on!

1.2.1.7.8.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for performing the secure voice check in correct
oraer with no omissions. [Academic]

1.2.1.7.9 Per-for BIT checks via FCNP Hainds-onJ

1.2.1.7.9.1 State the correct procedure fOT initiating built-in test (BIT) sequences via the FNP
in accordance with the checklist and/or Avionics hanuai. [Academici

1.2.1.7.10 Given a suitable hands-on trainer, perform ofter engine start checks [Academic]

1.2.1.7.11 Match after engine start checklist items with their associated notes, cautions, warnings,

tolerances, limits and critical vaiues without error [Academic!

1.2.1.8 Perform before taxi checks [Hands-on]

1.2.1.8.1 Match befor tLaxi checklist items with their associated notes, cautions, warnings, toierances,

limits and/or critical values without error in accordance with -1. [Academici

1.2.i.9 Perform taxi [iands-on!

1.2.1.9.1 Perform taxi checks IHainds-on"

1.2.1.9.1.1 Ma~tch taxi checvlist items with their associated notes, cautions, warnings, limits
arid/or criticai values without error in accordance with -1. [Acadetic]

1.2.1.9.2 Perform single-ship taxi [Hands-on)

1..1.9.~.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for single-snip taxi In correct oraer wi'h the
associated notes, cautions, warnings, critical values, tolerances and limits with no omissions.
[Academic ]

i.2.1.9.2.1.1 System workbook--brake system. [Acadoemic

1.2.1.9.2.1.1.1 Describe the bra.e sustem ir, the F-16A anrd F-16iB aircraft. LAcaaemicJ

1.2.i.9.2.... List with no omissions ana descr'ibe without error the comporents
andior functions of the brake sstem, inciuding as appropriate the sequence aria
aodes of internoi and external opetation. EAcdsemici

1.2.1.9.2.1.1.3 Given a photograph or drawing oi the aircraft cockpit, 'ocate a-i,
Gescribe the function and manipulatiori of eacn control tnt Qirectiq affects tne
braKe system, without error. LALQdemIc

i.2.l.9.2.1.1.4 Given a photograpn or drawing of the aircraft cocKpit, ocate ana
describe the interpretation oi eacn indicator that monitors the brav.e sustem,
without error. EAcaaemicl

1.2.1.9.2.1.1.5 State the oossible aoaes of brake system aegraaaton, and describe
their causes and consequences, without error. [Acdesic-



1.2.1.9.2.1 1 .6List with no omissions nr aescribe without error any feat'ures oi
brake sustem in the F-16B that differ or- ore in addition to those in, the F-16A.
EAcaemic!

1.2.1.9.2.1.2 System worYbook--iWS system. [AcaemacI

1.2.1.9.2.1.2.1 Describe the NWS system in the F-16A and F-16B aircraft. Academic]

1.2.1.9.2.1.2.2 List with no omissions and descrabe witnout errcr ,ne components
anior functions of the NWS system, includin. as appropriate t re sequence iric 10c:
of internal and externoi operation. [Acadetici

1.2.1.9.2.1.2.3 Given a photograph or drawing of the aircraft cockpit, locate aria
describe the function and manipulation of each control that directly affects the
NWS system, without error. [Academic3

1.2.1.9.2.1.2.4 Giver a photoarapn or drawina of the ,aircraft cockpit, locate aria

describe the irter-pret1tor of each indicator that monitors the NWS system withc:
error. [Acaeaemic]

1.2.1.9.2.1.2.5 State the possible modes of NWS system degradation, and describe .
causes and consequences, without error. [Academicl

1.2.1.9.2.. List with no omissions a rd describe without error any features of
- NWS system in the F-16B that differ- or are ir additior to tnose in the F-16A.

[Academic ]

1.2.1.9.3 Perform formation taxi CHands-on]

1.2.1.9.3.1 ~escribe the procedures and techniques for formation taxi in the F-16. [AcademicJ

1.2.1.10 Accomplish maintenance arming procedures/maintenance checKs [Ha ds-on]

1.2.1.10.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for accomplishing maintenance aTrming
proceduresimaintenance cnecks in correct order with the associated notes, cautions, warnirngs,
critical vaiues, tolerances arid limits with no omissions. LAcademic]

1.2.1.11 Perform before takeoff checks LNands-orn]

1.21.11.1 Mto'ch before takeoff checklist items with their associated notes, cautions, warrinas,

tolerances, limits and/or critical values without error in accordance with -1. EAcademic]

....2 Tak.e active runuaq [hanas-or)

1.2.1.12.1 Take active rnway is a single snap (E) [Hnds-on]

1.2.1.12.2 Take active runway as Q formation (E) [Hanqs-onl

1.2..1 Perform lineup checKs [Nnds-on!

..2..31 :'erform lineup checks for single ship takeoff Chands-on]

1.2.1.13.1.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for. performing sinrgie ship lineup cnecKs :-.

associated tolerances, limits, ard critical values withou? error. [Acacemac]

...1.13.2 Perform lineup for formation 4.aeoff [Hands-on!'.4



1.2.1.13.2.1 [Fescribe the proceaures ard techniques for orimation irleup in the F-16. [Academic2

1.2.2 F-iiorm nignt grouna operations CHrids-on2

1.2.3 Perform aaverse weather pretokeoif procedures [Hands-on]

1.2.3.1 State the special considerations for performing aaverse weather pretakeoff procedures with no
omissions. [Academicl

1.2.4 Perform scramble pretaieoff procedures (C) [Hands-onj

1.2.4.1 Perform scramble preflight checks (cock aircraft for alert) iC) [Hands-onl

1.2.4.1.1 Dlescribe the steps in the procedure for performin a scramble prefiignt check in correct orcer
with the associated notes, cautions, warnings, critical vaiues, tolerances, and limits with no
omissions. [Academic]

1.2.4.1 Perform scramble launch (aircraft on aIerT) procedures (C) [Hands-on]

i.2.4.2.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for performina scramble launch in correct order wiih the
associated notes, cautions, warnings, criticai values, tolerances, and limits with no omissions.
[Academic i

1.2.4.3 Perform scramble taxi (C) [hands-on!

1.2.4.3.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for performing scramble taxi in correct order with ,he
associated notes, cautions, warnings, critical values, toierances and limits with no omissions.
[Acacemic

1.2.4.4 Given a suitable nards-on trainer, perform scrombie pretakeoff procedures ,Academicl

1.2.5 Perform nuclear strike/alert pretakeoff procedures (C) [Hands-on]

1.2.5.1 Perform prefiignt procedures-nuclear J or C for actual WPM) Cihands-onl

1.2.5.1.1 Check AFTO Form 781 (nuclear) (T or C for actual WPFN) [Hands-on]

1.2.5.1.2 Perform exterior. inspection-aircr4ft (nuclear) (see perform exter-ior inspection-aic) (T or
for actual WPN) E(Hnds-on]

1.2.5.1.3 Perform exterior inspection - munitions (nuclear) (T or C for actual 4PN) [iHanas-onl

.2 .5.1.3.1 inspect MAU-12 CIA rack (nuclear) UT or C for actual PN) i~ords-onj

1.2.5.1.3.1.1 Match MAU-12 C/A rack (nuclear) checklist items with their associated notes,

cautions, warnings, tolerances, limits and /or critical values without error irn
accordance with -25. (Academici

1.2.5.1.3.2 Inspect weapons (nuclear) (T or C for actual WPN) [iHands-orn]

1.2.5.1.3.2.1 inspect B43 bomb (nuclear) (T or C for actual Pl) harids-orsi

1.2.5.1.3.2.1.1 Match B43 bomb (nuciear) checklist items with their .associateo notes.
coutions, warnings, toierances, limits ard/or critical values without error in
accordance with -25. [Acaaencl
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1.2.5.1.3 .... Inspect B57 bomb (nuclear) iT or C ior actual 'PN) [Aarads-orI5

1...1. .2...1 Match B57 bomDo (nuclear) checkiJst items with their associated notes,
cautions, warnings, tolerarnces, iimits ar i/Or critical vaIues without error '.n
accordance with -25. [Academicl

1.2.5.1.3.2.3 inspect B61 bomb (nuclear) (T or C For actual WP,) [,ands-ori

1.2.5.1.3.2.3.1 Match B61 bomb (nuclear) checklist items with their ossociateQ notes,

cautions, warnings, tolerances, limits and/or critical vYaiues witnout error in
accordance with -25. Ckcadeaicl

1.2.5.1.4 Perform interior inspection (power off) - nuclear T or C for actual WPN) [Hans-onJ

1.2.5.1.4.1 Match interior inspection (power off)--nuclear checklist items with their associatea
notes, cautions, warnings, tolerances, limits and/or critical values without error in
accorarce with -25. [Academicl

1.2.5.1.5 Per-fort interior inspection (power on) - nuclear H or- C for. actual WFN) [Hands-on]

1.2.5.1.5.1 Perform NUCSMS loading [Hanas-on]

1.2.5.1.5.1.i Describe the steps in the procedure for performing NUC loading with the
associated notes, cautions, warnings, critical values, tolerances, and imits with no
omissions. [Academic]

.2.5.1...2.= Given a suitable hands-on trainer, perfor-m NUC loading. [Academic]

1.2.5.1.5.2 Match interior inspection (power on)--nuclear checklist items with ,heir associated
notes, cautions, warnings, tolerances, limits and/or critical values without error in
accordance with -25. [Academic]

1.2-5-2 Perform ground alert proceaures (nuclear) (C) [Hands-on2

1.2.5.2.1 Describe the procedure for pertorming ground alert procedures (NUL) and name te
considerations of most importance with no omissions. [Academic]

1.2.5.3 Perform launch procedures (nuclear) (C) Eands-on3

1.2.5.4 Given a suitaoie hands-on trainer, perform nuclear strike/alert pretakeoff procedures. [Academicl

1.2.6 Perform pretakeoff emergency procedures [Hands-on]

1.2.6.1 Perform engine-starting emergency procedures 1hands-on]

1.2.6.1.1 Accomplish emergency engine shutdown on ground E.ands-on

1.2.6.1. . Descrioe the steps in the proceaure for emergencu engine shutdown or. qrouna r correct
order with no omissions. [Academic]

i.2.6.i.2 Respond to JFS malfunction (no jFS RUN lignt) [Harids-on3

1.2.6.1.2.1 Given indications occurring during JFS maifunction (no JFS RUN light), iaentii Trwe
specific Prooiem and state the correct response without error. [Acaaemicl

1.2.6.1.2.2 State the steps in the corrective procedure For the 'No jFS RUN li.n' mal-unctior
without error. [Acaaemic]



1.2.6.1.3 Respond to JFS RUN light riot going out [Hunds-on)

1.2.6.1.3.1 Given indications occurring during JFS RUN light not going out, identify the specific
problem without error. [Academic]

1.2.6.1.3.2 State the steps in the corrective procedure for the JFS RUN light not going out

without error. [Academic]

1.2.6.1.4 Identify and respond to engine start overtemp [Hands-on]

1.2.6.1.4.1 Given indications occurring during engine start overtemp, identifu the specific
groblet without error. [Academic]

1.2.6.1.4.2 State the steps in the corrective procedure for the engine start overtemp maifunction
without error. [Academic]

1.2.6..5 i~dentifg and respond to engine/jFS fire/overheat on start [Hands-on]

1.2.6.1.5.1 Given indications ocurring during engine/JFS fire/overheat orn start, icentifV the
specific problem without error. [Academic]

1.2.6.1.5.2 State the steps in the corrective procedure for the engineiFS fireioverneat on V.ari
without error. [Academic]

1.2.6.1.6 State the possible modes of engine system degradation, and describe their causes and
consequences, without error. [Acaaemic]

1.2.6.1.7 List with no omissions and describe without error any features of the engine system in the
F-163 that differ or are in addition to those in the F-IdA. [Academic)

1.2.6.2 Perfor-m ground emergency procedures [Hands-on]

1.2.6.2.1 Perform emergency ground egress [Hands-ori]

1.2.6.2.1.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for emergency ground egress in correct oraer with
nc. omissions. [Academic]

1.2.6.2.1.1.1 Systems workbook--escape system [Academic]

1.2.6.2.1.1.1.1 Describe the escape system in the F-16A and F-16B aircraft. [Academic5

1.2.6.2.1.1.1.2 List with no omissions and describe without error the components
and/or functions of the escape system, including as appropriate the sequence and
modes of internal and external operation. [Acaaemic!

1.2.6.2.1.1.1.3 Given a photograph or drawing of the aircraft cockpit, locate aria
describe the function and manipulation of each conTrol that directi affects tne
escape system without error. [Academic!

1.2.6.2.1.1.1.4 Given a drawing or. photograph of the aircraft cocKpit, iocae r.
describe the interpretation of each indicator that icriiiors the escIpe systeb
without error. [Academici

i.2.a.2.t.i.1.5 State the possibie %odes of esca;e sustem ae -ca.or,. r: :.s'
their causes aria consequences without error. [Acaaemicl



1.2.6.2.1.1.1.6 List with no omissions and describe without error- any features of tne
escape system in the F-16B that differ or are in aadition to those in the F-16A.
[Academici

1.2.6.2.1.2 Given a suitable hands-on trainer, perform emergency ground egress. [Acoaemxc3

1.2.6.2.2 Perform emergency ground entrance (D) [hands-on]

1.2.6.2.2.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for emergency ground entrarce in correct order
with no omission. Academicl

1.2.6.2.3 Perform emergency ground jettison ChQnds-on)

1.2.6.2.3.1 Describe the steps in the procedure for emergency ground jettison in correct order

with no omissions. [Academic]

1.2.6.2.4 Identify and respond to brake failure while taxiing [Hands-on]

1.2.6.2.4.1 Given indications occurring during broke failure while taxiing, identify the specific
problem and state the correct response without error. EAcademic]

1.2.6.2.4.1.1 Systems workbook - wheel broke system [Academic]

1.2.6.2.4.1.1.1 Describe the wheel brake system in the F-16A and F-165 aircraft.
[Academic]

1.2.6.2.4.1.1.2 List with no omissions and describe without error the comporents
and/or functions of the wheel broke sustem, including as appropriate the sequerce
and modes of internal and external operations. [Academic3

1.2.6.2.4.1.1.3 Given a photograph or drawina of the aircraft cockpit, locate and
describe the function of each control that directly affects the wheel broke system,
without error. [Academic]

1.2.6.2.4.1.1.4 Given a photograph or drawing of the aircraft cockpit, locate and
describe the interpretation of each indicator that monitors the wheel brake systex
without error. [Academic3

1.2.6.2.4.1.1.5 State the possible modes of wheel broke system degradation, and
describe their causes and consequences without error. EAcademicl

1.2.6.2.4.1.1.6 List with no omissions cnd describe without error any features of the
wheel brake system in the F-16B that differ or are in addition to those in thne

F-16A. [Academic]

1.2.6.2..4.2 State the steps in the corrective procedure for broke failure wnile taxiing without

error. [Academic]

1.2.6.2.5 identify and respond to nosewheel steering failure [Hands-on]

1.2.6.2.5.1 ~iven indications occurring during nosewheei steering faiiure, identifu the speci fic
problem and state the correct response without error. EAcademic]

1.2.6.2.5.1.1 Systems workbook-nosewheei steering system [Academic

I.2.6.2...1 Describe the nosewneel steer-rng system in tne F-16A and F-16B
aircraft. [Academicl



-

1.2.6.2.5.1.1.2 List with no omissions and describe without error the cosporents

and/or functions of the nosewheel steering system, including as appropriate the
sequence ard modes of interal and e::ternal operation. [Acadeici

1.26.25.11.3Givern a photograph or drauwing of the aircraft cockpit, locate an
describe the function arnd mani pulation of each control that directly affects the

nose ieel steering syste u without error. [Academic]

1.2.6.2.5.1.ey4 Given a photograph or drawing of the aircraft cockpit, locate a
describe the ite inteeatto tha difror at ionitors the noseweel steering
stem without error. Acadeic]

.6. .6.2.tatet .e State the possible rodes of osewnee stering sste degrcditior, and
describe their causes and consequences without error. [Academc]

1.2.6.2.6 Identify and respond to electrical malfunction on ground [ands-on]

1.2.6.2.7.1State the possible modes of electrical power system degradation, and aescribe their
causes and consequences, without error. [AcadeAic]

i2.6.2.7.1. Sst eith m osiior desribe ithot erroy ana feature os Aame
el12trica .power sstem in the F-6B that differ or are in addition to those of te
F-(A. [Academic]

1.2.6.2.6.2 State the steps in th conective procedure for electrical malfunction or gIun
without error. [Acadeaic3

.2.6.2.7 identido fu resons to hydraulic syosem failure on ground [hands-on]

1.2.6.2.7.1 Given indications occurring during hydrauwic systeh failure on ground, idetif te
spdific problem and state the correct response without error. [Academic]

1.2.6.2.7.1.1 System workbook--hydraulic power system [Academic

1.2.6.2.7.1.1. Gscribe the hydraulic power sdstew i the F-16 r a F-16B ircra t.
[cademict e

1...271.. Stt thIosbemcso yrui oe ytmGgaain n

1.2.6.2.7.1.1.6 List with no omissions and describe withouit error the coeaurents
and/or functions of the hydraulic power system, inclutin ao addppropriate the6A
se( ence mof internal and external operation. c)cadesicl

1.26.27.11.3Givn ophotograph or. drawing of the aircraf~t cockpit, locate ad
describe the function and aanipuiatior, of each control that directly afiets the -
hydraulic power system without error. [Academic]

1.2.6.2.7.1.1.4 Giver, a photograph or drawing of the air-craft cockpit, locate and |
describe the interpretation of each indicator that monitors the hydraulic power m
system without error. [Academic]

1.2..2.7hi.5State the possible modes of hydraulic power system degradatiorn, and
describe their causes and consequences without error. [Academic: |

1.2.6.2.7.1.1.6 List with no omissions and describe without error any features of the I

hydraulic power system in the F-16B that differ or are in addition to the F-IA. -



1.2.6.2.7.2 State the steps in the corrective procedure for hydraulic systea failure on grouned
without error. EAcadeeicl



1.2 PRETAKEOFF PROCEDURES
CRITERION-REFERENCED OBJECTIVES

Tasks Without CROS

1.2.1.2
1.2.1. 2.1
1.2.1.2.3
1.2.1.2.3.3
1.2.1.2.3.4
1.2.1.2.4
1.2.1.6
1.2.1.7.2
1.2.1.7.2.2
1.2.1.7.2.2.1
1.2.1.7.3
1.2.1.7.3.1
1.2.7.3.4
1.2.1.7.3.13
1.2.1.7.7
1.2.1.7.8
1.2.1.7.9
1.2.1.9
1.2.1.12
1.2.1.12.1
1.2.1.13.1

1.2.5.1
1.2.5.1.1
1. 2. 5.1.2
1.2.5.1.3
1.2.5.1.3.2
1.2.6.1
1.2.6.2
1.2.6.2.2



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.1

BEHAVIOR: Prepare/check personal equipment

CONDITION:

Agency: Life support
Information source for: Required personal equipment

Manuals and pubs: None

Information source for: N/A

Activity: Perform normal pretakeoff procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: Life support oxygen mask leak/helmet comm tester

Product of previous task: Determine mission related personal support

equipment

Initiation cues: Prior to building departure for flight
Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: TACR 501- ,

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedure

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.2

BEHAVIOR: Perform exterior inspection - aircraft

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1 Checklist
Information source for: Exterior inspection procedures

Activity: Perform preflight checks

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon arriving at assigned aircraft
Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -1 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately lAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A



TrASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3

BEH{AVIOR: Performn exterior inspection -munitions (conventional)

----------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systes presenting cues:

------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.1

BEHAVIOR: Inspect M61AI gun

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform exterior inspection -munitions

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft inspection

Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A

Lk



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.2

BEHAVIOR: Inspect chaff/flare dispenser

CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -34 checklist

Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform exterior inspection - munitions

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft inspection
Systems presenting cues: None

------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.3.1

BEHAVIOR: Inspect wing and centerline pylons

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect suspension equipment

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft inspection

Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A

! •
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.3.2

BEHAVIOR: Inspect BRTU-31/A bomb rack unit

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

hanuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect suspension equipment

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft inspection
Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -34, -25

Performance precision: Accurately LAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A

am



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.4.1

BEHAVIOR: inspect AIM-9J missile and launcher

CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft inspection

Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A



o9

TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.4.2

BEHAVIOR: !nspec; AIM-9L missile and launcher

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist

Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons

External environment: N/A

Aide: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft inspection
Systems presenting cues: None

-----------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.4.3

BEHAVIOR: Inspect .I( 82 and MK 84 low drag general purpose bombs

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft inspection
Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.4.4

BEHAVIOR: Inspect NUK 82 (Snakeye 1) and MK 36 high drag bombs

-------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft inspection
Systems presenting cues: None

----------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.4.5

BEHAVIOR: Inspect GBU-8/B E0 guided bomb

CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft inspection
Systems presenting cues: None

-------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A

4



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.4.6

BEHAVIOR: Inspect 3BU-10/B, GBU-1OA/B laser guided bombs

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft inspection
Systems presenting cues: None

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A

I



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.4.7

BEHAVIOR: Inspect CBU-58/B and CBU-71/B dispensers and bombs

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist

Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft inspection.

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.4.8

BEHAVIOR: inspect MK 20 MOD 4 antitank cluster bomb

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -34 checklist

Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft.inspection
Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.4.9.

BEHAVIOR: inspect BLU-27/B fire bomb

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Eanuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft inspection
Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.4.10 j

BEHAVIOR: Inspect SUU-25C/A flare dispenser

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft inspection

Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A

I



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.4.11

BEHAVIOR: Inspect LAU-3/A rocket launcher

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist

Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft inspection
Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.4.12

BEHAVIOR: inspect AGM-65A,B air-to-ground guided missile

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior

aircraft inspection
Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A

L ...



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.4.13

BEHAVIOR: Inspect SU-20B/A bomb and rocket training dispenser

-------------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft inspection
Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.3.4.14

BEHAVIOR: Inspect BDU-33B/B practice bomb on BRU-71/A or TER-9A bomb
rack

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist

Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of or simultaneously with exterior
aircraft inspection
Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.5

BEHAVIOR: Perform before entering cockpit checks

CONDITION:

Agency:

Information source for:

Kanuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:

Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.5.1

BEHAVIOR: Inspect ejection seat

CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: N/A

Kanuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform before entering cockpit checks

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Before entering cockpit
Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -1 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A

MON



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.2.5.2

BEHAVIOR: Configure switches in back seat for solo flight

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform before entering cockpit checks

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: After interior/weapons check; before entering
cockpit

Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -1 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.-1.2.5.3

BEHAVIOR: Inspect chaff/flare programmer and control panel

CONDITION:

Agency: OPS
Information source for: Chaff/flare programmer setting
recommendations

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist

Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform before entering cockpit checks

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Before entering cockpit, after exterior/weapons
inspection
Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW checklist

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.3

BEHAVIOR: Perform cockpit ingress, including strap-in

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: None
Information source for: N/A

Activity: Perform normal pretakeoff procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: After before entering cockpit checks complete
Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: Accurately without damage to equipment

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.4

BEHAVIOR: Perform cockpit interior check (power off)

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Required procedures

Activity: Perform normal pretakeoff procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: After cockpit ingress
Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -1 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW -1 procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A

il



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.5

BEIAVIOR: Perform before starting engine check

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1 checklist

Information source for: Required items

Activity: Perform normal pretakeoff procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: N/A

Initiation cues: After cockpit interior check is complete
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: Accurately IAW -1

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.6.1

BEHAVIOR: Perform normal (JFS) engine start

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1 checklist

Information source for: Required procedures

Activity: Perform JFS/engine start

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: After before starting engine checks complete
Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: Accurately IAW -1 procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.6.2

BERAYIOR: identify and respond to premature JFS cutout

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Engine start procedures

Activity: Perform JFS/Engine start

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: JFS shutdown before 50% rpm attained: JFS run light
out; JFS start switch returning to off; elimination of JFS peculiar
noise and vibration; engine deceleration

Systems presenting cues: Engine

STANDARD:

Authority: -1 (if incorporated - Presently GD Task Analysis)

Performance precision: Accurately IAW steps defined below

Computational accuracy: N/A

L 
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.6.3

BEHAVIOR: identify and respond to engine 'failure to start

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Ranuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Normal start procedures

Activity: Perform JFS/engine start

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: FTIT does not rise when throttle moved to idle at
15% RPM.
Systems presenting cues: Engine

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: Accurately IAW -1 procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.6.4

BEHAVIOR: Identify and respond to hung start

CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1 checklist

Information source for: Normal start procedur6s

Activity: Perform JFS/engine start

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: RPM hangs up or decays during start cycle; FTIT
stable or decreasing
Systems presenting cues: Engine

------------------------------------------------- ---------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.6.5

BEHAVIOR: identify and respond to hot start

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for:. Normal start procedures

Activity: Perform JFS/engine start

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Torching from tail pipe or RPM stagnates with
increasing FTIT; rapid FTIT rise thru 580 C
Systems presenting cues: Engine

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.6.6

BEHAVIOR: Perform external power start

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Nanuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity: Perform JFS/engine start

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:

Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7

BEHAVIOR: Perform after engine start checks

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1 checklist

Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform normal pretakeoff procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: After engine start: JFS shutdown
Systems presenting cues: Engine

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: Accurately in sequence lAW -1

IComputational accuracy: N/A

L ___



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.1

BEHAVIOR: Perform FCS self-t6est

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Irformation source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform after engine start checks

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Appropriate point in after engine start checks
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: Accurately lAW procedures in -1

Computational accuracy: N/A



WPM-

TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.2

BEHAVIOR: Perform SM!S setup

CONDITION:

Agency:

Information source for:

Nanuals and pubs:

Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:

Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:

i
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.2.1

BEHAVIOR: Perform SMS stores loading verification /SMS inventory)

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform SMS set up

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: (External stores loaded on aircraft)

Initiation cues: "SMS-as desired" step in after start checks
Systems presenting cues: None

STANDARD:

Authority: -34 checklist

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.2.2.1

BEHAVIOR: Perform CON1V loading

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures and inventory numbers

Activity: Perform SMS loading

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: (External stores loaded on aircraft)

Initiation cues: If SMS not loaded with stores data or data incorrect
Systems presenting cues: SMS

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures in -34

Computational accuracy: N/A

II
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.2.2.2

BEHAVIOR: Perform RACK loading

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures and inventory numbers

Activity: Perform SMS loading

External environment: N/A

Aids: None 4

Product of previous task: (External stores and racks loaded on
aircraft)

Initiation cues: If SMS not loaded with stores data or data incorrect
Systems presenting cues: SMS

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures in -34

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.2.2.3

BEHAVIOR: Perform PRGM loading

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -34
Information source for: SIS procedures

Activity: Perfcrm SMS loading

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: (External profile type munitions loaded on
aircraft)

Initiation cues: If PRGM loaded values are desired to be reset to
canned valves

Systems presenting cues: SMS

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.2.3

BEHAVIOR: Perform air-to-surface attack modification (profile
munitions)

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

lanuals and pubs: -34 checklist

Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform SMS set up

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: (Profile type external stores loaded in
SMS)

Initiation cues: When external ordnance aboard
Systems presenting cues: SMS

---------------------------------- --------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -34 (See discussion oeginning p. 67 draft -34)

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A

1
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.2.3.1

BEHAVIOR: Perform delivery mode modification

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform air-to-surface attack modification (profile
munitions)

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Perform air-to-surface attack modification
(profile munitions)

Initiation cues: When profile delivery mode displayed is to be
changed
Systems presenting cues: SMS

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.2.3.2

BEHAVIOR: Perform release option modification

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform air-to-surface attack modification (profile
munitions)

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Perform air-to-surface attack modification
(profile munitions)

Initiation cues: When release option displayed to be changed
Systems presenting cues: SMS

STAIDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.2.3.3

BEHAVIOR: Perform impact separation modification

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform air-to-surface attack modification (profile
munitions)

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Perform air-to-surface attack modification
(profile munitions)

Initiation cues: When impact separation displayed to be changed

Systems presenting cues: SMS

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.2.3.4

BEHAVIOR: Perform arming option modification

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

lanunals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform air-to-surface attack modification (profile

munitions)

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Perform air-to-surface attack modification
(profile munitions)

Initiation cues: When arming option displayed to be changed
Systems presenting cues: SMS

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.2.3.5

BEHAVIOR: Perform number of releases modification

CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: NA

Manuals and pubs: -34
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform air-to-surface attack modification (profile

munitions)

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Perform air-to-surface attack modification
(piofile munitions)

Initiation cues: When number of releases displayed to be changed
Systems presenting cues: SIS

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.2.3.6

BEHAVIOR: Perform preselection of weapon - Air-to-Surface mode

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -34
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform air-to-surface attack modification (profile

munitions)

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Perform air-to-surface attack modification
(profile munition)

Initiation cues: If desired munition not in correct sequence
Systems presenting cues: SMS

STANDARD:

Authority: GA Phase Manual (to be incorporated)

Performance precision: Accurately lAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3

BEHAVIOR: Perform FCXYP setup

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.1

BEHAVIOR: Perform normal INS (gyrocompass) alignment

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Autbority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.1.1

BEHAVIOR: Enter present position on FCNP

----------------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34, -1 checklist
Information source for: Required steps

Activity: Perform normal INU alignment

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation dues: Incorrect present position
Systems presenting cues: FCNP

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: 100% accuracy

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.1.2

BEHAVIOR: Enter manual magnetic variation on FCNP

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34

Information source for: Required steps

Activity: Perform normal INU alignment

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Automatic MAG VAR incorrect
Systems presenting cues: FCNP

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: 100% accuracy

Computational accuracy: N/A

kI I
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.1.3

BEHAVIOR: Monitor alignment status on FCNP

-

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Kanuals and pubs: -34

Information source for: Required steps

Activity: Perform normal INU alignment

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Enter present position on FCNP

Initiation cues: During alignment
Systems presenting cues: FCNP

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: 100% accuracy

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.2

BEHAVIOR: Perform a stored heading alignment

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34, -1 checklist
Information source for: Required stops

Activity: Perform FCNP setup

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Perforn INU alignment

Initiation cues: For scramble takeoff
Systems presenting cues: N/A

----------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: 100% accuracy

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.3

BEHAVIOR: Perform a Best Available True Heading (BATH) alignment

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: n/a

Ranuals and pubs: -34, -1 checklist

Information source for: Required steps

Activity: Perform fcnp setup

External environment: N/A.

kids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: TBD
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: 100% accuracy

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.4

BEHAVIOR: Enter destination data

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.4.1

BEHAVIOR: Enter destination coordinates

CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: N/A

Ranuals and pubs: -34, -1 checklist
Information source for: Required steps

Activity: Enter destination data

External environment: N/A

Aide: Inflight guide, map, FLIP

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: During alignment
Systems presenting cues: FCNP

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: 100% accuracy

Computational accuracy: N/A

3



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.4.2

BEHAVIOR: Enter destination elevation

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34
Information source for: Required steps

Activity: Enter Destination data

External environment: N/A

Aids: Inflight guide map, FLIP

Product of previous task: Enter destination coordinates

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

--------------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: 100% accuracy

Computational accuracy: N/A

I
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.4.3

BEHAVIOR: Enter offset aimpoint data

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Ranuals and pubs: -34

Information source for: Required steps

Activity: Enter destination data

External environment: N/A

Aids: Inflight guide, map

Product of previous task: Enter destination coordinates

Initiation cues: None
Systems presenting cues: N/A

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: 100% accuracy

Computational accuracy: N/A

I
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.5

BEHAVIOR: ?erform computer time select

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuala and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform FCNP setup

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Before takeoff
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: Accurately IAW -1 procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A

m
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.6

BEHAVIOR: Perform cursor zero

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform FCNP set up

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Before takeoff
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -I

Performance precision: Accurately IAW -1 procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A

i



TASK N0.: 1.2.1.7.3.7

BEHAVIOR: Perform fl-value altitude calibration

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34, -1 checklist

Information source for: Required steps

Activity: Perform FCNP setup

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Perform INU alignment

Initiation cues: Before takeoff
Systems presenting cues: N/A

* STANDARD:

* Authority: -34

* Performance precision: 100% accuracy

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.8

BEHAVIOR: Perform maintenance fault list (IMFL) clearing

---------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Eanuals and pubs: -1 checklist

Information source for: Required steps

Activity: Perform FCNP setup

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Before taxi
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: Accurately IAW -1 procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.9

BEHAVIOR: Enter beacon data using FCNP

CONDITION:

Agency: OPS
Information source for: Appropriate beacon data

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform FCNP setup

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: If beacon mode to be used
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: IAW -34 procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.10

BEHAVIOR: Enter TISL code using FCNP

CONDITION:

Agency: Operations
Information source for: TISL code

Manuals and pubs: -34 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform FCNP set up

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: When TISL to be used
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: Accurately !AW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.11.1

BEHAVIOR: Enter bingo fuel on FCNP

CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34
Information source for: Required steps

Activity: Perform energy management set up

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Before taxi
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: 100% accuracy

Computational accuracy: N/A
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.11.2

BEHAVIOR: Enter home steerpoint

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION:

Agency: None
tnformation source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -34

Information source for: Required steps

Activity: Perform energy management set up

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: Perform SMS store loading verification

Initiation cues: After SMS verification
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: 100% accuracy

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.3.12

BEHAVIOR: Check OFP

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -34
Information source for: Required steps

Activity: Perform FCNP set up

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Before taxi
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -34

Performance precision: 100% accuracy

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK 10.: 1.2.1.7.4

BEHAVIOR: Perform REO setup

--------------------------------------------------------------- ICONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1
Information source for: Required steps

Activity: Perform after engine start check

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Before takeoff
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1 for procedures/flight lead direction for configuration

Performance precision% Accurately IAW -1 procedures and flight lead
direction

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.5

BEHAVIOR: Perform HUD setup

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Renuala and pubs: -1

Information source for: Required checks

Activity: Perform after engine start checks

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Before takeoff
Systems presenting cues: N/A

-----------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: 100% accuracy

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.6

BEHAVIOR: Perform threat warning system check

CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: N/A

Eanuals and pubs: -1 checklist

Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform after engine start checks

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Pruduct of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Before takeoff

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1 and classified

Performance precision: Accurately 1AW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.7

BEHAVIOR: Perform ECM equipment checks 4if applicable)

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

]anuals and pubs: -34 and classified 34

Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform after engine start checks

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Before takeoff
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -34 and classified

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A

I
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TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.8

BEHAVIOR: Perform secure voice check

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:

Information source for:

Activity: Perform after engine start checks

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.7.9

BERAVIOR: Perform BIT checks via FCNP.

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:

Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:

t



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.8

BEHAVIOR: Perform before taxi checks

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Procedures.

Activity: Perform normal pretakeoff

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of after start engine checks
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.9.1

BEHAVIOR: Perform taxi checks

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Required checks

Activity: Perform taxi

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of before taxi procedures
Systems presenting cues: N/A

-----------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -I

Performance precision: Accurately lAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.9.2

BEHAVIOR: Perform single-ship taxi

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: None

Information source for: N/A

Activity: Perform taxi

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: After before taxi/taxi checks complete
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: 55-16

Performance precision: IAW procedures; smoothly IAW IP judgment

Computational accuracy: N/A



FA

TASK NO.: 1.2.1.9.3

BEHAVIOR: Perform formation taxi

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: None
Information source for: N/A

Activity: Perform taxi

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: N/A

Initiation cues: After before taxi/taxi checks complete
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority. 55-16

Performance precision: IAW procedures; smoothly 1AW IP judgment

Computational accuracy: N/A

*



TASK N0.: 1.2.1.10

BEHAVIOR: Accomplish maintenance arming procedures/maintenance checks

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: None
Information source for: N/A

Activity: Perform normal pretakeoff

External environment: X/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: On reaching arming/quick check area

Systems presenting cues: N/Ar STANDARD:
Authority-. 55-16

Performance precision: IAW procedures in 55-16

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.11

BEHAVIOR: Perform before takeoff checks

--------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform normal pretakeoff

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: N/A

Initiation cues: After maintenance/arming checks completed
Systems presenting cues: N/A

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.1.13.1

BEHAVIOR: Perform lineup checks for single ship takeoff

CONDITION:

Agency:

Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK 10.: 1.2.1.13.2

BEHAVIOR: Perform lineup chekcs for formation takeooff

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:

ALm



TASK NO.: 1.2.2

BEHAVIOR: Perform night ground operations

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Kanuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Normal procedures

Activity: Perform pretakeoff procedures

External environment: After official sunset

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Flight leader direction/after official sunset
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: 55-16

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.3

BEHAVIOR: Perform adverse weather pretakeoff procedures

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Nanuals and pubs:

Information source for:

Activity: Perform pretakeoff procedures

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.2.4

BEHAVIOR: Perform scramble pretakeoff procedures

CONDITION:

Agency:
Information source for:

Nanuals and pubs:

Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aide:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK WO.: 1.2.4.1

Bm IOR: Perform scramble preflight checks (cock aircraft for alert)

CONDITION:

Agency: OPS
Information source for: Local alert cocking procedures

Kanuals and pubs: -1 checklist

Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform scramble pretakeoff procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: When directed
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STAJDARD:

Authority: -1 and local directives

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.4.2

BEHAVIOR: Perform scramble launch (aircraft on alert) procedures

CONDITION:

Agency: OPS
Information source for: Scramble launch order

Nanuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform scramble pretakeoff procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: On launch
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1 and local OPS procedures/directives

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures and directives

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.4.3

BERAVIOR: Perform scramble taxi

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A.

Nanuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Scramble launch procedures

Activity: Perform scramble pretakeoff procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon completion of before taxiing check in scramble
checklist
Systems presenting cues: N/A

-- ------- -- - - -- - - -- - -



revious task:

Initiation cues:

Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:

!1
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TASK NO.: 1.2.5.1.3.1

BEHAVIOR: nspect XAU-12 C/A rack (nuclear)

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

manuals and pubs: -25 checklist

.Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform exterior inspection munitions (nuclear)

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

initiation cues: Upon completion of aircraft exterior inspection
Systems presenting cues: N/A

-----------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -25

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A

!W



TASK NO.: 1.2.5.1.3.2.1

BEHAVIOR: Inspect B43 bomb (nuclear)

CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -25 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons (nuclear)

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Preflight when B43 loaded

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -25

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.5.1.3.2.2

BEHAVIOR: Inspect B57 bomb (nuclear)

--------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -25 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons (nuclear)

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Preflight when B57 loaded
Systems presenting cues: N/A

----------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -25

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A
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TASK NO.: 1.2.5.1.3.2.3

BEHAVIOR: Inspect B61 bomb (nuclear)

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -25 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Inspect weapons (nuclear)

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Preflight when B61 loaded
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -25

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A

!4



TASK NO.: 1.2.5.1.4

BEHAVIOR: Perform interior inspection (power off) - nuclear

CONDITION:

Agency: OPS
Information source for: Chaff/flare programmer setting
recommendations

Manuals and pubs: -25 checklist

Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform preflight procedures - nuclear

External environment: N/A

Aids: Non)

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: When exterior inspection - aircraft (nuclear)
completed

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -25

Performance precision: Accurately

Computational accuracy: N/A

LA



TASK NO.: 1.2.5.1.5

BEHAVIOR: Perform interior inspection (power on) - nuclear

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -25 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform preflight procedures - nuclear

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: N/A

Initiation cues: Upon completion of exterior inspection and interior
power off inspection
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -25

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.5.1.5.1

BEHAVIOR: ?erform NUC loading

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -25 checklist

Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform interior inspection (power on) nuclear

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: If SMS not loaded with NUC stores or data incorrect
Systems presenting cues: SMS

---------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -25

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.5.2

BEHAVIOR: Perform ground alert procedures (nuclear)

CONDITION:

Agency: Ops
Information source for: Local procedures

Manuals and pubs: -25

Information source for: general guidance/directives

Activity: Perform nuclear alert procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: When directed
Systems presenting cues: N/A

-----------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -25 and APR 122-4

Performance precision: IAW directives

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.5.3

BEHAVIOR: Perforn launch procedures (nuclear)

CONDITION:

Agency: Ops
Information source for: Local, command and higher headquarters
directives

Manuals and pubs: -25 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform nuclear strike/alert procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Upon receipt of authenticated launch orders
Systems presenting cues: N/A

-----------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -25

Performance precision: Accurately 1AW procedures and directives

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.6

BEHAVIOR: Perform pretakeoff emergency procedures

CONDITZON:

Agency:
Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:

Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:
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TASK NO.: 1.2.6.1

BMUAVIOR: Perform engine-starting emergency procedures

Agency:
Information source for:

Hanuals and pubs:
Information source for:

Activity:

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy:



TASK NO.: 1.2.6.1.1

BEHAVIOR: Accomplish emergency engine shutdown on ground

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -1 checklist

Information source for: Start emergency procedures

Activity: Perform engine starting emergency procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: N/A

Initiation cues: Fire warning/overheat caution light or taxi mishaps

Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: Transition Phase Manual discussion

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.6.1.2

BEHAVIOR: Respond to JFS malfunction (no JFS RUN light)

CONDITION:

Agency: Ops
Information source for: Local procedures

Manuals and pubs: -1 checklist

Information source for: Required checks

Activity: Perform engine starting emergency procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues: No JFS RUN light
Systems presenting cues: Engine; warning, caution, and indicator
lights

STANDARD:

Authority: Transition phase manual

Performance precision: 100% accuracy

Computational accuracy: N/A
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TASK NO.: 1.2.6.1.3

BEHAVIOR: Respond to JFS RUN light not going out

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Required checks

Activity: Perform engine starting emergency procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: JFS RUN light remains on at idle
Systems presenting cues: Engine; warning, caution, and indicator
lights

STANDARD:

Authority: -1

Performance precision: Accurately IAW procedures

Computatienal accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.6.1.4

BEHAVIOR: identify and respond to engine start overtemp

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -1 checklist

Information source for: Required checks

Activity: Perform engine starting emergency procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None
0t

Initiation cues: FTIT rising rapidly past 5800 C
Systems presenting cues: Engine

STANDARD: i

Authority: -1 and IP judgment

Performance precision: Accurately TAW -1 procedures; timely IAW IP
judgment

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.6.1.5

BEHAVIOR: Identify and respond to engine/JFS fire/overheat on start

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Required checks

Activity: Perform engine starting emergency procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Sound, vibration, flames, smoke, signal from crew
chief or radio call, illumination of OVERHEAT or ENGINE FIRE warning
light, ?TIT out of limits
Systems presenting cues: Communications, engine; warning, caution,
and indicator lights

STANDARD:

Authority: -1 and IP

Performance precision: Accurately IAW -1 procedures; timely IAW IP
judgment

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.6.2.1

BEHAVIOR: Perform emergency ground egress

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform ground emergency procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Emergency requiring immediate ground egress
Systems presenting cues: N/A

STANDARD:

Authority: -1 and IP

Performance precision: Accurately lAW -1 and safely lAW IP judgment

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.6.2.2

BEHAVIOR: Perform emergency ground entrance

CONDITION:

Agency:

Information source for:

Manuals and pubs:

Information source for:

Activity: Perform ground emergency procedures

External environment:

Aids:

Product of previous task:

Initiation cues:
Systems presenting cues:

STANDARD:

Authority:

Performance precision:

Computational accuracy: N/A



..-- *

TASK NO.: 1.2-6.2.3 j
BEHAVIOR: Perform emergency ground jettison

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Nanuals and pubs: -1 checklist

Information source for: Required checks

Activity: Perform ground emergency procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: Ground jettison required (e.g., stores on fire,

power loss on takeoff, etc.)

Systems presenting cues: N/A
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
STANDARD:

Authority: -l and IP

Performance precision: Accurately IAW -1 and timely IAW IP judgment

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.6.2.4

BEHAVIOR: Identify and respond to brake failure while taxiing

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform ground emergency procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: I. Anti-skid caution light illumination; 2. Abnormal
or lack of response to brake application; 3. Hydraulic system B
failure.

Systems presenting cues: Warning, caution, and indicator lights,
wheel brake, hydraulic power supply

STANDARD:

Authority: -1 and instructor

Performance precision: Accurately IAW -1 procedures; timely IAW IP
Judgment

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.6.2.5

BEHAVIOR: Identify and respond to nosewheel steering failure

CONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: -1 checklist
Information source for: Procedures

Activity: Perform ground emergency procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: 1. NWS caution light illuminates; 2. NWS ENGAGE
light goes out/fails to illuminate when NWS is commanded
Systems presenting cues: NWS

STANDARD:

Authority: -1 and IP

Performance precision: Accurately IAW -1 procedures and timely IAW IP
judgment

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASK NO.: 1.2.6.2.6

BEHAVIOR: Identify and respond to electrical malfunction on ground

CONDITION:

Agency: None

Information source for: N/A

ianuals and pubs: None

Information source for: N/A

Activity: Perform ground emergency procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: N/A

Initiation cues: Master caution, ELEC SYS and GEN FAIL caution lights
illuminate
Systems presenting cues: Electrical

STANDARD:

Authority: CRO steps below as contained in discussion in transition
phase manual

Performance precision: Accuately IAW steps

Computational accuracy: N/A



TASIC NO.: 1.2.6.2.7

BEHAVIOR: Identify and respond to hydraulic system failure on ground

OONDITION:

Agency: None
Information source for: N/A

Manuals and pubs: None
Information source for: N/A

Activity: Perform ground emergency procedures

External environment: N/A

Aids: None

Product of previous task: None

Initiation cues: HYD/OIL PRESS warning light illumination
Systems presenting cues: Hydraulic power supply

STANDARD:

Authority: Steps as contained below and incorporated into Transition
Phase Manual

Performance precision: Accurately IAW steps

Computational accuracy: N/A
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__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I __ __ __ __
__.2. __.6.2. ______ 1.,..6 ....2!

' ' ' " '



A_ _-..... ---
1'1e: 02,

idertifyu and respond to
engine failure to start i

- I

Given indications Sate the steps iru the IGiven a suitable

occurring auring engine 1corrective procedure 1 hands-on trainer.
I I.

failure to start, for engine failure to lidentitu and respond to i

identify the specific start in correct order engine failure to start.

proble. without error. with no oissiors.

.6..

)



oae: 193

Perform JFS/erigirie
,s t ar t ( P a g e : 1 8 7 )

Identifu and respond tothun a start

1.2.1.6.4

Given indications 11 State the steps in the ) ~ Giveni a suitable
occurring during huna {corrective procedure j hands-orn trainer.

start, ientify the Ifor huna start in identiu and respond to
specific proble, I correct order with ro hung start.

Without error. oMissions.1.2..6.41 12.1..4.21 12.1..4.



Page: 174

Pefrm jFSieiaxine -

star t (Pae:187

Idertifu and respond to

hot stort

12.1.26.5

Given indications ~ State the steps in~ the iGiven a suitable

Ocr ingW n o I ha i
occirrina durirng hot corrective procedure I hands-on truriei.,
start, identify the I for hot start in identify and respond toI

specific problem I correct order without I hot start.

Iulthaut error.i omissions.

1.. . L 1.:.i.6.5.2 36



,ge: £95

SerrmJFS/erigirie
start (Paae:187)

---

Perform external power

start
1,..6.6

Describe the steps in ~ Given a suitable
Ithe procedure for Ihands-on trainer,
external power start in perform external power
correct order with the start.
associated notes,
cautions, warnings,

critical values,
tolerances and limits

1with no omissions.

i i I



Continiued on page: 197

IPerf orm normal takeof f
procedures (Pae:151.)

Perform after engin~e

start checks

ef-testFC Perform 6SIS Perform FCN Perform REu'/-es setur,(ael? setup (Poge:214) /setup (PrAae:237'
((Poae:198)

i. 2..i. 1. 7..1.1.1...

Pfor- U Perform tnrea Perform. ECii Perform secure
Fsetu hPgeb:238) /warnina systemt / equipment checks /Voice check (C)

/check (Page:239) \ if appiicable) \/(Page:241)
I (Pace.240)

ELI



Page: 197

Continued fro& page: 196

Ferform normal takeoffprocedures (Pace: 152 i

I

Ferform after engine
Sstart checks

// fraH G ivers a suitabie hatch 4iteu ertaine
checks via FCiP hands-on trainer, istart checklist itelhs

(Page:242) p perform after enine with their associotea

start checks * notes, cautions

warnings, toieronces.
1 iikits arid critical

values witnout error

1.2.17.9 11-1.
L..791.,710, I.2.i.7.lv__________

I

JI



?Gtge: S

Perform after erine
start checks (Paae:176)

L1 .2 1.7 _

1Perform FCS self-test

,Giver. the FCS self-testj IState the associated j jGiven indication IState the corrective
checklict table ond Q notes, cautions, occurring during a FCS I ;rocedure to be used

indications. state Ivalues, tolErfances anid test failures without failure without eTrrOr *

-orci h the 1limits for FCS error..
test is proceeding self-test procedure I
normallu. jwith no omissions.

hands-on trainer,
perform FCS self-test.



- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

P~erform after enojine
istart checks (Pace:196.,

{1

[Terform SMS setu,

I I I

Perform SMS 'erfor S / Perform \ Given a suitable
/stores loading loading (?aae:20l) air-to-surf ace hirids-ori traineT
verification (SMS a attack modificat~on, .,erfori S fS setup.

1invenoru) (Oaae:200) (profile I is,

II

Describe the
/ steps in SMS

( setup ir, correct

iorder with no
omissions. (Page:212)

.2 . .



r -- - - - - - P, ge: 200

(Poae:199) e

Perform 5115 stores
Ioading verification
(3SM5 inventorv)

I i...

State the associated F Given 515 irverntoru
notes, cautions, data indicatina an
warnings, critical incorrect loading,
values, tolerances and select the procedure
iits fecessr to co55ect

loading verification 1the loading without
rjrocedure with ro error.
omissions.

1.21.72.11 11.2.1.7-2. 1.2

4



r12 .: - --

[i~~e. 
2.1

Perform S S lo 
d iu 1

- J

1.2.1.7.2.2

14

Perform~ CONY Per~form RACK Perform PRON
l o a d i n g , ( P g e : 2 0 2 ) 

/r\ 
/

/ 1dig (Page:203) / loading (Pge:204.

\/ / \ //

\' , , I ,,,,~o I \i.:"o /

• ,l,,&,OI

3I



?Pce: 202

Prform SMS loading
(F'ge:201.
--- - ---- -- -.. . . I

I --

'Perform CONV loadin~g

jItate the associ'ated

Irnotes. cautions,.
Iwarninrgs, critical
values, toleraercs aria
limits for con~vent or..
Lin~fg procedure with
rno omissions.

L1,.2.1.7.2... I

2I



Noae: 203

L -1

Perf ori MC loadirg

IStaite the associ'ated

notes, cautions,
warranns, critical

Ivalues, toleranices, arid
limits for~ RACK loodfna
procedure with no

II

I o tssions.

Irot s ____________________ or________________________

1.2.e,1. ie7. ce2.2 ~ d



Pae: '04

r - -- -- -- -- -- - --- I
i Perform SMS loadira

(Page: 201)

1Perfors PRGM lodring

i2.1.7.2.2.3

I
FStote the assocoted
notes, cautions,

Iwarnings, criticai
vaiues, tolerances and

jiiits for PRGO loauftg
procedure with no

]i .



ierfort SMS setup

fPeriorm air-to-surfaceI

ottack modification

(pofl _______ _______

PeN rm I Perform release Perform impat Perf ore arain
/delivery mode option separation option( odificauion modification modification ( odification

*j(Page:12O6) Jj(Page:207) 1(PageQ206) I (Poge:209)

Perform number Perform E e-scribe the steps in
Of releases preselection; of i the procedure f or( odification weapon - air-to-surface attack

(Page:2IO) air-to-surface mode Imodification in correctI) (ace:211) J order with no oissions.i

1.21..2..51.2l.1.7.2.3.6 1.1.7.2.3.7



Page: 2O5

Pe;for; air-to-surface
attack odificatiorn
(profile munitions)

P (ace: 205)

I ~~1

Perform deliveru &oae

modification r

orerith the sesi

thesocaedr noes S

oicaution wringcosec

I.I
I. I

critical values,
tolences and l iits

w o

i !

ca %or, , l rnirgsI:



race: 7

rerfort air-to-surtQce

attack modification

(profile munitionsa
(Page:205 1

112. .7 .1..

efform release option

odi I cation

M..1.7.2.3.2

Fliescribe the'steps in~
the procedure for,*
release option
modification in correct
order with the
associated notes,
warningas. cautions,
critical values,
tolerances and limits
with rio omissions.

11.2.1.7.2.3.2.

)Descibe testep *nt



?ae: 2

-------- -- Perfork air-to-suroce i

attack modfi catiOrt

(profiie unitions)
Niaae:205)

rPerfors impact

Iseparation modification

Describe the steps in
Ithe procedure for s

kaatseDparation

I , ,i , ,CC , i

sodification in correct
oraer with the

,associated notes,

Icautions. warnirngs,

critical values,

tolerances and limits

with no omissions.
i.i .3..

i H ... i r ir .i iI .. . I ....I .... ... Iglll miim ... ... .. - ...... . ... .... .m i .. ... ..... ""'. ... ... ' 1



Puce: 209

iPerform air--to-surfiice
ItT.QCk modificatioi

(profi le munitions)
(Page:205 )

7.2.3

I..

Perior. armir, option

modificotion

i.2..7.2.3.4

5escribe the steps I,

the procedure for

ri § optiom

sodification in correct

order with the

ossociaoted notes.

coutions, warnings,

criticoi Yvoues,

Itolerances ond limits
with ro omissions.

11.2..7.23.4.



Pace: 21v

Perform airtosu1
attack modification

I profile mritions)

( ae: 205

2-. 1 -. -. 5T ---- -
]

Perform number of

releases modification

E I. ... 3.0

iDescribe the steps in
the procedure for

number of releases
modification in correct

order with the

associated notes,

cautions, wrrlasr , 

critical values.
tolernces and liis

win no omissions.

l I... h .,,.uU



Frerf arm oir-to-surt'ace
QttQck modification
(Drofile munitions)

(Pae:205)

[1.2. 1.7.2.

Perform preselection of
weapon - air-to-surfice

mode

escr~ibe the stepr. ir
the procedu~re for
preselectlor 01

aode-in correct order

with the associated

notes, coutions,
wai~rninrgs, criticai
values, tolernfces and
limits 6ith no

II

II



1 ae: 2

er form SMS setup

thge:i99,----------------

Oescrie the steps in

ISMS setuD in correct
order- witn n ro isoi.

/Workbook-Stores
/ arlaaeent sustem

I(Pege:213)



,a e: ::3

---------- -- I
Describe the steps in

SMS setuD in correct

order- with ro

Somissions. (Raae:212)
I -.. I ,.

ii

I5ustea o rkbook-Stores

management system

I '. 2 . 7 .,

7I

Describe the stores List with no omissions Given a photograph or Given a pnoto.rapn or
management sustem in and describe without dr.awing of the aircraft I idrcwira of the aircrait
the F-16A and F-16B error the coaDonents cockpi , iocqte and cockrit. locate ard
aircraft. arid/or functions of the describe the function describe the

stores anaement iand manipulation of i inteTrretatICrI of eacr,
sustem, including as ieach control tn 'a I indicator tnat ornators
lappropriate the idirectlu affects the !the stores rania ereriL

intern.l and external system, without error.
I- _ _ _ _pe___t__on.__,

State the possible List with no omissions
modes of stores and describe without

mairgement system error anu features of
degredatior,, and the stores management
describe their causes sustem in the F-16B
ard consequences, Itnat differ or are in

Swithout error. addition to those in

the F-16A

,',,.7 ,, 1..,72S.,



Poce: 214

,ontiruea or poge: 215

Ferfork after engine

Istart checks (P ge:19 6)

IVerfor FC setup 1

!' I

/ (gyrocompass) f suitabie hands-orn Available True si naindt
alignment 7(Page:216) triner, performHedrgBAH/

1.1I .1.7.3.2 .t . 7. 3 I

Perform Perfora cursor Perform Il-volue Perform

lttd m( In ennce

computer time zero (Page:228) altitude main~tenan~ce faut\
select (C), ( ( calibraton ( list (MFL) clearing

1(Pace:1227) (Pace:229) 1(Page:230)

1.2,.1.7.3.5 1. .,.7.3.<> I , .2.1.7.3.5

S---



Pace: 215

Cortirued from page: 214

Perfors after eiine 1

start checks (Poe:196)

L 1.2.1,7.1

I- -

Enter beaconEne ILcdCec F

/ dEtrTSLcd 
f~ orm enerag Ce UPo3)

atA usa siFCNP s CNP (C) moreement setup /
) (Poge.231) (Pge:232) (Pge:233)

Perform PFL/MFL fescribe the steps in( recordina an, diS the procedure for FCNr

shutdiowrn (Pae:236) IsetuD in correct order

with no oission. I



PromFCNP setup
(Page:214)

LIz-2.-1. 7. 3-

Perforl roril IN0

(gurocomass) alignaent
[1.2.1.7.3.1 .1

trter present

/ E ter pre entEntr mriu,, flonitor hat~ch aurocom~ass
/.position on FCN 'a / etic alignment status alignmert (INS

(Page:217) /variation or. FCNP on FCNP (Faae:219) Irefliaht Procedures)i

I(Pace.-218) Ichecklist items with

itneir associated notes.
cautions, waf-riru.
toier-arces, !lilts
and/or critical values

/ )I without error i,
occordance with -34.

1.2.1.7.3.1.1 .... 1.7.._. ._..7.3_._ 1.21.7..2.



Pa~e: 217

r -' .ore normal INS

(gyrOCDomPQSS) alignmhent

lEnter present position

{ FCMr

iDiescribe the steDs ir

the procedure for

entering present

position on FCNP in
\ correct order with the

associated notes,

cautions, warnings. I

icritical voiues.-

I tolerances and ii~its
1with ro omissions.
_____._____1.7. _______.1. ______



Pace: 2.3

FPerform normal INSL (gyrocompass) alignient
(Page:216).

.J1

Enter manual %agnetic

variation on FCNF'P

1.2.1.7.3.1.2
r I

IDescribe the steps irn
tne procedure for

entering monual

variation FCNP in
correct order with the
associated notes,
cations, WOrnirgs,
critical values,'-

1 tolerances and limits
with no omissions.
I 1.2.1.7.3.1.2.1



Prornrmal~ INS -

(gyrocompass) aliriment
(Paae:216)

Li.2..7.3.1 ------ j

honitr alianment

lst~tus Oro iCN?

[Describe the steni irn
the procedure for~
monitoring aligniment
status on FCNP with the

,ossuited notes,
cautioris, warnings,

1!.2.i.7.3.1.3.1I critl Valuns1

ith otsions.~wth



PQge: ;2

I s FCN(P setup

Give r a suit able

i hands-on tr-ainer.

perfor% FCN? seLup

11.2.1.7.3.2

Perfotra Q( stared headnrg

aligrient "Qa.e:2221



G~iven a suitable

hands-one trainer,
perform FCNP setup

i(Poae:220)

I - I

Perform a stored
I heading alignment

r

i atch stored heading
ligrment (INS

preflight procedures;
checklist items with

Itheir associated notes,
cautions, warnrings,
tolerances, iimits

ard/or critical values I
without error in

accordance with -4, -1.1

LZ~i.2.1.7.3 ..... 1

I



Page: 222

1Pt-rform 
FCNP setup

(Page:214)

Perform a Best

iAvilabie True 
Heading

FMotch Best Available
True Headina (BATH)

Qligrdent (IHS
1preflight procedures)

checklist items with

their ossociated notes,
coutions, warriras?

Itolermtfles, liiktS

ond/or criticol values

without error in



Piage: 223

~,1EPerfors FCNP setup
(Paae:214)

L e estintioni dat

eEnter Enter offset tc Destination Data
/,estmation destination ojapoint data Entry FCN? checklist

*raInates elevation (Page:225) (Poge:226) items with their

(age.224) I associated notes,

~(Pag:224)cautions, hwarnings,

I I I utoternces lir;t
and/or critical values

/ accordanice with -34.

1..17..411.2.1.7.5.4.2 1.2.1.7.3.4-7 11.2.1.7.3.4.4



Page: 224

[Eriter. destination dataa

1Plia e-223,

Enter destin tion

coordinaotes
L .2. 1.'7.3.4.1

Describe the steps in

tne procedure for

entering, destination
coordinates in correct
order with no omissions.1

1,2.1.7.3.4.1.1



-- -- - ----

Enter destination data
(?age:223)

Enter destination 1
elevation

11t.2.1.7.3.4.2

D escribe the steps in

the procedure tor

enterina destination

elevation in correct

border with no ovissions.

i .;..7.3.4,2.I I

-IJ



r- - - -- -.. 

Enter destination dQtaG
( P ag e ., 2 2 3. )' I l

-4

Ene offset aimipoint

[,escribe the steps i
lthe procedure for

ientering offsetaisl pOint data irn

correct order with no

omissions.



?.ae: 223

FPerform FCNP setup
(Pace:214)

I Perf arm cursor zero

Match cursor Zero (IMa
preilight procedures)
checklist items with
their associated n~otes,
coutions, warnin

tolerances, limits

and/or critical values
lWithout error in
accordince with -1.

il.2.1.7.3.6.1

L A



Pace: 229

Perform FCNP setupPage: 214,

1.2.1.7.3 ]

Per-for i D-v aiue

altitude calibration

rl.2.l.7.3.7

IHatch D-Value altitude
Icalibration (INS
treflight procedures')

checklist items with
itheir associoted notes. 1
cautions, warrings,

toierances, limits
I and/or critical values
Iwithrut error irn

accordnce with -1.

1.2.1..3.7.

a

-I



A. 
*,Q: 

i

FPerf orim FCNPsetu -
(P4ge:214)

- -

Perfors mairtenance

fault list (MFL,
cieo i'ina

1.2,1.7.3.8

"Match Maint nance FaultList (NiL) cleorlnG

(INS preflight

procedures) checklist
items vith their.
OSSOCijted notes.
cautiorns, warr, nas,toler4rces, iiklts

and/or critical values
without error in

1.2 1.7.3.8,1

iI

, ()



Pae: 231

1Perfort FCNP setup I1

Enter beacon data usina

FCNP (C)

1.7.3.9

'Match beaon Data Entry
FCNP checklist items

with their associated

notes, cautiors?

wori ings, tolerances I
limits andior critical

ivalues without error in
$accordance with -34.

(j



Fo~e: 232

SPerf orm FCNP setup
(Page:214)

1.2.1. 7 ....... J

Enter TISL code using

iFCNP (C)
1 1 .2 .1 .7 .3 .1 0 _ _ _ _ _ _

f

idatch TiSL Data Ertru
IFCNP checklist items
witn their associated

notes, cautions,
warrings, tolerances,*

Pixits and/or critical
values without error ini
accordance with -34.
i.2. i.7,3.10.1

J



Paue: 2

r -. --.---- -- --

PefoT,, FCNP setup
(Pooe:214)
----- - ---- -- --

1 173

{ Perform energy

amonaement setup i

LEntero binao f Enter hose steerpoint( n 'Poe (3
fuel on FCNP I

((Pace:234)

1.2.1.7...1.2



Proseniergy

maricgment setup
j(Pace: 233)

i~trbingao fuel on FCMF I

klescribe the step 71n

tthe procedure iar
ernterina BINGO fuel on
FCNP in correct order.
I with the associated

notes, cautos
warnings, critical
values, tolerances ad
lisits with n~o
maissions.



P, .e: 2'35

erform FCNP setup I
([.e2.214)

ICheck OFP

S1.2. 1.7,.3.,12 _____

I iescribe the ssin
the procedure for

icheckina OFP in correct

order with the
ossociated notes, ,

I catOnS, warnings,

critical viues,
tolerances nd limits

.j !with no omissions.

1.2 .7..2



ige

roa FCN? setup
(Page:214)

fPerform PFUMFL

recoNing al iN

snutdowr

1.2.1.7.3.13 ,

Iescribe the pr-cedqresl
ior PFLiHFL recording

and INS shutdown

11.2.1.7.3.13.1

I

I



rice: 237

r erf orm after enaine
start checks (Paae:i6)

Perform REG setup

i.2.1.7.4

I ,

D[escribe the steps in
the procedure for

iperformin REG setup in

l correct order with the
associated notes, *

cautions, warnlngs,

Icritical values,
I tolerances and lmits
Swith no omissions. I
S1.2.1.7.4.1 "

Si



------ --

Perform after erire
start checKs (Poae:196iI

i.i.7 .... -

IFerf orm HUD setup

Mtatch Head Ui DIspiau
(Irnitiai Power Up)

Checklist items with

itheir associated notes.cubLons, warnings, '

l toierances, 
limits

and/or critical values

1withoul error in

1accordance with -34.

L _. _7.5.1 _ _



Pge: 23

VFelform fter eri are
start checks (Paae:196) 1

[Perf orm threat warring 1

I sustem checK

1Match Threat Warnina

ISustea checklist items
iwith their associated
notes, cautions.

warn ings, tolerances:

Iliits and/or 
critical

I values witnout error in

I ccordance with -34.

. .

44



Fage: 24-)

Ferform after ergine 1
start checks (P ie:196|

Perform ECM equipment

checks (if applicble I

. .. 7.1

Describe the sters ir, I
the proceaure for

(perforing EC,

eeuipoent checks in
correct order with no
OisisS ors.

i.2.1.7.7. 1



Page:22

Perforsa fter enine
start chec.s (P(cae:t1,96

121 7--I------ -

i .-. . " ...

rerlfor-b DIT checks via
1 FCNP

State the correct
procedure for
iri1tiaung biti

ltest (BIT) sequences
via te FCNP in

checklist and/or.
Avionics Miantua.

tes (.T.1.7. en.e

lvlo ,e FCP in

accoNnce th th
checkist nd/o



-T-

Pace: j4

rFerfork normal takeof
procedures (PNae:152

Ferform before taxi
ichecks

1.2.1.81

Match Defore toxi I

checklist items with

tneir associated notes,

cautions, warnings,
tolerarces, liits
ard/or critical values

without error in

,accordance with -1.

,, 1.2.1I.8.!



Perf ora normol tokeoff
Ipr~ocedures(Pei2

erfors 'taxi

1.2.1.9.

14



Pae: 245

PeIr' taxi (Pae:244)

-------- 

I.'' 
l...."

'erfors taxi chec.s

1 .2.1.9.1

hMatc taxi checklist

items with tneir.

oQssocioted notes,

Icoutions, wrnings, 
I

limits oQrd/or crit.cQ
Ylues without error in

accordance with -i.

! i. , i.9.lI



r'~:246

PerfOTI single-ship tG i "

1 .2.1.9.:

/ ncribe the
steps in the

Sproceur. for

single-ship taxi in
correct order with the

Sassociated notes,
cautions, wa'rirgs,

critlcali values,
~oleronces and liats/
with no



?uje: 247

IPerfors single-snip 1
jtoxi ( o:e:246) I

%-i. --;- - -
I'l

Describe the steps in

the procedure or

sincle-ship taxi in

correct order with the

associated notes.

CaQtions, warnings,

critical values.

toierances and tits
Iwith no omissions. I

r kSuste r / SustemK orkbook-broke WOrKbooK--NWS

system. (PQge:248) sustem. (Fae:249 )

1.t2"1'9'2".1.1 1.2.1.9.2.1.2 /

I



Page: 248

Describe the steps in

the procedure for-

sinale-ship taxi in

correct order with the

associateG notes.
cautions, warnings,

criticQi values.

tolerances and imits

with no omissions.
(Paaor247)

SSutes workb Oo br
isystem.

I

Describe the Drake List with no omissions Given a photograph or FGiven a photograpn or

sustes irn the F-16A ania ared describe without drawing of the aircraft idrawing of the aircrat

F-165 aircraft. I error the components cockpit, locate and j cockult. locate and

a and/or functions of the I describe the function describe the

i brake system, including I land manipulation of I interpretation oi eacnI

as appropriate the each control that iindicator tna monitore

Isequence and modes of directly affects the the brau sysie,
internoi and external broke system, without without error.

oeration. error.

1.2.1.9.2.1.1.1 I I ..... ________.,.1..l..2la. _ .__.__,__. _______

iState the possible 1 List with no oissions

eodes of brake system i and describe without i

degradation, and error anu features of

Iescribe their causes the brake sustes in the

and conseouences, IF-16B that differ or

without error. are in adition to

I those in the F-leA.



?ae: 4

Lescribe. the steps in

the procedure for

single-ship taxi in

currect order with the I

associated notes.

~cautions, warnings,
criticai values,

tolerances and limits

with no Omissions.
(Paae:247).

L ste wokbook--NWS 
j

isustes.

ji.2.1.9.2.1.2 3

* jDescribe the NF use ILst with no omissions fl~Given a photooraph or. j Given a photogarpn Or

l It I F I
in the F-16A and F-16 and aescrioe without drwir, of the aircraft drawino of tne oircrotT

aircraft !error the components cockpit, locate and I cocKPit, locate and I

i!iand/or functions of the I describe the function I Qescribe the

NWS system, inciuiing I ano manipulation oi I interpretation of each
as appropriate the each control that indicator that monitor-

sequence and modes of directly affects the 1the NWS sustem without

I internal a rd external NW5 system. without error.

Soeration. error.

1.2.1.9.2.1.2.1 01 I .. 19..l,..I [ " . I .__________

State the possible IList withn

Imodes of NWS sustem I Qni describe without

dearadation, and error ari features of
idescribe their causes , the NWS sustem in the

ard consequences, F-16B that differ or
without error. are in addition toJ those in the F-16A.
L.2..9.2.1.2 . 1..1.9.2.1.2.6



F~rn~fr~m ix~ (Pae:24

rperf forao taxi Qe24

L1.2.1.9.-----3

lformtion taxi in the

F-19



procedures (P-Qge:152)

------- - - - - -

II

I I

Accoplish malntenance

rting
procedures/msintenance

checks

1i.2.1.10

IA

[bescrIe the steps in
1the procedure for

accoplishing

minitenance armin~o

Drocedures/mbintenrince[ checks in correct order
with the associated

notes, cautions.

wurninas, critical

Ivolues. tolerances ond

iI2 I'l"..' I [JTII



Perform normal takeoff I
procedures (Poge:152) 1

Perform before takeoff
cneCKS

11.2.1.11

Match before takeoff
1checklist items with
Itheir associated notes,

c sut onr r wrnings,
toierances, limits
andior criticai values

1without error in
accordance with -1.

()



Page: 3

teer i orm a tko i

- -. . . . . . . . . . ..- - - "
LL..I . . .. . . .

I.-

a tirnwaV

Ila active r~unway cis a rT-, act,,, rurlwu as a I

Isirgie ship (E) fe r  o o (

1.2..1.2.12..12.

II

1i

()
II



Perforb nora takeoff

procedures (Pae:152)

Perfort lineup cheCKS

Perf ore 11ineup / Perfra iineup\

/ checks for sirsle /for formtIon
ship takeoff / takeoff (Pae:256) \

(Poae:255)



Perform lineup cnecks

i Page:254)

j erf orm lineup checks

Ifor single ship takeoff
1.2.1.15.1

Describe the steps inr
the procedure for
performirm single ship
lineup checks with
associated tolerances,
limlits, ard criticali
values without error.

ttt

t ...i ..

t .



-we: 25o

i erf OTm1 .I Ieup CrieOks

Perform lineup ior

f ormst ionr takeoff

1..1. 13.2.

Ieciethe pr-ocedures

and techniques for*

F-16.



AT

Naie: :57 ;

$I

Prfork takeoff

pr-ocedures (Poue:151,

[I-------------

Perfor adverse weather

SPretakeoff procedur.es

lutte the special
considerations for
performingadoverseF17, I
weather pretakeof .

prcdue with no



-------- - -. - - -- --

Drocedurese (Fae:51

[Perf orm scrambie
pretakeofi Troceaures
(C)i

rerf orn Perf orm Perform Given a suitabie
scramble /scramble launc h /scramble tax i (0 iharids-on tanr

/preflight checks (aircraft ors aiert)J (Faae:261) efrksabl

ccaircraft for procedures (C) -preerf rc edurele
alr) (C)Fage:259) J 1 age:260J i rtkotpoeue

11.2.4.4



A -- - - --- -

FPerform scramble
pretakeoff procedures

(C) (Page:258)

iPerform scrambie

preflight checks (cock

aircrift for alert) (C)

11.2.4.1

i Describe the steps in

the procedure for

performing a scrambie

prefiight check in

correct order with the

associated notes.

Icautiorns, warnings,

criticai vaiues,

tolerances. and limits

with no omissions.

I. ..1 1l

i



Pae: 260

vPerior- scramble

pretakeoff procedu;es

(C) (Pae:258) 1

I.I
jPerform scrambie launch1(aircraft on alert)

I procedures (C)

[1.2.4.2 I4

Describe the steDs in

the procedure for *

performing scraable

launch in correct order I

with the associated

notes, cautLions.

warnings? critical
vilues. tolerances, and

limits with no
omissions.

i.2.4.2.1id

(



ige: 261

F~erform scrambleLretakeoff procedures

W2. (Paae:258) 1

Perform scramble taxi

! escribe the steps in

the procedure for
performing scramble

itaxi in correct order 1
with the associated

notes. cautions.
warnings. critical
vaiues, tolerances and

limits with no

omissions.
1 1.2.4.3.i



- L - ""- ' . ......- ..- Pagje: 262

Perfor m takeofi

~procedures tPage:i1A i

Perform nuclear

Istrike/alert pretakeoff I

procedures (C)
1.2, 5  I!J

I V I __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

Perform Perform arourm Perform launch IFiveri Q suitabie
/preflht_ alert procedures procedures (nuclear-) honms-on trainer,

proceaures-r uciear (,uclear) (C) (C) perform nuclear
(T or C for actualWI) Ri.23 ik/er eteo,
i (Pace:263) IP) procedures.

/I € I =L-.-.--.----.-.-.-- 1.2.5.4
1.25.11.25.2. . I__.,_______

--- a.



... "r . .. ...... .. . .... - ...... . .. . ...-- .- . -, - - .-------. ,-..-; . _... .---- 1.

I4 -

P~ige: 2o3

EPerformi nucievr
strike/alert pretakeof f
procedures (C)
(Face.262)

rPerfora pref icght 1

1procedures-nuclear (T

Jor C for actual iPN

Chieck APTO Form 781 Perform exterior Pet~fors Perfors

(nuclear) (T or C for insctlOr.-ircroft j / exterior interior
'ctual WPH) [nuclear) (see perfort inspection - / nspection tpower \I I (nclar (se .ef ri

i exterior munitions (off) nuclear, T or

inspection-la/c) (T or or C for actual WN) for Ocluai 6PfNI

C for actual WN) (Paae:264) ae: 701.2. 1.1/ \M.
Perform

iterior
Iinspection power

on) - nuclear, (T or C

for actual P P) o,

J(Paqe:271)

t.,.5.~1.5

K)L



r- --- - --- - --- - - - -

;'.;e: 2:

Ferform preflight

procedures-nuclear. (T
or C for actual PN)
(Paoe:263)

r -- --------- - --

Perform exterior

inspection -munitions

(nuclear) (T or C for
actual WPN)

1.2.5.1.3 3

Inspect AU-12 inspect weapons
C/A rack (.nuciear) 0 or

(nuclear) (U or C ( C for actuai WPt,)
for actual jPN) Paae:266)
(Page: 265 I

,....1 • • 1.2.5.1.3,2



Pae: 26:i

-- -- - - - - -

Periorm exterior.

ifi5rPjeior - munitiGns

(nuclear) (T or C tar

actual PN) (Pace:264)

Iispect MAU-12 C/A r ac
(ruclear) (T or C, for
a ctu~l ONt)

Match DIAU-12 C/A rack.
(nuclear) checklist

items with their

associated rotes,
cautions, warnings,
toier-ances. limits and

/or critical values
without error in
accordance with -25. I



h~Ge: 26

Pert ora exteriotr
inspection - auritiors

(nuclear) (T or C for
actual WPN) (PQae:264)
[ ..- .--: ------]

irspect weapons
(nuclear) (T or C ior

factuai WPN )

I 1.2.5.1.3.2

Inspect B45 inspect~ B57 /inspect b~6

(T or C for actual or C for actual (T T C for actual

I • N .Page:267 i WFN Pae:.266 Pao .-a .:2 '

I/ ' 2



P.goe: 267

[Inspect weapons "

knuclear) (T or C for

jactual OEN) (Poae:. 6)

1,2513.2 J

Inspect B43 bomu

(nucleer) (T or C for

iactual WPN)
..5. 1. 3.

FMatch B43 bomb
(nuclear) checklist

items with their-

associated notes,

cautions, warrings.

Solerrtces, imis j
and/or critical values

jwithout error in

accord nce with -25.

I-

-- '

L. -•



Inspect weapons

n(ruciear) (1 or C for
actual WPN) (paae:266,

i-i

inspect E57 bomo
I nuc iear) (T or C for
ac tual OPN)

'Match B57 bomb
(nuclear) checlst

items with their

associated notes.
cautions, warnings,
,tolerances, iiaits i

ard/or critical v-ues

without error Iir
accordance with -25.

',1

I
4



rInspect weaiponis 1

(nuclear) (T or, C iar
lactual WN) (Poae:266)

lns~ect '361 boaO

(ruc lear) T or C for.
Ioctuial WEFNI

Mac B6i bomn

I(rucleor) checklist
iltems with their
I associated notes,
icautions, warrings,
tolerances, limits
ard/or criticai valuesI
I without error in-
accordanice witn -25. 1



?-,ge: 270

Ferform prefliaht

proceares-nuciear (-I
or C for Qctual ioNv
(Paoe:263)

Periorm interior

insPectior (power oif
nuciear (T or. C for

sactual WPN)

hatch interior

inspection (power
off )-nuclear checklist
items with their

IQSsociated notes,

I cautions, warrings,
I tolerances, limits

ari/or critical values

i without 
error :n

aCco.2darc with -29..



Poe: 271

Perforb preflight
procedures-nuclear (T
o r C f o r c t u Go I! aaoe:263,, I
.' J. I

Perform interior

inspection (power on) -

nuclear (T or C for

actual WFN)

/PerformNUSS interor
/oading (Page:272) j inspection (power

or,)--,ucleor cneclist J
items witn tne..
lassociated notes,

coutions, warnings.Stolerances, limitsI

and/or critical vaiues

/ without error in

accordance with -2'.

AI



ruije:

Periors interior

inspection (power on: -
nuclear (T or C for i

actual WPN) (Poge:271) 4
[.2.5. 1.5 j

!Perform NUCSMS ioadina7

I __

[ I 2 5 I. 1 I

Describe the steps in I le
I Given a suitabe

the procedure for Ihands-on trainer.
performing NUC loadina periors NUC loadcir.

I with the associated
, notes, cautions,

Iwa ngs, criti a

liiswith no I___________
issions._

I I i

I " I
I 1..5.15.1. I .2.5!.5..2

fi



Paqce: 273

V ~Periork nuclear
|strike/Qlert pretakeoti i

procedures (Ce) e(Poae:262. '

[i2.55

Perform around alert

orocedures (nucieori

Describe the procedure 1
for performing 

0rouna I

alert procedures (NU i
and rmae the

considerations of most

importance with no

omissions.

I

I.
g (



L -- - - - - - - -

aje: 274

Ferf art ta~keof f 1

p~rocedures CPoae:M51

Perform pretakeoii I
1eikerericy procedures i

periors Perform aond
ernir-startiio esergency

emergency procedures

~rocedures (Page:275) (Fage:281.'

la.6. 1



Po.:P: 7 S
Io

Perform pret'keoif
ese,'gencu proceaures

Kige:274)

Periors engine-starting
emergency procedures

1l.2.6.1 _____

'_ I;- ..... T I

Acoplish Respond to JFS Resoond to JFS Identify ,ind

emergency engine ail functio (no /RUN tiaht not resond to enaine(shutdown on grotindN AF RUN light) ( oing out (Pame:2,Th8 start oversemp
(Page:27 ae277 Pace 27

identify and soetepsil I I Lst with no msin

respond to samdes, of engine systes I and coescribe without
/engire/JFS degradation, and error anu features of

fire/overheat on start describe their causes j the enai ne systLem mn
Oq~e:280) and consequences, I the F-16B that dfier

without error. lot are in addition to

I tnose in the F-16A.

K )



T--]

rPerf re engine-starting1

eaergency procedures
(Paae:275,

rr
i 4

Accomplish emergency

engine shutdown on
I gr~ound

!Describe the steps 
in

the proceaure or

emergency engine
shIutdown art oourto in

correct order with no
oMissions.

(4



Kjoe: 277

erory, eniie-SVt tiria

emeraency proceaure |

1 Pace:275)

1

Respond to JFS
aelf unction (no JF5 RU6
lght)

Given indications [State the steps in the

occurring during JFS corrective procedure

malfunction (no JFS RUN ifor the 'No JFS RUN

liaht), identifu the light' taliurnction

specific probles and without error.

stbte the correct

Iresponse without error.ti. 2.6.1.2.J. h 12.6.I.2.:'

( )



Fuae: .-1

Perfoart engine-starting
esergency proceaures
(Pa e:275)

Respond to JFS RUN
iiaht not aoing ou t

I -

IGiven indications IState the steps in the
iocctrrirg curing JFS corrective procedure
RUN light not going for the JFS RUN hunt

out, identify the not going oit without
specific problem error.

Iwithout error. I

I,



PQae: 279

perf are en re-s~ort rg !
eergency proceaures

L(Pae:275

Itdentify and1 respor to
enair start overtespT

J 4

Eiven indicatiors 1 State the steos in the

occurring aurir, engine corrective prOCeCUTt

start overtemp, for the enaine start

identify the specif ic overitesp salf'usctiorroblem without error. witno-t error.

II



F'e: 2

irfor engine-starting 1

eserOency r'roceaures
(aFgae: 275

------------

Identifu and respond to
enaine/JFS
fireloverheat on Str't

1.2. 6. 1.5

17

Gvnidaire the steps Ir, the
ocurring durina corrective procedure
ergire/JFS for• tne enaine/JFS
fire/overheot ore start, fire/overheqt on start

i ithout error.
PrToDlea without error.

i

I



emergency proceaures
f(Pooe:274)

LlW.2.; 6 -- -ce-- - --

I~rosground

Perf orm1 Perform Perform I Qr.ii n
/emergency grun emkergencV 4roun eikergency arouna respond to brcL&e(egress (Page,.82 entraonce (D) jettison (Paae:2a6) ( ailure while

Qu-M taxiing (Page:237i

* j~1(Poge:2B5)



r--- - -.-...........rertorb grourd
emergency proceQures

PEoge: 26B

Perform e.erencu t

-arourd egress

Descriee the F1eiasial
Steps in the hands-on traner.

( rocedure for perior emercencu
esergency ground earess ground egress.

in correct order with

omissions. (Paqe:183
/



Paoje: 282

r --- -- -----------f
Periora grourld-
emergency proceaures
(Fage: 281 )

i er4 ari emeTlericl

iroun1 egress

oroceaure for perf arm eaergencu
eaergency ground eaes round ares
in correct order wietehs

oloissions. (oe.8'



-* - --- - - ---

Perf or-& exergen~cy ~
laraund egress (Page:28d1

!DIescribe the steps ini
the ptoceduie for,
emergency gTround earess
in correct order with~[no oissionls.

Sustess
workbook--escape

sustem (F'oe:-284.



-- - e- -

FbestriDe the steps in

the pr-ocedure for

emergencu .T.Wro d earess
in correct order with

Lno omissions. (Page:283

ItI
lSystems

Sworkbook--escape system

_ __ II tI _ _ _

Describe teecpLitwith n oomsin Gve a photograph Or Gvna drawing or
*system in the F-16A and gand describe without drawing of the aircraft1 photograph of the

*F-16B aircraft. error the components cockpit, locate arid flircraft cocVDIt.

arid/or functions of the describe the function locate and Qescrioe tne
escape sustem, and manipulation of irterpretation of eacnI

includina as each control that indicator that monitors

appropriate the j directiu affects the ithe escape suste
sequence nescape system without WItoUt error.

* internal ard external error.
o p er .at io r. 't

_.__.__._._._._ ~ 1.2.6.2.I.i.1.2 1 .2. 6 , . T 1 .

IState the possible List with no omissions
modes of escape system land describe without
degraa tior,, anrd Ierror anu features of
descrioe their causes suste ir,

and consequences the F-16i that d:iffeT

jwithout error. or are in addition to
Z those in the F-16A.

1 .~..I..1. ~ I.~2l..~



Pace: 85

FPerf ors ground I

emerencu procedures

1 . ..

eertorm eaergencu

Iarour entrance (D)

11 .2. 6. 2.

Describe the steps in

eergencu ground

entrance in correct
order with no omission.

[1,.2.6.2 .2.1



Pqie: 2~

I Perforb grun
eaergency proceaures
S(P~ae:281:;
I -

Perform emergency

ground jettison

1l.2. 6.2.3

Describe the steps i

the procedure for

esergency arouni

jetti~son in~ correct

order with no otissiors,

1.2.62.3.

-4 
*1



-Y. .-

IS7

Pxe: 2S7

1 ertors arouna

emergency proceoures
1(Po~ie:2Bt

--------
I I

identify and respond to

brake faiiure while

j1.2.6.2.4

Given State the steps ir tne

irdications corrective procedure

occurring during for broke failure while

broke failure while toxiing without error.

taxiing, identify the

specific problem and

state the correct

response without error.
,(Page:2S8. /

1.2.6.2.4.1 /1 .2.6,...

I

2



Poae: 26i

Ietifu ond respond to
brake failure while
taxiing (Poge:287)
-- ----- -

iiven idicationsSienrdztonoccurring, during brak~e i.

failure while taxirig,identify. the s~eCillc I

probies and state the
ruorr~t response

without error. 

1

workboOvK - wheel

/ broKe sustes

Page:289i\ /



Fr'age: 2v?

Givern indications
ocrurring during braKe
iailure while taxiin,

1identify the specific

probiem and state the

correct restionse

izthout error.

(Paae:288)

IJ

isustes workboo. -

wheel broke sustem

rr

* ' ..

Describe %ne wheel "Llst with no omissions biven photograph or. jGiven a photDo qpn or-

DraKe system in the land aescribe without drawing of tIhe aircra"ft a rawiria of the aircr-att
F-16A and F-16i I error the cosionents cockpit, locate ona Icockbit, locate nand

aircraft. arid/or functions of the describe the funmction describe the

I 1wneel brake sustes, of each control that interpretation of each
iriciudina as directlu affects the indicator that monitors

the wheel brake sustes, the wheel orake sustem

sequence and modes of without error. I wthout error.

i nternal and external I

1.2.6.2.4.1.1.1 i 1.2 .6.2.4.1.1.2._.1.1.3 1. 2.6.:.4. 1. i.;

State the possible List with no omissions 1
modes of wheel br,,e and describe without

sustem iegradation, and error any features of

describe their causes the wheel brGke sustes

€ad consequences in the F-16B that

without error. Idiffer or are in
oddition to those In

the F-16A.
1.2.6.2.4.I.1.5 1...241.~ I



Poace:

Peri ott ground
emergency procedures

(Poae:2M'm

Flentifu and respond to

no eheelfair steering

tfoilureI1.2.6.2. i

i/ Gven
indicatiorsK occurring during

noseheel steering t he
failure, identify ihe
specific problem and I
strte the correct
7esponse Uithout error.
(Poe:29b/

1 2.'6.e2. S.



I
Pae: 29-

Perform ground
emergency procedures

.j(FPae:281 )

F identifu and respond to

r osewheel steering

__ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ I
Fl.,2. 6.2..

al

/ iven
irdicatiors

(ocurring during
nswelsteering

1filure, identifu the

specific probleik ard
state the correct

slponse without error.

Fae:291) 1/

\( ....



4

ruje: 291

r Identiif Qnd rtspond to

nosiewheel 5teeriric

tfoilure (Pooe:,290) I

Givenl indications

(nosewheel steerira

ifiiiure, identifu Ink

Specii a TaObiee tari
ist'te the correct

( response without error.

/ orbook--iosewhfe@e
1 steeringq sustes

(Page.2?2)



r',Le: 27

i ven indications
1occurring durina

nosewneei steerin.
failure, identifu the

I Spec if ic problem ari
state tne correct

response without error.

(Pae:291 ~

1. .6.2.V. .

Sustems

workbok--riosewneel

steerina sustem

i scrite the nosewheei Ls% with no omissions Given a photograph or uiveri a photograun or
steering Sys-Lee in thle I l and describe without Idrawing of the aircrait drawingof cine aircroft
F-16A ord F-16D j !efr-or the components 1cockpit, locate and Icockit. locate and

aircraft. and/or functions of the describe the functior describe tne

noseineel steerina ano arai.oulation of interpretation of each

a eacn control tat inc tnat monitors.
appropriate the directly affects the the nosewheei steering

i sequence and modes of nosewneel steering S lt without error..
internal and exterrnai nos uste e without error.

_._..2._.6."___1.1.2 1 e 71 i.ou e I...r.25.r1.or.

State the possibie

modes of nosewheel

steering system

degradation, arid

describe their causes
Ad consequences

without error.



rrg

r'aae: '

- ----
rerfGor, ground
emergency proceaures
(P~ae:2B1)

tF

t lentifu an respond to i
electrlcai malfurction

on a round

1.2.6o.2.t I~

State t e 1State the s?.eDs in~ the
possible modes of corrective procedure
electrical power Ifor" electricai

system degradation, anid maifuction or, aroundInd
idescribe their causes without error.
.and consequences. h
without error..!

(Pae:294,



icje: -i4

F.niiu ard respond to

electricol maiiunction
oro q-und (F'oe:293 i

r--- - .-.- .... --

State the possible

modes of eiectricai

power sustem

Ideradtion. and

describe their causes

and consequences,

without error., I

r ..62. .
1' - I

List with rio omissions

Qnd describe without

error anu feature of

the electrical power I
sustem in the F-16B

hat differ or are in

adition to those of

the F-i6A.

__._._.2. __,_.1 __



erf or iaround

eaergency proceoures
'(P~ae:2al

Identifu Grid respond to

hudraulic sustem

I failure or, around

1Th" 2"' .7t , 2
Givers State the ste~s in the

indications corrective procedure
/occurring during for hudraulic sustem
hudroulic sustem failure on ground
tQxiure on around, i without error.

i uentifu the specific I
1problem and state tne

,without error.

-(Pae: 296 i
: 1.2.6.2.7.1 • L .2.6,.. =

I'



I4

r - ° -

identifu Grid respornd to i
hudraul c sustem

I faiiure on arouno

Given indications

occurring duri ng

hudroulic sustem
failure on ground,

identiiu the speci t.c

pTWODiea and state tne I

correct response

I without error.

.6.2.7.1 •

(I
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,jiver indications
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foilure on ground,
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without error.
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A Ibe the hudraulic t i no omissions Giver. a pnotograph Or Given a pnoloarapn or

psustem in the ond describe without drowing of the aircroft odrowint of tne 'craft

F and F-16B error the coanorents cockpit. locate arid cockult. iocote and
ot.n/r functions of the describe the furction jaescrzbe the

jhydraulic power systema, nd sanipqlatioi oi interretation of eaci
includino as eac ndicator thimoniors I

oppr-opri te the directah off ect the n e - Dower

sequence and oles of . nudrouhc power sustem sustem without error.

int.ernal and ex~ernai 1without error.I ii I
ooerouon._ _ _

ij 2.7.1.1.1 [L.2.6.2.7.L.I..2 L i.2.b.2.7.1.1. ___________. __.,_.__._._

State the possible List with no omissions

modes of hudraulic J ond describe without
power system I error onu features of

degradation. and the hydraulic power
describe their causes sustem in the F-leE

lnd consequences I that differ or. re in /
Ithout error. a ddition to the F-16A.


